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MKW ADVERTISEMENT* THIS VUK.

Hancock County Savings Bank, i
16 SPATE STREET, ELLSWORTH, ME.
Commenced traalneas May 1,1173.

H B Phi Hi os— Hoop poles wanted.
Eastern Steamship Co—Change in schedule.
M 0 Austin—Notice.
Weather vane for sale.
Wanted—Girl to learn type-setting.
Admr notice—fist James Parker.
•'
—Est Albert H Dunbar.
—Est Joseph P Amps.
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end money deposited by that date
Next quarter begins September 1,
at above rate. Home Savings Banks furnished
m.s on interest
when desired.
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Found--Money.
Harry M Bellatty—Souvenir post cards.

Union Trust Co.
O W Tapley—Insurance.
J A Haynes—Cash market.
Blubhill:
Manuel Mello— Notice of foreclosure.
West Lynn. Mass:
“Boys wanted.
SCHEDULE OF MAILS
POST-OWOI.
In r/«d Jure 10, 1907

AT ELLSWORTH

We
We
We
We

will sell for you.
will rent for you.
will buy for you.
will certify the title.
We write all kinds of insurance.
Write us and we will call on you immediately.

SELL
YOUR
REAL
ESTATE,

c. w &

f.Tmason,

First National Hank
MAIIf BTRRKT.

Bldg..
El l*WORTH, MR.

MAILS RECEIVED.

rEOM WEST—*0 40, *11.53. a m, 4 SOan.l *0.12 p m
raoM East—12.24, 5.37 and l'.ST p m.
MAIL CLOSES AT roSTOPPICB.
Goino East—0 and 6 45 a m, 4 and 5.30 n in.
Go'RO Wkst—11.50 a m, *2, *4 and *9 p in.
•Dally, Sundsya Inc'uded.
No m.ills dispatched to or received from the

east

Sundays.

B. F. Gray and wife left yesterda y for
visit in Boston and vicinity.

George
38,210 feet of land situate on south side and ai foot'd 8ea street, Northeast Harbor,
Xatu<*. This lot of land ts on the shore and title given to low*wnter mai k.
H. W. Carr property. Water street. Ellsworth. Me.
Farm with buildings In good repair. Bast Blnehlll, Me.
7 Acres fine shore properly. Ka«t Blnehlll. Me.
«
3 Acres of Laud west aids Mich Street. Kiln worth. Me.
One l 1-2 story hocse newly shingled and painted. New stable 28x32. New hennery 13x42
with six acres of land more or less all free from toeks. with iwver-falllng well oi water at the
door. Wood-house and carriage-house connected with the house; cuts live tons of bay. This
Is s very desirable I *oatk>u for summer home, or for a market gardeu. being easily acessible
to Bar Harbor markets. Bitiiated at Lainolne, Maine, anout two ml es from IT. H. Coaling
to C. W. ft F. L. Mason.
station.
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__Apply

here for
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Goggins, of Holyoke, Mass.,
two-weeks’ vacation.

SALE?

property

A
on

on

Central St.,

one on

Main St, two

on

Franklin St.—all at reasonable prices.
I also have Insurance of all kinds for sale—some

prices

are

right.

W.

1—O,

School St., and

good

one

securities, and

TAPLEY,

Wo represent

Dr. J. H. Patten, of Amherst, is in the
on his way to the Cherryfleld
fair.

city to-day,

argest

id are prepared to write
hie rates.

large lines

You can wire orders at

our

on

improved property

at the lowest pos

Miss Eva L. Mayo has returned to Boston to resume her studies at the conservatory of music.

Ospt. S. L. Lord, who haa been confined
to

the house with

chitis,

expense.

The GKO. H. GRANT Co.,
Kllsworth and Bar Harbor Maine.

Monographs

a severe

attack of bron-

Mrs. Grafton Pinkbam, of real Harbor,
with Infant son, is visiting her parents,
Richard Jude and wife.

ind Records

E nery Joyce and wife, ot Swan’s Island,
bare oeen spending a few days in the
city, have returned home.
who

Everything in the Musical
Line sold tor Cash or on
Easy Terms.
We now have the FULL LIST of Edison Records for you
to select from. Free concert at our Stole every afternoon.
Mail orders

given prompt

attention.

STAPLES PIANO & MUSIC CO.,
ELLSWORTH, ME.
Franklin St.

THE HOPKINS STORE

Miss Joanna Lee left Sunday night for
Pasadena, Cil., to spend the winter with
her si iter, Mrs. P. C. Collins.

Cider

Vinegar

isaue

A. B. Savage, of Anbnrn, will preside.
The Dirigo club is arranging for its annual entertainment and ball on Thanksgiving eve. A committee of arrangements
hit been appointed, consisting of Charles
P. Halpin, J. A. Cunningham, W. J. Clark,
jr., W. E. Clark and E. F. Small.

two brothers.
News was received here last week of the
of Mrs. Philena Swan Leland, at
Watsonville, Cal;, on Sept. 11, aged seventy-three years. Mra. Leland was a native of Waltham. She was a sister of
death

Gideon S.

Mr

Cook,

leavis two sons, who

the

of this

city.

She

reside in California.

a

free concert in front

general design

as

the

new

Eddy

Clarence E. Chase and wife (Ida Baker)
were among the passengers on the Quebec
express which was wrecked near Canaan,
N. H., early Sunday morning, with loss of
Neither Mr. nor
more thanlthirty lives.
Mrs. Chase was injured, they being in
the Pullman which escaped. They were
returning from their wedding trip, and
with the exception of their hand luggage,
lost all their baggage, including trunks
containing Mrs. Chase’s wedding wardrobe.
A runaway horse Monday evening took
The horse, attached to
an unusual route.
a jigger, started on Hancock street and
At poatoffice
ran down Main street.
square the runaway turned into State
street at full speed, but made the turn
safely, and then turned down the mill
road, up which it ran until it brought up
in a heap in the rocks where the rock
crusher was formerly located. The horse
was cut somewhat and the wagon badly

interest of my brother, John II. Brimmer, in
the business conducted uuder the firm name of J. II. lirimmer & Co.,
I will continue the business at the same stand, and hope by fair and
courteous treatment, to merit a continuance of the patronage hereto-

I will keep a full line of

Boots and Shoes
quality will permit.

W. H. BRIMMER,
Ellsworth,.

same

building. A. M. Foster will do the work.
It is probable that the other building of
the burned row will soon be rebuilt by
Mr. Eddy.

Having purchased the

as

Toe Maine Central railroad will

excursion tickets to Bar Harbor every
Thursday until Oct. 3 at 90 cents for the
round trip, and to Booth west Harbor for
fl.40 the round trip.

J. Holmes has decided to rebuild the burned store on Main street, adjoining the new Eddy building. A brick
party wall will be built between this and
the other store on the east side owned by
Mr. Eddy. The Holmes building will be of

CHANGE IN FIRM.

low

summer

Thomas

H. P. HOPKINS.

as

hospital.

given
noon, and
ot the hall at 7.30.

Orders Taken for Home Cooking:.

with prices

Mrs. C. P. Dorr and Mrs. A. A. Braymer
left Saturday for Boston, called there by
the illness of Mrs. Dorr’s daughter, Mrs.
W. C. Lovell, who is in the Somerville

at

for pickling. Approved under pure food law.
95 cents a gallon.

fore enjoyed.

At a pretty luncheon given by Mrs. L.
H. Cushman last Thursday afternoon, announcement was made of the engagement
A large number of Ellsworth people are
of her daughter, Miss Julia Rogers Cushattending tlif Cherryfleld fair to-day, and
man, to Alphsut Crosby Lyon, of Bangor.
good weather to-morrow will take another Sixteen
girl friends of Miss Cushman
large crowd to the fair.
were present.
The dining room was decThe building at the corner of Hancock orated in
green and white, and the other
and Main streets, owned by Dr. A. C. rooms in red and white. The
place cards
Hagerthy, is being raised, and a store will were pretty souvenirs, bearing bandhe built in the basement.
painted designs appropriate to the occaThe Ellsworth festival chorus will hold sion. Between courses, there was music.
a rehearsal to-moreow csoing.
Ail mem- Miss Cushman is one of Ellsworth’s popubers, especially those who are to go to lar girls. She is a gra duate of the Ellswort h high school, and has been a student
Bangor, are urged to be present.
Bev. 8. \V. Sutton w ill preach next Son- st the Bridgewater (Mass.) normal school.
day morning upon “The Significance of Mr. Lyon is the son of Mrs. E. K. Lyon,
the International Congress of Religious of Bangor. He is a civil engineer-a
Liberals”, which meets in Boston Sept. graduate of the University of Maine and
Massachusetts institute of technology.
£2-27.
W. Austin and wife.

Rev. P. A. A. Killatn, of the Baptist
church, will leave the last of this week for
a missionary trip
through Washington
county. In his absence the pulpit of the
Baptist church will be occupied next SunDorothy, the little daughter of M. V. day, morning and evening, by Lester
McGown and wife, who has been seriously
Norton, of Crozer Beminary, Chester, Pa.
ill with typhoid fever, is slowly recover- Mr. Norton will
preach at Hancock in the
ing.
afternoon.
Mrs. J. B. W iswell left Monday mornLaBarre Bros.’ minstrels is the next ating for a visit to her sisters in Augusta, traction scheduled at Hancock
hall, and
will appear here Saturday evening. The
StotitttisancnU.
company is said to be a particularly strong
one, and haa a good array of musical talent, headed by the inimitable comedian,
Eddie LaBarre. A street parade will be

*

Apple

reported very low at noon to-day.
Mrs. Harry H. Austin and child, who
are spending the summer in Bncksport,
are visiting Mr. Austin’s parents, Arthur

Mr. and Mrs. J. h. Knowlton announce
the engagement of their daughter Hazle
and Kenneth M. Cameron, of London, Ont.

FINK FAMILY OROCKRIK8.

Pure

Dr. \V. £. Emery, ot Surry, who baa
been critically ill for some days past, is

improving.
J. F. Hyde and wife, of Somerville,
The funeral of Mrs. Annie £. Stanley,
Mass., are guests of Mrs. Hyde’s sister, who died at Lamoine Friday, took place at
Mrs. S. A. Goodwin.
Bayside Sunday, Rev. V. F. Hendee, of the
Miss Margaret Monaghan is home from Ellsworth Methodist church, officiating.
Boaton, where she spent two weeks among Mrs. Stanley was fifty-seven years ot age.
She leav.a a nuaband, three slaters and
relatives and friends.
is

Maine.

damaged.
The scarlet fever has been confined to j
the three cases in one family on Water |
street, originally reported. These cases

City

Lunch Rooms

As people now know, the City
cool and free from flies.

Lunch

llooms are

have

always neaL

Meals served at all hours
and In first-class style.
S

C. R. Cirone,

been

strictly quarantined by

the

board of health, and the children are now
recovering. The schools of the city
proper, including the high school, the
opening of which was deferred for one
week by order of the board of health on
account of scarlet fever, will probably
open next Monday. Schools in the rural
districts opened last Monday.

dean,

Proprietor,

Franklin Street, E"«worth( !V!a?r-r>,
—--—.-

the higher lend, baq|t front the presroad a short distance. The route
teems to be generally acceptable.
Several
owners of property on the shore road who
have sold out to the power company, retaining their buildings, plan to move
them back to the line of .the new rood.

CITY MEETING.

lows

ent

Hoyt H. Harden, who ha* been confined
the honae since laat Saturday, ia imlliaa L. E. Morris entertained a party at
proving.
Birch point cottage Saturday evening.
Miss Margaret Dresser will leave toSapper was served on the grounds which
morrow tor Boston to outer the conservawen prettily lighted, after which all partory ot moslc.
took of ■ corn-roast on the bench.
Mias Bertha Monaghan, of Gardiner, is
Libeons D. Patten has been drawn es
and
friends
in
relatives
Ellaworth
visiting
grand juryman and E. E. Brady and T. E.
and Bluehill.
Hale aa traverse jurymen to serve at the
Mr*. Herman E. Hill, who haa a pent the October term of the
supreme court, which
eummer here, left yesterday (or Boaton
will eonvene at Ellaworth Oct. 8. Juetice
for the winter.

sixteen of the

and Beet American and Foreign 8tock
Fire Insurance Companies,

Framing-

Mias Florence Smith, who has spent the
with her parents, M. S. Smith
and wife, hag returned to New York to
Mrs. Sarah Saunders, who has been vis- resume teaching in the New York Instiiting friends here, lias returned to Orono. tute for the Deaf.

Miss Mary A. Fields, who is seriously
ill, is about the Bame as for the past week.

to

rOR

and in Auburndsle and South
ham, Mass.

The route of the new road, or sections of
the shore road, which it will be necessary
to build because of the flowage from the
It fr,‘new dam, h?e been staked out.

And now a big bull moose, with a magnificent set of antlers, is prowling about
Ellsworth. Yesterday morning the family of M. J. Drummey, on the Franklin
road, saw the moose in the road in front of
the boose about 6 o’clock. Mr. Drummey
finished a hasty toilet and went from the
house tb get a closer view of the lord of
The moose had gone up
the forest.
toward the cemetery.
Mr. Drummey
went through the cemetery to head him
OH. He came upon him unexpectedly,
The moose
only twenty-five feet on.
trotted on a short distance and turned to
look at him. Mr. Drummey remembered
the old story about whistling to rabbits,
end he tried It on the moose. It worked.
The moose turned and started toward
him. Mr. Drsansty started for the tell
timber which in that vicinity happened to
be a cedar tree. Safely and quickly up
the tree, he turned, expecting to see the
moose beneath him, but the big fellow
had disappeared. The moose returned to
the rood, stopped for a survey of the situation in front of the hearse house, and
when Mr. Drummey’s son gave chase, he
trotted through the garden and into the
pasture toward Black’s meadow.

Action on Power Uae Petition Inferred—State Street Cemetery.
A recess meeting of the city government
The full
was held Thursday
evening.
board waa present. The principal object
of the meeting was for further h: Bring
and decision nn petition to erect a power
transmission line on the old Bangor road,
but this matter did not come before (ho
board, being deferred pending negotia.
Mons for a private right of way along tho
Maine Central railroad.
Hev. R. B. Mathews, pastor of the Con-

gregational church,' appeared before ho
board in relation to improvements at tho
Mr.
cemetery back ol the church.
Mathews, who instituted the movement
for improving the cemetery, and by nrivate subscription raised a fund to begin
the work, discovered that the cemetery
was the property of the city.
The lot was deeded to the inhabitants of
Ellsworth by Melatiab Jordan in 1818, for
perpetual maintenance as a cemetery and
for no other nse. The city’s ownership
bad been forgotten until the fact waa
brought to light by Mr. Mathews. A copy
of the deed was submitted tothenldermen.

Mr. Mathews spoke of the need for improvement, and in view of the city's- responsibility by ownership, the aldermen
voted to appropriate a sum not exceeding (10D from the contingent fund for tho
purpose of propsrly fencing the cemetery*
the work to be done under the dire'' inmr
of two members of the city government*
acting with Mr. Mathews. Mayor Greely
and Alderman Stuart will so act.
The board devoted the remainder of th»
evening to revising the jury list. Many
names
were removed from the box '>a~
cause of age limitation or death, and tk-w
names were put in. bringing the numoer
up to the quota -eighty-flve.
A recess was taken to Thursday, Sopt. 19.

The Up-River Fair.
The fair of the Northern Hancock Agricultural society at Amherst will taka
place on Tuesday and Wednesday, Oct. 1
and 2. The up-river fair, as it is generally known, is looked forward to by many
The woods
as the autumn leaf carnival.
are usually in their gayest dress at tha
time of this fair, and the roads to Amherst
North Ellsworth Fair.
from whatever direction one approaches
The fair of the North Ellsworth Farmit lead through country where the foliers' dab will take place Wednesday and
age is seen at its best.
Thursday of next week. An interesting
But the delight of the ride is not tha
programme of races has been arranged.
only attraction. The officers of the fair
On the first day there will be a threeassociation each year present a good list
minute
face, special oat race, running of attractions, and the dances and dinrace, peg race and slow race. On the sec- ners are
big drawiug cards in themselves.
; ond day there will be a running race, slow
Among the attractions this year are the
race, a peg race and free-for-aU. The
diving dog Dewey, ball games, trial of
drawing of horaes'will take place the sec- draft horses, baby show, etc. There is alond day.
ways something doing at the Amherst
The feature of the second day will be a
fair.
________
balloon ascension. It has been several
years since there has been a balloon ascenCOMING EVENTS.
sion in Ellsworth, and this will prove a
ELLSWORTH.
drawing card to many of the boys and
Saturday, Sept. 21, at Hancock hall—
girls w ho have never seen one.
There will be a dance both evenings of LaBarre’s minstrels. Tickets now on sale
will furnish at Moore’s drug store.
the fair. Lynch’s band
music during the day, and Monaghan’s
Wednesday and Thursday, Sept. 25 and
orchestra for the dance.
26—Annual convention of Maine UnderMeals w’ill be served in the low’er hall takers’ association.
on the fair grounds at all hours.
The fair
Friday, Sept. 27-School of instruction*
will be postponed if rainy.
in Ellsworth.
O. E.

8.,

Parish Meeting.
The annual parish meeting of the Congregational church was held at the chapel
last Monday evening. J. H. Brimmer was
moderator, and O. W. Tapley recorded.
The following officers were re-elected:
Standing committee, A. W. King, J. F.
Whitcomb, H. M. Hall; clerk and treasurer, O. W. Tapley.
It was voted to raise funds for meeting
expenses by voluntary subscriptions, as
heretofore.
The various appointments will be made

meeting.

at a later

Jelllson Family Reunion.
The fifteenth annual reunion of the
Jellison family will be held in Gerry’s
hall, Ellsworth Palls, Tuesday, Bept. 24.
All relatives are invited.
CHURCH NOTES.

Friday and Saturday, Sept. 27 and 28—
Hancock county teachers’ convention at
Ellsworth.
COUNTY.

Sept. 24, 25, 26—Annual meeting Hancock Baptist association at South Penobscot.
FAMILY REUNIONS.

Jellison family
Tuesday, Sept. 24
Gerry’s hail, Ellsworth Falls.
—

at

FAIR DATES.
fair and cattle show of
North Castine grange, at North Castine.
Sept. 18, 19—Fair of Eden Agricultural
society, at Eden.

Sept. 19—Annual

Wednesday, Sept. 25-Narramissic grange
fair, Orland.
Sept. 25, 26-Fair of North Ellsworth
Farmers’ club, at North 11sworth.
Alamoosook grange
Tuesday, Oct. 1
fair, East Orland.
Fair of Northern Hancock
Oct. 1, 2
Agricultural society at Amherst.
—

—

UNITARIAN.

Rev. 8. W. Sutton, pastor.
Sunday, Sept. 22— Morning service at
10.30. Sermon by pastor. Subject: “The

HWiettiamaii/,
III II

.MM IH II

!■

Significance of the International Congress
of Religious Liberals.”
Sunday school
at 11.45.
BAPTIST.

Rev. P. A. A. Killam, pastor.

Sunday, Sept. 22— Morning service at
by Lester Norton, of Crozier
seminary, Chester, Pa. Sunday school
10.30. Sermon

at 11.45. Christian Endeavor meeting at
7. Evening service at 7.30.
Bible study and prayer service at 7.30
Friday evening.
ROMAN

CATHOLIC.

Rev. J. D. O’Brien, pastor.
Sunday, Sept. 22—High mass and
mon

ser-

at 10.30.
CONGREGATIONAL.

Rev. R. B. Mathews, pastor.
Sunday, Sept. 22— Morning service at
10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school

I

■'ri
Strain oir
Women's Eyes*
If your eyes
TROUBLE YOU

at 11.45.

Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.30.

call

on us.

METHODIST EPISCOPAL.

Rev. V. F. Sendee, pastor.
Sunday, Sept. 22—Morning service at
10.30. Subject: “Lost—the Christ.” Sunday school at 11.45. Junior league at 2.30.
Evening service at 7.30.
Subject: “A
Character Sketch.”
Prayer meeting and bible study Friday
evening at 7.30.
UNION

CONG’L,

ELLSWORTH FALLS.

Rev. J. D. Prigmore, pastor.
Sunday, Sept. 22— Morning service at
10.30. Sermou by pastor. Sunday school
at 11.45.
PMrr mating Friday evening at 7.30.

mmmiON
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E. F. Robinson.
Ferns, Tuberous

Begonias.

Summer Flowering Plants.

Ellsworth

Greenhouse.

EDITED BT

grayer Meeting Topic For the Week
Beginning Sept. 22.
By REV. S.
Topic.

—

God's

its Motto:

DOYI.E.

omnipotence.—I

Chron.

“AOMt MADOX**.

“Helpful and Hopeful

MIN ADMIRE

The purpose* of thU column nre succinctly
stated In the title end motto— it Is for ihs mutual
benefit, and atm* to be helpful and hopeful.
Belt* for the cwra now good. It to Ur the com
man use—a public -errant, a purveyor of Information and suggestion, a medium forth* Interchange of Ideas, in ihto capacity It solicits
commanteatvons, and It* success depend* larr'**”
on the support gtuen u in this respect. < on>mu mentions must be signed, but the nan a of
writer will not be printed except by perm! Ion
Coro muni rations will be subject to approvt la:
rejection by the editor of tbe column, bat r am
will be rejected without goo» reasoa. Add: ass
all communications to
Tun AMCRICaM,
t.Haworth. Me.

*xix, J-:3.

Omnipotence meant all powerful, the
omnipotence of G",i. that God is all
powerful.

This is true of God so far as ttie natliis P ever
world is concerned
has been manifested, first, in the cr-alion of the miivi-r e and. secondly, by
the fact that lie has and does sn- ain
Gad is the absolute,
and control It.
He
sovereign ruler of tke m.lvere -.
ural

—

fltbrttiMmmtf.

flhitnal Dciuht fioluinn.

CHRISTIAN K\I> MAYOR.

made it “by the w -rd of His power"
and by the same power He sustains It.
Man ims gradually learned by power
to use many important things-in the
natural world. He is c«,|ueriag and
subduing It. But what Is hi power to
the infinite power of God? Man builds
earth quakes
a mighty city, but tii
lie sails a magand it is de troyed.
nificent vessel, hut a stum arises and
Ail human power is side
It i3 gone.
ject to the desire and wiil of God. His
Infinite p over shonld amuse our ad
Xtfr.if ion. and admiration shonld lead
to love and devotion.
God Is ail iwwerfnl in ttie spiritu.d
He only has the power to
world.
forgive onr sins, but Ho is willing and

a
good figure, but
later leans that the
healthy, happy, contented woman
Is most of all to be admired
Women troubled with fainting
spells. Irregularities, nervou~ irritability, backache, the “blues." and
those dreadful dragging sensations,
cannot hope to be happy or popular,
and advancement in either home,
business or social life is imp- wstble.
The cause of these troubles, however, yields quickly to Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound made
from native roots and herbs It acts
at once upon the own afflicted ana
EMMA RUNTZLER
“
the nerve centers, dispelling ettectually all those dlstreaaing symptoma
No other medicine in tue country ha* received such unqualified
as nas
j
indorsement or has such a rec«. rd of cures of female ills

a

pretty faee,

sooner

THINGS WORTH WHILE.

To look end see the beautiful
This world holds to the view;
To listen and to hear tbe songs
Which Nature sings far yau.

or

Lydia E Pinkham s Vegetable Compound
N.

Y., write*:—
Mias Emma Runtalcr. of «3l State St., Schenectady,
to
"for a Ion4 time I was troubled with s weakness which seemed
1 had dull headache*, waa perron*.
drain all mv strength awav
vmir
advertisement*
Irritable, and all wornont. Chancing to read one of
of a case similar to mine cured bv Lydi* E. Pinkhams Vegetable
gratitude for the
Compound. 1 decided to try it and I cannot express my
benefit received. 1 am entirely well and feel like a new person.
Lydia E. Pinkham s Vegetable Compound la the most succeasful
and
remedy for all forms of Female Complaint*. Weak Back. Falling
iff preDisplacements* Inflammation and Ulceration, and is invaluable
paring for childbirth and the Change of Life.

To taste the sweet of all you eat.
To smell each fragrant flower.
To know, to feel, that Clod is re*):
To live within tbe hour;
To love one who deserv es ycur levs;
To face all with a smile:
To reach the goal by trying bard—
These are tbe things worth while.
—Horace Q. Williamson.

to Women
that power in our I > Dear M. B. Friends:
Mr*. Pinkham’s
to
In this hurrying, bustling age, if wc
Women suffering from any form of female weakness are invited
bait if we are only willtnc. He only
Her advice
could do the “things worth whilwe
promptly communicate with Mr. Pinkham, at Lynn. Maas.
j
through the Holy Ghost lias the jnw r 1
la free and always helpful.
should solve one of life's puzzling probto give unto us spiritin',1 gifts, but He
lie is more lfm*. and the trio of stanza* printed
is ever ready to do so.
above suggests some of tbe things to do.
willing to give us the Holy Spirit, said
of this work will
Christ, than earthly parents are to g e it may be tbe thought
the pavement remedy a* soon as possible.
tlu
be the seed that will cause os to study the Even we Omaha
good gifts unto their children. Can we
people are patiently looking
demands upon oor time, and
calls
and
in
the
so
even
do
but
to
a
forward to
doubt His williugue-s
straightened-up city,
I
Thi* eelucu 1* derated to the Orange, *•so that tbe nee*
then, like all large place*, there will still
face of this statement of Christ? Are enable os to classify them
pednlly to the grange* of Hanoock county.
and
those
worth
while
will
cssarv
to
be
done.
that
be
ought
of
things
things
devoid
many
;
The column !• open to all granger* for the
,we living low spiritual lives,
The climate here Is certainly fierce—freeze* dlsco&sion of
be given oor attention first.
topic* of general interest, and
spiritual power? Then let us s--i-k |
one to death one day and roasts one to death
for report* of grange meetings. Make letter*
power and its iinsv end fountain
wonder
more
and
I
often
people short and concise. Ail communication* must
why
Will Meb please send Aunt Madge her the next,
si. through
beau, tile uuvuc of
don't die. But they seem to thrive, aod it's be
signed, but name* will not be printed exGod address? We all want to locate her.
prayer, and we will receive it.
an awful place for fat people, probably owing
We are depending upon Aunt Marla to
cept by permission of the writer. All combas the power to help us overcome
to the many places to eat that Meb saw while munications will be subject to approval by
her trip to the
ns a description of
here. We have had our doors and windows the editor, bnt none will be rejected without
temptation and sin. Do we want to give
Then let us go to appointed place of the reunion, whither open Christmas. New Year's, and ia fact, any
overcome them?
good reason.
6. Several of
she
went
September
loyally
can
we
in
Christ,
God. through whom,
part of the winter at timee; still we can count
besides
had
a
ia
B.
the
M.
of
bad
weather
weeks
along
about
six
on
fraternity
myself
do all thing:.
DAIM.
pleasant call from her and her John oc February which lasts until the middle of
BLBl.E READINGS.
their return trip home. We are all eorry March.
Sept. 21—Meeting ot Green Mountain
P* civ, 1-3; Jer. xxxti. 1G. 17. 27:
be
once
said
here
thought Pomona with Hancock PUmota.
A new minister
that after their long ride in the tog they
llatt xix. 23-2G; Matt, xxvlii, 19, 20;
water all right if one stopped
should have found the cottage doeed and Missouri river
Saturday, Oct. 5-Meeting ot Hancock
Hpb. iii, 20, 21; Rev. xix, 1-G.
to chew it long enough. Of ooaroe It is all
no greeting
awaiting them. Dell, we fall of yellow clay, hat wo have one of the county Pomona with Rainbow grange.
almost envy you the reunion yon enjoyed
Brookerille.
An Aga of Big Thing*.
grandest water-work systems la the world, North
with them.
and it is well worth one’s trip to Florence, a
Bie twentieth century is pre-emiThe question of attempting another suburb of Omaha, to see those mammoth
AUMOOUOOK. EAST OkLASD.
nently a century of great achievethis year is open to a hearing. settling basins and the mammoth machinery
A apecial meetitig waa held Monday
ments.
Congress appropriates a bil- gathering
The next few weeks seem to have a num- ia the pumping station. It can be reached by evening. Sept. S, (or the purpoee ol talking
lion dollars. The Pennsylvania spends
ber of various fain and festivals and con- electric car, as all Omaha suburbs can.
fair. It waa decided to bold a lair Oct. X.
$50,000,000 to gain an entrance into
Omaha ha* many beautiful parks and
so that at present no date can he
There will be a baked bean dinner, eerved
New York city to save the annoyances ventions,
and
millionaire*,
lot
of
a
driveways, quite
made.
by Olive Parnbam, Alberta Maaon and
and a few minutes' d"iny caused by definitely
many wealthy people with their palace homes
This letter was to have been read when out in West Farnam street district.
The merry-go-round
This Mrs. Flora Dorr.
Great steam dredges will
the ferry.
we met, bnt 1 give it to you because we
would be a fifteen or twenty minutes' ride on will be present, and there will be other
lift untold millions of dollars out of
We pleasing and attractive features.
the United States treasury and deposit always like to hear from £• and hope we the Farnam car from any of the depots.
with
are also connected by motet service
The committee of arrangements consist!
them in the Panama canal. A man is can meet her some time.
South Omaha, the third largest packing cen- of V. 8. Gross, George White, Will Gray,
Guat Pond. Sept, i
not counted rich unless his Income is in
tre of the world, and across the river, reached Elias
Bowden, John Parnbam and Joshua
But ail this is in the Dear Amnl Madge:
the millions.
Bluffs, nestling
I have thought so many times how much I the same way. is Council
Gross.
world of commerce and business.
crooked
with
its
the
hills,
many
should like to meet you and the dear sisters among
Alamooaook grange held its regnlai
How about the realm of spiritual life? at the
of pretty homes, trees, big
reunion. It may never be here, hut at streets, plenty
a
How goes the Father's business for the the great reunion when we shall know as we green bluffs and beautiful Fairmonut park meeting Saturdsy evening, tfuite lot ol
and Baylisa park. Our Lake Monawa is also business was transacted in regard to the
redemption of the world's
are known 1 hope to meet and greet you.
all these j fair that will be held Oct. 1. After recess,
There are mam.v signs that we are
We have had the pleasure of entertaining i situated south of Council Bluffs, and
five-minute motor i a fine programme was presented, consistbeginning to keep step with the spirit many dear friends, old and new, at the old places have three and
ing of music, reading and songs.
The missionaries of the home this summer, from Maine, Massachu- services.
of the age.
Getting back to Omaha, we boast of our
Now we have
cross are carrying the gospel light to setts, Iowa and New York.
Li*lexers art gallery, one of the finest private
HANCOCK POMONA.
the darkest corners of the earth. company from Amsterdam, S. Y.. aad Wingalleries in the world, always open to visiting
The meeting of Hancock Pomona grange
Never since the days of Moody has terport.
to
the
and
Thursdays
general
public
I have almost envied Kras Stine
the stranger*
witb Kainbow grange at North Brookethere been such interest in evangelistic
of charge. We have many
privilege of entertaining you all, bat she is and Sundays, free
I
work ns at the present time. A most such a dear good woman that X wish her and grand public buildings, among them our ville, Oct. 5, will be the annual meeting,
of officers will be
remarkable movement in the interest all the sisters every happineee. Meb's west* library with museum, one of the world’s best At this meeting reports
of world wide missions is now being ern letters are very interesting. We are all Y. M. C. A's. and resting rooms for tired received, and officers for the ensuing year
women in all our large department stores. Will be elected. The address of welcome
by Christian laymen. One glad to bear from her and each other, and
We also have one of the largest smelters ia will tie
by Angle Oqv£-in*. *od th* response
of the greatest factors in the world when any of you feel like taking a trip to one
the
localities iu the wilds of the world, and the very longest drawbridge- Jij (fold* IJendewn.
$>f
prettiest
for
the
ais
{I'aiuius »£ Jszlzz ill
one of the three over the Mitsiouri.
JoOajthese lines Is the Society of Christian Main*, *oh»« aad iaVt dinntr wlilr
6ur streets are wide and straight, and the
Ststka
E.
LAkB VIEW, HAPPTTOWN.
Endeavor. Its progress And success
numbers easy to find. We art inclined toThe inclement weather prevented memOmaHa,
In twentyNib*., Aug. 29, 1917.
nave been phenomenal.
wards hills, but the streets and cars don’t
bera from attending tbe grange Tuesday
five years it has girdled the globe with To d«tnl Vodfe and MU M. B. Oolumm:
mind little things like that. We cut off all we |
Although 1 fttrbnger to you, I knee rend can and let the rest go, and altogether night, and there were not’enough to form
more than 08,000 societies and more
The Auntie** for eighteen years, and have a
Omaha is a pretty fine place and good to live I a quorum.
than 3,500,000 members. Nearly 42,- son
named from your paper.
Have also had ia.
000,000 young people have come from many helpful hints, and have bees
thinking • With this letter I will send some postals to
KARRA MIMIC, ORLAND.
Its ranks-Into the membership of the of
writing for some time for n lost recipe, do with as yon wish, and later will send some
In Orland, Jane 20, 1907, Nsrramissic
Its members have contrib- when the article written by Meb from this
churches.
more, also a few recipes.
Any more Mutuals
uted more than $15,000,000 to mission- place stirred me on. The recipe I lost was
grange. No. (M, P. of H-, >u organized ai
passing through Omaha please telephone ap
a corporation under chapter 57, section 1,
There printed in April or May, and was a cake to
ary and philanthropic work.
Douglas 4U«.
of the revised statutes of Maine, by O. P.
have been 37,000,000 religious meetings frosting made of sugar, butter and black
A. M. D.
Cunningham.
Sept. 7, at the regular
held, with an attendance of more than coffee and that is all I remember of it.
1
am
lo
our
new
friend for
very grateful
Now for something else. 1 am n thorough
a billion and a half.
More than sixty
meeting, Narramiaaic grange bought the
Nebaaka product, but married the son oi n writing na this interesting letter. 1 think
hall which it has occupied far many years,
denominations are represented in its former well-known Ellsworth man
about her John will remember me when 1 write
fellowship, and its literature la printed sixteen years ago. In dne coarse of time we her s personal letter, and remind him in and which has been known as grange
hall. The de d was received and the purin eighty languages.
It is training sent an order to baby land for n daughter, and
it of some days of long ago. The poet
chase money paid daring the eeeeion.
these millions of young people to be being out of girls the stork brought a boy.
cards (also papers) came safely to hand,
we
could
not
better Christians, better church work- Well,
agree on ^*»*eg him
and the sisters of the column who are
SCHOODIC, FRANKLIN.
an, better citiaena. and to help usher Elisabeth, after his grandmother and my sismaking special collections can bare one.
nor could we agree on Johnny, Jacob or
ter,
Schoodic grange held • pedal meeting
in the day when all people shall recogD.
also
contributes some pickle reciIsaac, so it ran along n week ?nnd my husband A. M.
nise the fatherhood of God and the
Sept. 12, with a very email attendance.
brought home the Ellsworth America*. pes, which wilt have a place next week. There were teveral visitors
from Greenbrotherhood of man.—William Shaw, which I
could see in big black print from Come again, won’t you?
wood grange. East brook. Then will be a
•t New York State District Secretaries’ where he sat reading to me. All nt once the
Institute.
25.
inspiration came to me, and we nil agreed to
It would be very pleasing to Aunt Emma special meeting Thursday, Sept.
it. grandmother and nil.
Literary programme for next meeting:
to have a letter party on the 21st of this
Christian Endeavor Magna Charts.
It is quite a long name to handle nt times,
Mrs.
Heading,
Perkins; song. Prank
month, it being the fortieth anniversary
Dr. Clark in an introduction to Rev. seeing his last same is not short, and people
and
dialogues, recitations
of her marriage.
She is not planning to BlaisdeU;
F. B. Meyers' charming little volume. have s way of not repeating it, even after it is
tableaux.
have a special celebration on that day,
“I Promise," enunciates these impor- distinctly pronounced to them; but in spite
of it nil, he has grown to be a fine large lad, but letters from M. B. friends will be
tant truths:
USBBN MOUNTAIN POMONA.
almost Bfteen years old, looks like his father’s gladly received. I have her concent to
“The prayer meeting covenant pledge
Green Mountain Pomona grange will
people and loves baked beans, ate six when be give her address to yon all. It is Mrs.
is the mainstay of Christian Endeavor. was three weeks old and
always cried as soon Emma A. Hardison, box 1, West Frank- convene with Pamola grange, Hancock,
It is to Christian Endeavor what Mag- as they began to cook until we always had to
Saturday, Sept. 21.
lin.
AmT Madoe.
na Charta eras to British liberty; what
feed him a little of them as soon ss we could;
Programme.
the constitution of the United States •till I never gave Maine nil the credit for that,
Grange called to order fifth degree.
Is to the American patriot; what the ss some of my ancestors were from Vermont
The Maine Register.
| Calling roll of officers.
Mayflower compact was to the Puri- and all my people live in New York stats.
The Maine Register for 1907-6 in oat. Secretary's report.
We visited Maine and New York six sumto
what
national
covenant
was
tans;
The Maine fiegisfsr is an invaluable refer- Unfinished business.
mers ago. and were perfectly delighted with
address of welcome.A. 1. Foss.
the Covenanters.
The societies that
the scenery, and especially the amount of ence book in any Maine business man’s
adopt and live up to the covenant water we found and the clearness of it. I office; to the professional man it is a nec- Response, Pred Noyes, of John Dortty grange.
New business.
pledge with fidelity have always pros- read with interest what Meb said of Omaha, essity, to the newspaper man it is indisBarcas for dinner.
pered. No society that has ignored or and must confess to the truth of it, although pensable, and is thnmbed bat little lees Call to order, fifth degree.
weakened the pledge has long contin- I am sure she visited Omaha the very worst than the
dictionary.
Conferring fifth degree in form.
time of the year for eastern people, and
ued to do a conspicuous good work.”
The vast amount of statistical inform- Topic—How to apply business principles to
especially now as there is a big boom on here, ation contained in the book is the
the farm. Opened by B. B. McFarland, of
gradual
and the streets are either littered up with
Net a “Job Offiee.”
Lnmoine grange.
growth of yean. Each year the book
to
oot the latent talent in
The Christian Endeavor society is building material, torn up with new paving, shows a marked
improvement over Iks Topic—How bring
or by the putting in of underground telethe grange.
Opened by Miss Nancy
not a “Job office" or a machine shop.
phone wires, gas or water pipes, and about preceding year, and a comparison with
Abbott, of Pamola grange.
,We have carried the workshop idea the
*
only navigable streets we have are the one of the early volumes shows how great Report of granges.
.quite too far in our estimate of the broken pavement kind which will come under has been this improvement.
Remarks tor good of order.
movement. It is not “the young people
Gnat can is shown in revising the book Cloning la form.
the church at work,” but “the church
and bringing it up-to-date, and errors an
A Humane Appeal.
n it work for her young people,” which
ran.
BABVRtrr BOMB, WBI ELLSWORTH.
A humane citizen of Richmond, Ind.,
a very different thing.—Rev. W. W.
The Maine Register is published by G.
Harvest Home grange convened Sept.
Mr. U. D. Williams, 107 West Main St.,
T.
says: “I appeal to all persons with weak M. Donhmn, 390 Congress street, Portland. 14, with the ladies in the chairs. Master
lungs to take Dr. King's New Discovery, The prioe, postpaid, is f2.
Joeie Higgins presiding. The gentlemen
the only remedy that has helped me and
Temperance Endeavor,
let Endeavorers remember that folly comes up to the proprietor’s recomTbe soul needs deep plowing to turn unmendation.” It saves more lives than all
The Touch That Heals
/can all pass a prohibition act—a other throat and lung remedies put to- der its weeds.
Is the touch of Bucklen's Arnica Salve.
ipetionai prohibition act.
Used
as
a
and
cold cure
gether.
cough
It's the happiest combination of Arnica
the world over. Cures asthma, bronchitis,
There Is a littie public house
Sowers and herding balsams ever comStops earache in two minutes: toothache or
croup, whooping cough, quinsy, hoarseWhich everyone can close,
pounded. No matter how old the sore or
and
of
burs
or scald I n five miuatee; hoarseness,
of
pain
house
phthisic,
stops
i
the
little
And that's
hemorrhages
ulcer is, this Solve will core it. For burns,
public
the lungs and builds them up. Guaranteed ness. one hour; muscles* ire, two h.urs: sore
Just underneath ypur nose.
i.
scalds, ents, wounds or piles, it has no
at E. G. Mookh’s drug store. 50c. and j throat, twelve hours—Dr. Thomas
Eclectric equal. Guaranteed by £. G. Moore, drug—Australian Roll Call.
fl.00. Trial bottle free.
Oil, monarch over rain.—Adrf,
gist, 25c.
anxious t

>

use

|

Standing Invitation

-1

|

3mong

*$?ganized

jof

■

|/

©rangers.

furnished s treat. The tedita gave a surprise to tbs men when they were invited
to the dining room to pa:take of take and
co flee.
The programme consisted of readings,
conundrums.
speaking, singing and
There *•» s good auendance, with visLake
View
itors from Arbutus und

went

granges.
Sept. 28

not

the men will fill the chairs, and
the ladies will famish
refreshments.
•Sept. 21 the grange will give a reunion

'*•

out of
commission
8b* wi" *• •»'»«!
»P in Bunk’,

Men who
attempt to t.uy
be disappointed if
brick.

~n„-

'*"*»«<

■

»n||

eupper.
HALCYON, NORTH BLt'KHILL.

Tells

Halcyon grange held its regular meeting
Sept. If. Two candidates were instructed
in the first and sec-nd degrees.
Friday At
evening about twenty-five members responded to an invitation from Highland
grange, where
served and an
carried out.

a

bountiful

sapper was
programme

interesting

Yoi

Ellsworlh Reader^
Too Well.

When the

kidneys ire sick
Nature tells you all shout
it.
Tba urine la nature ,

calendar,

*

MARI A TILLS.

Many

an

infrequent

Mariaville grange held its regular meeting Sept. 14, with a small attendance.
One candidate was instructed In the third
and fourth degrees. Literary programme
There wen interestwas well rendered.
ing remarks by the visitors.

Any urinary
Doan’s

too

or

|

fr-qm nl wUoil.

trouble tells of

Kidney Pill, cure

,n

gj

kidn,,
kid*, iW

Ellsworth people testily to
this.
C. W. Pierce, of Birch

Kills-30.1

Are.,
“My first experience
East Rluebill grange held iu regular
Doan'a Kidney Pill, w„ .hoot
two
meeting Saturday evening. Sept. 14, with j
EAR BLPtCItlLL.

average

attendance.

readings and music

Ma.,

A fine programme of
carried out.

eras

HIGHLAND, NORTH PKNOBSCOT.
Highland grange entertained a goodly
number from Halcyon grange Friday Bight.
Selections on phonograph by J. O. Leach,
readings, and remarks from members of
both granges helped to lAgeet a splendid
supper which the ladies of Highland
grange had prepared for their visitors.
ftKDQWtCX.

Hrdfwick grange held a regular meeting
Friday evening, Sept. 13, with a small
was
A short programme
attendance.
The following memorial
carried out.
resolutions were adopted:

IDurreal. The angel of death has again
entered onr grange and taken a beloved
brother. It ta with feelings of endues* mingled with confide net In an all-wise providence. that we herewith present a few word#
of tribate to the memory of brother F. C.
Mayo, wbo baa finished his allotted teak.
Therefore be It
demised. That la the death of Brother
Mayo, onr grange has lost a worthy and falthC

saTs:

ago, when I used them for

my back and through the loin,,
also

was

the

kidney

inflammation in the

bladder.

Medical

only gave

kinds

relief.

It

-g

nsekofig

treatment of tvkm

me, st

hest, tempos

different »iih rioaa's
Kg.
ney Pills. 1 noticed s change (hr
tk
better in my condition after I had
ukg
third
the
doee, and after taking two box*
tba pain in my back disap|wared
agd g
the other difficulties were cornered.
|
have recommended Doan's
Kidney Piu,|
a number cf friends and
was

xqaaintsaai

and know
the

which they hare cored
prompt way thee did mine.”

same

cases

For sale by all dealers. Price 50 eng
Foster-Mil burn Co., Buffalo, N. y., sg
agents for the United Suits.
Remember the name- Down's-sad let
aootbar.

lUAtgibc anb fttfimbcm

Baselsed, That

we cited to the stricken
heartfelt sympathy.
Briefesd,- That onr charter be draped la
mourning, and that a copy of three resol atioaa he placed upon the records of onr
grange, one sent to the bereaved family, and
one rent to Tan Eujvostm Avenir am for
O no son M. All aw.
publication.
D. B. Alls*.
Amkib Cl. Atxav.
Committee on resolution*.

difficulty with

t ions,and

fnl member.
children

^

painesamj

onr

*

Jl

*

JMWyLamtt

Cow—rlag June 10, 1907.
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SOUTH PEEK ISLE.

Hr*. Guy CtcnUod

hu

goo. to MUU-

oocket tor the winter.
Aurl Stanley and wit.
friends at Swan’s Island.

arc

School commenced Monday,
with Lillian Knowlton, teacher.

visiting
Sept. 9,

Vivian Greenlaw went to Kents Hill
to attend the acini nary there.

Monday

Harold Stinson has gone to Boetort,
when be bee employment tor the winter.

Joseph

Thurston and wife, of AlletOU,
Mam., are at C. C. Warren's for a short
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The Sdtmncr people are leaving every
day. Mrs. J. E. Robbins and daughter
Eva left Sept. 13 tor their home in Cambridge, Masa.
Mrs. Recklitfe Came home on 1
Monday, and are moving some of their
household goods to Merchant’s
where they will spend the winter.
A steel bridge ia replacing the old
wooden one between Peer late and Sionington. It ia quite inconvenient lor thorn
having best Dees at Stonlngtoa while It ia

..

■PMrs. Horace Varney till to Boston
Tuesday. Mr. Varney and his mother,
Mrs. Greene, went to Rockland with bar,
returning the same day to rtfHain until
the last of the month.
W
Sept. 13.

lira. Everett
from asthma.

McFarland

la

a
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a 4fta »
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TmlnTtwHItt KU.worth :.*> to
tad arriving KU.worth 12.24 noon. U* t
thtBM With Washing!.':: Co. Ry.

m.
m,

*iAny.
kfcSTM Sunday .1.
*r Sunday, only

. m-

Slop
signal to conductor,
e Slop# to Inn but not to u>kr i.s-cni*"d Stop, at Sorrento Sunday ItM noo. *
lenre passengers from point. wet of
t

on

n»o|<^

Tickets for all points south as*
West for sale at the Jl. C.B.*
suffering
ticket office, Ellsworf It.

Mrs. George Day, of Ellsworth, eras the
guest of Mrs. E. E. Tinker laat waak.

ihroii^

These lemlna eonaectat Bany.f with
trains OB Main Line, to and trout FortiOt,
boston sad St John.

Passengers

house

on

Them will be a roll-call in the
Baptist
church next Tuesday. A dinner will be
served in the A. O. U. W. hall.

to

L
F. R. BOOTHBY, G. T- i T.
OKO. F. EVANS.
Vice-Pre*. sad Gea'l

Msnsgcr._

EASTERN

Steamship Company.

Will Carlisle has started a blacksmith
•hop in M. E. Linneken’a cooper shop.
Richard Payne, who haa bean
boarding
at Mrs. Mills, baa gone to
Henry Shap*
to
board.
leigh’a
F. L. Jordan, who drives the night
stage
from Ellaworth to BlnefaiU, came home
Sunday afternoon.

earnestly re<iae.tly

Ellsworth.

_

SL'RRY.

are

w
ticket, before entering the tr»in». »
»»»
.specially KU.worth to Felt, .mi

cure

M Uses Lottie and Adelaide McFarland
have gone to Bar Harbor to attend school.
Bept. 16.

a new

• to

5 r. ti
*0 • 11 id
« *4 1: *1
'«»

•••*

baby

Roy McFarland baa gone to IJllswortb,
where be baa employment,

F. L Gasper ia building
the North Band road.

II

|
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PARTRIDGE COVE.
Frank Burkhart and wife bare
daughter.
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Meat Doaort and

Wn.MII IJivi.i®.-

»nd
fMwuMrt J. T. M«r*a. Oat «*«■*’•ue
Juliette.
SUtMT leave t Bar Harbor week
IX. a, for Baal Harbor, Nonre*"1
Iou&vm Harbor, Brooklln Deer
gontvUle, Ieleeboro (Dark Harbor,»«d
Uad.cooaeetl'-g with steamer for Boston8 Warner leave* Blueblll week days *' "
for South Blueblll, 8toniDet.ro Sortbar
and Bocklaad, ©oauectine wllh steamer

“

Is*“J.
'.|J„u

Dr. W. E. Emery, who has been the
practicing physician in the town for the ton.
last twenty yean, ia very ill. He has been
Steamer leave# Bans Harbor JJk
failing for some time.
13 m, for Went Tremont. Sedewtek^Her
Leading. South Brooknvllle. ft*"?* Lost
F.
B.
Foss
came
Gapt.
home from Brook- Rockland, connecting wllh nteamer for Boston.
lin hut Saturday night,
RBTDR-NI-'O
returning Sunday.
The yacht Aurora that he has been
Steamer lenven Foster's wnxrl, Boeton,
sailing day*
at 5 p tn, for BuMtttt.
Lost and Found.
Lost, between 9.30 p. m. yesterday and
noon to-day, a bilious
attack, with nausea
and sick headache.
This loss was occasioned by finding at E. G. Moose’s
drug
more a box of Dr.
King's New Life Pills
Guaranteed for biliousness, malaria and

w
Leave Rock'and dally
for
from »
m, or eu arrival ot steamer
m
md
Bax Harbor. Blucbill, Bar Harbor
mediate landings.
,,
First-class fare Bar Harbor to Boston..
excursion, 88
....last
All freight, except livestock, H Insured
Sr* and marine risk.
31x100r. S. SHKSVtX, SupL, Rockland,
a

(“<*1?

FAIR.

BLUEHILL

is good despite
THREATENING wbathkb.

ATTENDANCE

[

Lh

furnish

ram

bport-thr

JXBIBIT8—BALL QAMSB—LMT
PREMIUMS AWARDBD.

I

OF

of lowering sktea and threatensecond day ol tha BlnehUl
K ,t Mountain park drew n crowd of
Ur,i thousand people. The fog waa so
Use at the park that Starter Cobb healto begin the racea, bnt by agreement
Lweeu the management, the jndgea and
L ow ners of horse*, It waa finally decided
wi’h the programme. Patrol
were placed at intervala about the
niter each
rtek, and reported promptly
The arrangement worked aatiafac.»ite

L rain, the

ed

rproceed

Edges
test.'
orily-

Fret far All. Puree f 173.
Doearo, br g, F C Pendleton,
Isleaboro. 8 1 i 4 g
Levlaskey, b s, by Ashland
Wilkes. W K Cobb, Bangor_ 3 8 8 1 1
i Nancy 8. b m, C 8 Kowen, Un«ol». 1 8 8 3 8
Laura B, Ralph
Rstune, St.
Albans. 4 4 4 3 1
Time: 1.24|, 2.111, 3-»l. 3.341. 124
Race unfinished; first, second snd third
money divided equally among three heat winners, Laura B. taking fourth money.
Coll Race. Half Mile He ale. J in 3. Purer. #40.
Colons Girl, br m, by Columbo, Raton
Bros, Ellsworth
12 1
Baby Lawrence, ch tn, by Vassar, S W
Newman, Southwest Harbor
2
1 2
Blue Bell, b m. by Blue Will, D H
DeCourcy. Bucksport. 3 8 8
Time: 121,1.231.1.24.
Running Rarer. Half Mile.
Hilda (Nevla). 1 1
Daniel Boone (Gray). 2 2
Babe (Snow,.w>
8 dr
Time. 1.04.1,17.

|

BASE BALL.

kept oB nntU about 4 o’clock,

There were base ball games each day of
drove moet of the the fair. The
then a fog shower
first day’s game was beThe
homee.
or
to
their
tween Bluehill and Sedgwick, Bluehill
towd to shelter
one
were
finished
except
however,
winning by a score of 18 to 3.
ut ol the 2:26 claae.
Wednesday Bucksport defeated Caatine
laat
the
day by a score of 13 to 3, and
The weather on Thursday,
Thursday, Bluedeli
could
be
red, hill defeated Castine
[ the fair, waa all that
by a score of 9 to 7.
ita
to
tha
way
id a goodly crowd mndo
The

ram

irk.
is on the two praeaadlng daya, tha
and they
tees were the principal feature,
in expectancy all the
>pt the crowd
hile On all the daya the Btowna, who
exhibited at Bluehill for eeveral
tve
he-Ita
•n, gave performanoae between
a raised platform oppoaita the grand
ind. Lynch’s band, of Ellsworth Falla,
is in attendance all three days.
An exhibit in tbs hall rather ont of the
dinary waa that of the Maine da partIt waa in
tilt of agriculture, Augusta.
urge of H. L. Spinney, and attracted no
Hie attention. It abowed the life hiairy of the moet prominent Insecta Inirious to the farmer, and indnded the
The life
town-tail and gipsy moth.
fcle of the insecta waa ahown—the egg,
n larva, the chryaalia, the moth.
Some insecta that were beneficial to the
rmer were alao ahown—those that prey

injuriona Ineexta, or act aa acavenMr. Spinney took great point to
lake plain the leaaona the exhibit waa inthe

irs.

tnded to teach.
The list of premiums awarded la printed
i lull below.
DRAWING CONTENT.

Streep'fakes-Milton Herrick, 8,992 lbe,
Will Wescott, 8,984,2.
Bir /eel, 10 inchss—Oeo A Pert, 7,012
i, 1; Will Wesoott, 8,997, 2; Eugene
scb, 5,310, 3.
Sir /eel, 9 inches and under—Frank
aw, 5,050 lbs, 1; Arch Hinckley, 4,907, 2.
THE RACING.

rhf Mountain park track was in good
The track
idition on all three days.
e to the occasion Thursday, when, after
Airing rain of the night before, a few
nn of wind and sunshine put it in extent condition, In fact, better than on
two preceding days, when the track

dry.
he ; ark kept up its reputation for
Dishing good racing. Only two out of
)seven races during the fair were won
“three straight'’. One race on Wedday's card and one on Thursday’s went
r unfinished.
That of Wednesday was
tided in the fifth heat, trotted Thursr, ami Thursday's unfinished race was
Killed after five heats had been trotted,
it.
cond and third money being deled equally among the three heat
nners.

in
record
the track
lowered in the second heat

nc.dentally,
ice was

the
»rd

mile

for

de by A.
!*

by Docaro, who
2.21ft. The track
an
exhibition mile ia 2.19,
W. Ellis’ fast stallion, Salinas,

frse-for-all,

the

mt

years

in

ago.

the last heat of the 2.25
mix-up
t: 2.3b pace on Wednesday, furnished
oe excitement.
The drivers of May
mda and Anona got their sulkies locked
the stretch, and came under the wire
ether with wheels still caught. In the
sc “.eat the driver of May Sidney did a
ver
piece of work. One of his tires
ne 'iff, but be kept the mare going, and
sc under the wire holding the loose
wd h one hand, driving with the other,
1 holding the whip in his teeth, wing the heat and race.
Miowing is a summary for the two

L

in

»:
WKOMUDAl

Trot, 2.38 Pact. Purse, 0125.
ph Wilkes, F P Clark, 8 W
ifbor.. 2 3 111
rts
Nelson, Fred Flynn,
ttspden. 114 4 4
dP. K McKenney, Bangor.... 3 2 2 2 2
dH. bg, E EWithey, Bangor, 4 4 3 3 3
Ue Wilkes, blkm, J 8 Snow,
ortn CastIjM...
5 5 dr
Time: 2.3*1, 2.3*1, 2.3*1, 2 391, 2.3*1.
-'•5 Trot, 2.28 Pace. Purse, 0125.
f Sidney, chm, Allen Rooks, Ban2 !■>

».
>&&, rom, by Vassar, Ernest Dorr.

I

1

1

oekland. 2 2 7
5 5 2
Cay. bg.C 8 Rowen, Newport.
“
Hussey, bm, Ralph Estes, 8t
...

Ibans.
y Wanda, blkm, N L Pendleton,
fleaboro..-....

3

6

3

3

7®

*7 R. chm, L E Treadwell, Kllt•orth.
«d W, bm.
by Harbinger, T V Vintat, Bangor.

|

Time:

j

4

4

5

7

8

4

2.28* 2.»i, 2.32.
THURSDAY.

227

Trot, 2.30 Pace.

y

rom,

0125.
Rooks,

Purse

Sidney, chm, Allen
fegor.

1

1

1

2

3

2

6

2

5

3

4

3

by Vaaaar, Ernest Dorr,

*kland.
Wbb, chi, by Vaaaar, C 8 Bowen,
^port.
y
Wanda, blkm, N L Pendleton,

lltt»boro.

*yatch m, by Wilkea, L E Treade^» Ellsworth ... 4 5 4
** Alice, ch
m, by Wilkes, A Bich■™«n, Hart land. 5 6 dr
2.29j, 2.27|, 2.28j.
coffee disturbs your Stomach, your
,Ital
or
Kidneys, then try this clever Coffee

Shoop’a Health Coffee.
j*tion—Dr.
has closely matched old Java and

Dr.
Mov-otfee in flavor and taste,
yet it has not a
of real Coffee In It. Dr. Shoop’a
Coffee Imitation is made from pure
Kfains or cereals, with Malt, Nuts,
w
Made
in one minute. No tedious, long
»k« **• Gefc a Iree
,nU at9U Wiil
»pie
our store. Q. A. Parchkr.

58**1*
go

NOTES.

W. J. Creamer, formerly of Penobscot,
now of Stockton Springs, was missed from
his accustomed place in the Judges’
stand.
The three-year-old colt belonging to the
Eaton brothers, of Ellsworth, was the
only Ellsworth horse which won a race.
The interest in good horse-racing was
well fitteeted by the crowds that patronised the grand stard. On Wednesday it
was packed to its foil capacity.
There

beets, 2. Frank Snow, Granger potatoes,
1; sbeaf barley, 1. Eugene Leach, Green
Mountain potatoes, 2; New Queen, 1;
strawberry, 1; parsnips, 1; Noroton potatoes, 2; early Vermont, 1. OFCandage,
early rose potatoes, 1; early rose ssmple
H acre, 1. AW Hinckley, telephone peas,
2; sbeaf oats, 2.
Gratuities
Preston Leach, green tomatoes, Sadie M AUen, do; S B Billings,
citron; Mrs Ann Bridgman, Sedgwick,

ELLSWORTH MARKETS.
few Price Changes Recorded
the Past Week.

KITTERY TO CARIBOU.

During

!

Oilman B. Ingraham, known to honethroughout eastern Maine as “Uncle
GU", died at Camden Thursday, aged

NOW TO TELL IF
YOU HAVE WORMS

men

The (lacking up of the eummer demand
still holds down the price of eggs, while

j

nearly seventy-three years.
A Maine horse, the
three-year-old
continued pleasant weather keep* the
stallion Kentucky Todd, owned by J. M.
supply up to a good average for the season. Johnson, ot Calais, established a new
Corn ia still a little higher, with upward world’s record for stallions of this
age at
tendency.
the Indiana state fair in Indianapolis last
citron.
The quotations below give the range of week,
going the second heat in 2.0S. The
Fruit.
retail prices in Ellsworth.
race was the Western Horsemen’s
Stake,
A E Wescott, Tolmont sweets, 1; Ben
Country Produce.
purse f4,100.
Davis, 1. Mrs A E Wescott, Moore’s Arctic Batter.
Cretetery per a.35340
plums, 2. F 8 Hinckley, red astrachan,
Dairy.21435
World’s Oldest Tree.
Walbridgs, wealthy, gravenstein, snow,
The Grizzly Giant is the acknowledged
rombo apples, 1 eoeb. A T Gillis, yellow
patriarch of the Mariposa grove ot setransparent, red astrachan, 2 each. E C
quoias. It is not so tall and graceful in
Barrett, gravenstein, 1; siimm r russets,
Ka^r^:.r..v.vv:.v.v:.
general outline, nor are its cubical contents
2; winter russet, 1; duchess of Oldenburg, Bras.
Plash laid, per dot.27 g w as great sb some other trees In the grove.
1; wine apples, 1. A C Osgood, Lombard
Poultry.
It is located on more comparatively open
plums, 1; cranberries, 1. G Young, E
tihlekeas..>8«2S and dry ground, and has a
uaique individPowl..
Surry, yellow transparent, 1. Geo Noruality of majestic grandeur all its own,
ris, collection apples, 18 varieties, 1. Jos Bay.
Beat loose, per ton.lla't different from
any other known sequoia.
Curtis, duchess of Oldenburg, 2. F P
Baled... .it
It haa been very badly injured by fires
Grieve, red astrachan, 1. F M Grindle, Straw.
unknown past centuries, leaving
wealthy, 2. Hoy Moody, highland cran{SSS.:::;:::::::::..:::"::::::::::::"" '*ii during
only four narrow strips of sapwood conberries, 1. Mrs L A Witham, cranberries,
Vegetable*.
necting with its roots.
2; wealthy apples, 1.
Green corn, doz
13 Onions, b
ctg03
Potatoes ,pk
Many of its top branches have been
IS*» Par-nips, lb
05
Manufactures.
b
02 Carrot),
Turnip*,
03 broken down by the weight of heavy winRichard Abbott, Sedgwick, set ox shoes. Lettosa,
01 Cabbage, lb
13
Cucumber-, each 0! f£?2 Sirin3 beaas,
at os ter snows and fierce gales of wind. One
Butter, Preserves, Etc.
Green peppers,lb
10 Bonne—per-iiof its large branches, 100 feet above the
Mrs A E Wescott, batter, 1.
Mrs F S Tomsioes.b
So 13
Yeliotreye
1
10312
ground, is six feet and seven inches in dilb
01 Pee.
*W
Hinckley, preserves, 1; hatter, 2. Mrs S I rqnesb
03
Beets, lb
ameter, as measured by surveyor’s transit,
Mrs Sweet potatoes, lb
0
Smith, bread, 1: brown bread, 2.
■ts present base circumference is ninetyi9@23
Annie Orindle, pickles, 1; brown bread, 1. Cauliflower,
Green tomatoes, pk 23
three feet, without making any allowance
Thos Grieve, mineral water exhibit, gratu- Celery, baneb •
20
for the large part burned away, which, if
Praia,
ity. Mrs Geo Allen, Sedgwick, white
would iucrease it to over 100 feet.
23 too Lemon) dot
30333 dong,
Orangee, do)
bread, 2.
15*20 Cantaloupe,
As a result of the great injuries it has
Apploe, pk
10
Flowers.
is Plueappl m, each M 413
Blaokberriea, box
sustained from the destructive elements
Mrs D E Grindle, collection house
Watermelon), each
togs- and lack ot moisture in the ground durplants, 1; cut flowers, 1. Thos Grieve,
Groceries.
ing the yast few centuries, the wood
sweet peas, 1; cut flowers-pansies, 1;
Cokee—per b
Bice, per b
.00* At, growth has been very slow, the annual
dahlias, 1. Oscar Billings, sunflowers, 1.
Bio.
.I«*.3fl Vloers-, eel
20*23
35 Cracked wheat,
.03 ring increase being as thin as wrapping
Mocha,
Art Desartm-.nt.
—

was dancing at the town haU
35
Java,
Mrs E C Barrett, pencil drawing, 2; Tta—per b—
evening of the fair. Wilson's orJapaa,
.t5*A5
wood glove case, gratuity; do picburnt
of
Ellsworth
furnished
the
chestra,
.30 * 03
Falls,
Oolong,
ture frame; oil painting, 1. M E Hinck- Sugar—per amusic.
Granunlel, 05* 306
ley, pencil drawing, 1. W J Winchester,
Yellow, C
.ue*
PREMIUMS AWARDED.
OOglu
Surry, pencil drawing, 1,
Powdered,
In (he following list town is not given
Molasses—per gal—
Work.
Fancy
AS
Havana,
when

011-porgal—

_

Eliza L Herrick, Superintendent.
Mrs. D E Orindle, allk qnilt, 3. Oertrude
Townsend, Mexican work, 1. Mrs A M
Herrick, lace trimmed apron, 1. Mrs A N
Osgood, crochet tidy, 1; lace trimmed
handkerchief, 1. Mrs. Elisa Stubbs, silk
quilt, 1. Mrs O Young, East Surry,
worsted quilt, 2. Mary B Hinckley, Mexican doily, 1; Mexican work collar, 1.
Mrs L P Hinckley, Mexican work handkerchiefs, 1. Mrs J E Webster, knit
gloves, 1. Annie Orindle, stockings, 1;
gloves, 1; mittens, 1; woolen yarn, gratuity. Mrs George Allen, Sedgwick, sofa
pillow, 2. Mrs Horace Allen, Sedgwick,
centrepiece, 1. Mrs F S Hinckley, taoe
handkerchief, 1; drawn work, gratuity;
centrepiece, 1; drawn work doily, 1;
Batten burg
doily,
1; embroidered
doily, 1; lace collar, 1. Alice Wescott, centerpiece, 2. Mrs E J Bobertson, patchwork quilt, 2; rug, 1. Mrs Sarah
Bobinaon, lamp mat. Mrs Kate Hooper
Ellsworth, silk quilt, 1. Mrs Thurston
Cunningham, drawn rug, 1. Mrs George
Nevells, braided rug, 3. Mrs Lovie Hinckley, braided rug, 2; crochet slippers,
2.
Mrs Freeman Orindle, sofa pillow,
2.
Mrs S I Smith crochet slippers 1;
men's stockings, 2.
Mrs P B Day, Ellsworth, pillow sham, 1; sofa pillow, 1;
glove case, gratuity. Mary F Hopkins,
Ellsworth, bureau scarf, 1. A C Holden,
Sedgwick, table cloth, gratuity; napkins,
gratuity; embroidered silk waist, gratuity;
embroidered linen waist, 2; silk stockings,
1. Sarah A Parker, Sargentville, duchess
lace handkerchief, 1; knitted lace apron, 1;
crochet purse, gratuity. Mrs F A Hinckley, embroidered linen waist, 1; Mrs Susie
Abbott, braided rug, 1. Mrs E J Webster,
cotton knit trimming, 1; child's knit mityoke steers, 1.
ten, 1; ladies’ gloves, 1; patch quilt, 1.
G Mrs Annie
A C Osgood, Oxford down sheep, 1.
Grindle, domestic yarn, graYoung, E Surry, lambs, 1. John Trew- tuity; men's mittens, 1; knit gloves, 1;
Fred Allen, men’s
orgy, Oxford down buck, 1.
stockings, 1. Mrs G M Osgood,
G M Allen, N Sedgwick, knit
sow and pigs, 1.
edging, 2; crochet tidy, 1. Mrs F P
sheep, 2; lambs, 1; Lincoln buck, 1. J L Greene, worsted qnilt, 2. Mrs Laura ElSaunders, N Sedgwick, Southdown buck, 1. well, embroidered bed-spread, 1; worsted
Poultry.
quilt, 3. E C Smallidge, N Sedgwick,
W R Butler, Mallard duck and drake, 1; bureau
scarf, 2; Battenburg handkerchief,
do, 2. G Young, E Surry, B P Rock fowl, 2; child's boots, 1. Mrs Lena Butler, cen1; B P Rock chickens, 2; buff Wyandotte ter table rug, 1; crochet rug, 2; worsted
chickens, 1; guinea fowl, gratuity. S P quilt, 1. Grace Pert, N. Sedgwick, silk
Snowman, Wyandotte fowl, 1; Wyandotte quilt, 1.
chicks, 2; B P Rock chicks, 1:
Agricultural Producte.
He Wouldn’t Die.
Thomas urieve, Buperintendent.
“Pop” Ashby kept a hotel, and a fairly
W 9 Hinckley, oats, 1; potatoes, 2. A E good one, too. W hen he was growing old
Wescott, early Pride potatoes, 1; ruta “Pop” married a handsome young Norbaga turnips, 2; Thomas Grieve, early wegian girl who had been working for
extra potatoes, 2; early Fortune potatoes, him as a chambermaid, and she made a
2; ripe tomatoes, 2; cauliflower, 1; peas, very useful and devoted wife for him. Her
efforts to learn vernacular English were
1; beans, 1. D L Emerton, potatoes
Green Mount iin,* Fourth of July, 9ix faithful, and almost frantic; but she
weeks, Bhort Beason, Everybody's choice, couldn't learn it. Her most strenuous ef1 on each. F M Grindle, Fourth of July forts at pronunciation were pathetic, and
potatoes, 2. Roy Grmdle, cow horn po- yet laughable.
At last “Pop” became ill, and the physitatoes, 2. Chas 9now, jr, mangel wurtzel
beets, 1. A T Gillis, wheat, 1; sheaf cians said that he could not recover; in
wheat, 1; early extra potatoes, 1; Gold fact, that he might die within an hour or
Coin potatoes, 1; carrots, 1; ruta baga tur- two. The old man commissioned his wife
nips, 1. Jos Conary, Early Rose potatoes, to And his brother by telephone, and tell
2; Irish Cobbler potatoes, 1. Mrs E C him that he must see him about a busiBarrett, ripe tomatoes, 1. AC Osgood, ness matter before death claimed him.
Nova Scotia potatoes, 1; large squash, 1 j The faithful wife sought diligently for an
best squash, 2; 2d best.l; pumpkin, large; hour; running back to the bedside to rebest, 2; onions, 2; cabbage, 2; pop corn, port to the old man w hom she loved, and
1; cauliflower, 2. EJ Hinckley, cabbage, then going again to the 'phone. At last
1; early Fortune potatoes, 1. S^P Snow- she found him, and gave her message
thus:
man, beets, 1; Belgian white carrots, 2;
Beauty of Hebron potatoes, 1; sensation
“Pop is dying. He won’t die till you
potatoes, 1; citron, 1; oats, 1. Jesse comes; so please hurry.”
Meader, East Burry, potatoes—Vulcan,
Quick lunch, Early harvest, Surprise,
Work is the true friend and consoler of
Gems ot Aroostook, New Yorkers, Har- man, raises him above all his weaknesses,
table
purities and ennobles him, saves him from
mony beauty, Chenango—1 each;
temptation, and helps him to bear
beets, 2. Usoar Billings, Noroton potatoes, vulgar
his Durden through days of sadness, and
1; New Queen potatoes, 2. Eugene Has- before which even the deepest griefs give
kell, Clark’s No. 1 potatoes, 1; best pump- way for a time.—M. Caro,
kin, 1. L C Johnson, harmony beauty
It is not having that makes men great.
t. A man may have the largest abundance of
potatoes, 1. George Morse, sheaf oats,
God’s
gifts—of money, of mental acquireJohn Webster, Green mountain potatoes,
ments. of power, of heart possessions and
largest, 1. George Morse, mangel wurtzel qualities; yet if he only holds and hoards
what he has for himself, he is not great.
Nasal Catarrh, an inflammation of the Men are great only in the measure in
is which they use what they have to bless
delicate membrane lining the air-passages,
the others—Bee. Dr. Miller.
not cured by any mixtures taken into

Porto

Blco,

Linseed,
Kerosene,

A0
ao

Syrup,

n«»M»na rroTiiioni,

BmLI:

PmLI.

St—k.

Bo—to.

Gor—d,

Tongue*,
Tripe,
▼eel:
St—k,
Bo—to.
Lamb*
Spring lamb,
Tongue*, each

Chop,

15fJ0
.128.25
-06f .10

Ham. per 8

Shoulder,
Bacon,

18

.05908

Salt

Laird,

18920
109.15
10 330
05

Fresh Fish.
06 Shad, 1b
06 Scallop*,

Cod,
Haddock,
Halibut,

15
18

TOU DR. TIDE’S

SOMRSVIIUI, M*. >
Dr. True, Dear Sir:—
^
“For more than three months one of my
children had been troubled with spells of
vomiting and symptoms of fever nearly,
every week, together with canker-sorea,
about the nose and month. I obtained,
about two weeks ago, two bottles of your
Elixir, and before the first bottle was exhausted the sores were entirely healed,
and no appearance of his vomiting or
fever-spells has ever returned. I really
believe that the lives of thousands of
children suffering from worms or canker,
might be saved by a timely and judicious
use of your Elixir.” Yours truly,
J. L. Hammett.
This la only one of hundreds of such testimonials. Tuls marvelous remedy has been ;
made and sold by Dr. J. F. Trut A Co. ter
nrty-atx years, and in all that time nothing
but words ol praise heve been be.to wed
upon It. Tbls is what Mr. Wing thinks of it.

Auburn, Ms.

Dr. True, Dear Sir:—
“For the past seven years I have constantly kept a supply of your Elixir in
my house, and it never failed to give
prompt relief. It has been a great blessing to my children, and unsolicited I give
you this tribute of gratitude, hoping the
merits of
your unrivaled family medicine
may be widely known aud appreciated.”
Very respectfully yours,
Chas. E. Wing.
Even though worms may hot be found
tones
Dr.
True's
Elixir
uptheetomach
present
and liver. Read wbat Dr. I, Haley, of Brunswick, thinks of It:
“It is a safe and effectual remedy. Fee
worms it has no equal, and is an excellent
remedy for canker of the mouth and throat”
Dr. True’s Elixir Is sold by druggists everywhere at 35c., 50c., and ,1.00 per bottle. Tbs
booklet, "Children and Their Diseaeee,” will
be sent free by simply addressing Dr. J. F.
True A Co.. Auburn, Me. We heve a epedal
treatment for tape-worm. Bend for free book.

CREE
CONSULTATION!
If

Wood—par cord
Cost—per too—
7 50
Dry hard, 5 0096 50
Broken,
7 5)
Dry soft,
30095 00
Store,
7 50
Soundings per losd
Bag,
7 50
10091V
Nut,
5M
Blacksmith's
6 5)
Buttings, hard
Flour, Grata and Feed.
70
Flour—per bbl—
Oats, bu
5 25 46 5) Shorts—bag-13591 40
1 Corn,1003b bag 13C «£l 55 Mixed feed, baa,
i
14"#l45t
I Corn meal,bag 150 01 55 Mlddllnga,bag 145 3155
Cracked corn, 1Bftgi 55

|

bushel of Liverpool sale 8*»all weigh 60
pounds, and a bushel of Turk's Island salt shall
weigh 70 pounds.
The standard wolghc of a bushel of potatoes
in good order and flt for shipping, is 60 pounds,
of apples, 44 pou nds.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans in
good order and flt for shipping, is 60 pounds; >
of wheat, lieets, ruta baga turnips and peas, 6t
pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onions"5), {
pounds; of carrots, Kngl'sh turnips, rye and
Indian meal, 50 pounds; of parsnips, 45 pounds; !
of barley and buckwheat, 48 pounds; of oats,
32 pounds, or even measure as ov agreement.

suffering

from

->

DISEASES OF THE STOMACH, LOST
VITALITY, OR ANY KINDRED “
DISEASES OF THE BLOOD,
CONSULT OUR SPECIALISTS AND GET

The load seem9 lighter—Wagon
and team wear longer—You make
more money, and have more time
to make money, when wheels are
greased with

RELIEF

(All correspondence strictly confidential.)
Address or call,
**

I

Boston Institute of Consulting Specialists,'
552 COLUMBUS AVE., BOSTON, MASS.

j
>

We

promptly obtain U. 3.^»nd Foreign

f

Mica Axle Grease
longest wearing and most
satisfactory lubricant in the world.
—The

——

i1 Bend model, sketch or photo cf invention for
For free book.
<1 free report on patentability.

STANDARD OIL CO.

(
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Fuel.

Oysters, qt

Bowels}

paper, too fine to be counted with the unaided eye. The inside growth of bark has
been equally slow and has not been equal
to the wear and the disintegration by the
.63 *.76 elements cn the outside.
12
The bark is now worn down smooth and
very thin and probably the tree does not
now measure as much in circumference as
it did several centuries ago, According to
the best estimates made by the examina15313 tion ot the annual ring growths in some
ik«.*s
the
10 a, u of the remains of old fallen sequoias,
17 025 Grizzly Giant must he not less than 6,000
lo« 3 years old, yet still living, grizzled with
11914 age, defying old Time with his legions of
furies which have shattered ita royal
crown, stripped its body nearly bare and
cut off its main source of nutriment. Dying for centuries, yet still standing at bay,
it is probably not only the oldest living
but also the oldest living thing on
10 tree,
earth.
40

12918 Mackerel, lb
12 Swordfish, lb

8— trout, tb

The common symptom* of worm* la «btMr~
and adults are .'—Paleness of the tee* with
occasional dashing; Indigestion accompanied
by an unnatural appetite at times; teal
tongue and offensive breath; Itching no*# I
vomiting; grinding of the teeth during sleep 2
swelling of the upper lip; hard swelled
griping or colic pains; also convulsions ana
many other unaccountable nervous symp*
toms, which, If uot checked In time* lead on
to somethin* more serious.
ren

.01
Oatmeal, per b
.»
Buckwheat, pkg
.04
Graham,
.01
Bye meal,
Granulated meal.b 01*

every

exhibitor resides in BloehlU.
Horse Department.
F E Allen, Superintendent.
Geo Nevells, draft colt 4 months, 1. Wm
Scott, Sullivan, driving stallion, 2. DurFrank
gsin Hinckley, driving colt, 2.
Snow, driving man, 1; gentleman’s driving horse, 1. WE Wescott, driving colt,
2. F F Webber, do, 1; Milton Herrick,
Penobscot, do, 3; C E Hass, Brooklin, do,
3. EH White, Orland, driving stallion,
1; driving colt, 1. E E Chase, driving
hone, 1. A E Wescott, driving colt, 1.
A W Clement, Ellsworth, driving stallion,
1. R W Hinckley, breeding mare and colt,
1. F M Veasie, jr, driving mare, 1.
Cattle Department.
G A Morse, Superintendent.
F M Grindle, Holstein cow, 1. A C Osgood, Jersey cow, 1. G Young, E Surry,
grade Jersey bull, 1; grade Jersey heifer,
1; grade Guernsey heifer, 2. Jesse Meader,
E Surry, Ayrshire bull, 1; Guernsey heifer, 1; Jersey heifer, 2; Hereford cow, 1;
Hereford bull, 2; pair Hereford calves, 1;
Hereford cow, 1. Eric Closson, Sedgwick,
Holstein bull, 2; Holstein bull, 1.. HA
Oandage, Durham cow, 2; Holstein heifer
calf, 1. Wm Green, Durham heifer, 2. W
S Horton, Holstein heifer, 1; Hereford
bull, 1. Fred Allen, Durham cow, 1; Durham heifer 1; Holstein heifer, 1; Holstein
bull calf, 1; do, 2. A W. Hinckley, Durham heifer, 1; Jersey heifer, 1. James L
Saunders, heifer, 1.
Chas Wescott, yoke oxen, 3. Geo Pert,
fat cattle, 2. Fred Staples, S Penobscot,
yoke steers, 1. W 8 Hinckley, fat cattle, 1.
Milton Wardwell, yoke Hereford steers,
2. James L Saunders, yoke oxen, fat catMilton Herrick,
tle, 2; yoke steers, 1.
Penobscot, fat oxen, 1. Chas T Hinckley,

THE REMEDY THAT
QUICKLY EXPELS THE*

of love at first sight
with me.
Jack—Then why didn’t you
marry her? Tom—Oh, I saw her again on
several occasions.
was a case

i

Pauper Notice

contracted with the City of Ells
Wife (on her return home) —Have you j
worth to support and care for those wbc
the next live yean
noticed that my husband missed me very may need assistance during
ami are legal resiucuts of Ellsworth. I forbid
much while I was away, Liese? Maid— j all persons trust tug them on my account, at
there Is plenty of room and accommodations t<
Well, I didn't notice it so much at first, 1 care
for them at the City yann house.
M. J. Dpttmiiuv.
but yesterday he seemed in despair.
!
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stomach. Don’t waste time on them. Take
so
Ely’s Cream Balm through the nostrils,
that the fevered, swollen tissues are reached

sufat once. Never mind how long you have
fered nor how often you have been disapcure
will
Balm
Cream
pointed, we know Ely’s
the thousand.
you as it has cured others by
M
All druggists, soc. Mailed by Ely Bros.,
Warren Street, New York,

The Range that"Makes Cooking Easy
°

COUNTY
■

SUPPLY

1

CO., ELLSWORTH.

The finest wheat,
The highest skill,
Are reasons
It costs more to mill

“TownTalk’Flour
(Amorloa'm Oreatemt

Winter Wheat Patent)

a cold quickly, get from your
druggist some little Candy Cold Tablets
callea Preventics. Druggists everywhere are
now dispensing Preventics, for they are not

To check

'Tis no surprise,
It makes
Such matchless

certain and

prompt.
only safe, but decidedly
Preventics will prevent Pneumonia, Bronchitis, La Grippe, etc. Hence the name, Preventics. Gooa for feverish children. 48 Preventics 25 cents. Trial Boxes 5 cts. Sold by
G. A. Pabcbbb.

r Aik your Grocer

for "Tld-BUs" from "Town Talk"
Cook-book.
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Rolls and pies.
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Stonington and Deer Isle are
joined by an iron bridge.

..'-=•
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\ l cw A L AND POLITICAL JOURNAL
POBkllHlD
fiVKKY WEDNKSDAY AFTERNOON

now

tightly

ELLSWORTH, MAIN*.
XT TUB

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING OO.
r. W. ROLLlNft. KdllOT ABd Manager.
W. II. Titua. AitoelM Editor.
Prlc*—#2 00 a year, $1 Of) for ®tx
vnor*,h*. SO cent® lor three month®; If ala
strictly In ®d'ranee, Al 5^, 70 *nd S8 cent®
All ar5 cent®.
T^sprolvely Single copies
rearage® are reckoned at the rate of $3 per
year.
Advertiair g Kate®—Ate reasonable and will be
made krowc on application.

Subscription

I,®1 nc «®commualeitloi ® phoutd be addressed
nd all ebech® and money order® made pay
vo Thk Hancock County Publishing
Co Ellsworth, Maine.
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next year.

There is
cal

nothing

situation.

•trength seems

to

new

in the

politi-

Taft’a
Secretary
be growing daily,

and Governor Hughes ia slated to be
re elected governor of New York
Mr. Bryan seems to be
next fall.
alated for the democratic nominee,
Chanler’s
although Lieut. Gov.
friends are trying hard to cultivate a
presidential boom for him. Thus tar,
the political situation la purely tentative, and is Uable to change any day.
The one thing Which seem unchangeable is President Roosevelt’s populari-

ty, and the fact that if he won’t take
the nomination, the people want the
nan be thinks beet fitted to carry out
bis policies.
There is no division of the government more cordially hated than tbe
bureau of corporations. It is hated
by the Standard people, by the beef
trust, by the steel trust, and the lum-

ber trust, by the international harvester

and all other institutions and

corporations which object to being
prosecuted when they violate tbe
•nri-trost and the anti-rebate laws.
It is so cordially hated that J. P. Mor-

gan’s daily

paper devotes at least one
week to making fan of the
bureau and the commissioner, and to
condemning Its work and methods.
There are other people in the United
States, the great army of consumers,
for instance, who love the bureau for
the enemies it has made, and they are
not likely to take much stock in the
editorials and garbled newt stories

editorial

a

attacking

at
!

representative
j
twenty-nine was one of the youngest
in that body. The next session he ; Annual Meeting

of Association to be
Held at South Penobscot.
The seventy-third annual meeting of
the Hancock Baptist association will be
held with the church at South Penobscot,
Rev. J. C. Gavin, pastor. Sept. 24, 25 and
26. The progamtnc follows:

men

the two senators from Hancock county, and was returned at the last
session. In the meantime he held nearly
all the different town offices and made a
brilliant record in all. He has always
been deeply interested in University of
Maine affairs, and his election to the
board is a nutter of much satisfaction to
the friends of the institution.”
was

one

of

TC BSD AY EYENINU.

Young people's rslly,
Frank L Hodgkins presiding
Praise service .Rev C F McKoy
Devotional service.Rev Gideon Mayo
Business; election of officers; reports from
Societies
Address. Rev James A Francis, D D. evangelist-at-large of the Home Mission

on

reaching Bangor

to find

that it will be impossible to procure a
ticket or seat, tbe management has decided to break over tbe rule this Besson,
owing to the greatest attraction in the
world, Madame Cslve and her entire company, Mile Chemet, and Mona. Decrease,
together with Mr. Chapman’s superb New
York orchestra, and the great festival
chorus in their most popular numbers.
From all indications now this will be
tbe most brilliant audience ever assembled
in Maine. Never in the history ot the
festival have so many demand* come for
tickets. The management is trying to
*“*P the Chive tickets from the hands of
the speculators. In western Maine at the
auction sale nearly all of the desirable
neats were purchased, and the public will
be obliged to pay flO for the same to hear
Hme. Calve.
Tickets will arrive in Ellsworth on or
•boot Sept. 20, and can be purchased only
through the local agent, Harry L. Crabtree. Applications should be made at
osace for tickets.
These tickets will remain in Ellsworth four days, and no
extra charge for them will be made lor
buying them from Mr. Crabtree. After
that all applications should be made to
M. H. Andrews, Bangor, where the public
will have to take tlieir chances.
Never in the history of Maine has
there been given such u great
concert
The expense to the management is
between #5,000 and #5,000, and no one who
has tbs slightest love for music can fail to
he present on this great occasion. All the
concerts of the entire festival are the most
Interesting since the organization of t he festival. The grand opera night—Friday—is a
close second to the Calve performance. The
greatest cast that can ne procured in
Janet Spencer,
America will appear
Daniel Beddce, Cecil Fauning and others.
—

Wrecked Off Hancock Coast.

CAPT. PETEKSON DEAD.
Old Grand Banks Fisherman Died
on His Vessel.
A telegram last Thursday from St.
j Johns, N. F., announced the sudden death
; of Capt. John F. Peterson, of South
i Penobscot, on board his vessel, the Backs! port fisherman, Hirt a Lowell,
Capt. Peterson had probably made
j more
trips to the banks than any other
I
man living, and was the oldest captain in
i the business.
| Born in Castine seventy years ago, he
j made his first trip to the Banks when
! eleven years old, and with the exception
i of two years when he was in the West
Indian trade, and four years in the navy
j during the Civil war, he has been going
His first trip as captain was
ever since.
in the schooner Diana, when he was but
twenty-one years of age.
Aiier me war

Bucks port

|

in

v.api. reicrson
the schooner

Capt. Angus Nicholson,

oue

although

be bas

bad

some

thrilling

Capt. Peterson had a ftne home at South
Penobscot, where he and his wife lived.
He leaves besides his wife, three children,
Capt

Solon

Peterson

Peterson,

of this

WEDNESDAY MORNING.

Sunrise prayer meeting, Dea Jefferson Torrey
Devotional service.Rev A W Lori me
Organization; election of officers
Reading of constitution and by-laws
Reading of letter of Penobscot church
Annual sermon.Rev C C Koch
Appointment of committees
Reading of church letters
WEDNESDAY

AFTERNOON.

Praise and prayer service
Women's missionary meeting
Mrs Angie 8 Dor tty
Home Missions...MrsM C
Foreign Missions

presiding
Reynolds

Rev C E Owen D D
The Anti-Saloon League
Zion’s Advocate.Rev J K Wilson D D
-.

Symposium: A Denominate*al Survey
Albatross, 1 Seven
Seven-minute sermonettes:
trip, and the Our Past: What We Fought For

times at sea, never came in with colors at
malf-mast for a man lost.

j

Consecration service.Miss Margaret Koch

sauea irom

next two years sailed as master of the
schooners Telegraph and Daniel Webster.
He made several trips from Deer Isle,
I
and went fourteen years out of L&moine.
During that time the three-master, F. D.
For the
Hodgkins was built for him.
past twelve years he has sailed out of
in
the T. M. Nicholson. Capt.
Bucksport
Peterson sailed on his thirty-ninth and
last trip to the Grand Banks in June, and
this was bis thirty-tirst summer in the
region of tog snd cod.
In all hia Grand Banks experience he
! has failed but twice to bring in a full fare,
and

society
Offering

place, Joseph

and Mrs. Fred Conner, of Cas-

I tine.
; Capt. Peterson has seen one great fleet
of Grand Banks fishermen disappear and
another takes its place. He has sailed in
the days when 500 quintals was considered
a big fare, and it would take five or six
of the old-time craft to carry the load of
any of the Nicholson fleet. The old fleet
has nearly disappeared except a tew
vessels now used as coasters.
Capt. Peterson was held in high esteem
I by all who knew him.

:

(а) Religions Liberty. Rev R L Olds
(б) Separation of Church and State
Rev H M Purrington
Our Present: What We Stand For
(e) A Whole Bible
Rev James A Thoms Ph D
(d) A Divine Saviour.Rev A W Bailey
A
(e)
Regenerated Church Membership
Rev Gideon Mayo
(f) Whole-hearted Obedience to Christ
Miss Koch
Oar Future: What We Hope For
and
Closer Fellow(g) Larger Efficiency
ship with Other Denominations in
Evangelizing the World
Rev C P McKoy
Discussion
W&OXESDAY EVENING.

Praise Ye The Lord.Rev James A Thoms
Address: Our State Convention
Rev I B Mower D D
Offering for convention
Aseociationai sermon.Rev A W Ltyimer
THl kKDAY MOUSING.

Sunrise prayer meeting.... Mr Frank L Colby
Devotional service.Rev H M Purrington
Reports of committee*:
Report of treasurer F L Hodgkins
of Auditor Dea Wm N Means
Appointment of executive committeeman
Addresses:
Publication Society.Rev P A A Killam
Missionary Union-Rev W B Boggs D D, ex-

Swan’8 Island, Sept. IS (special)—The
Italian barkentine Emilial, of Castellepresident Ramapatan seminary, India.
mare, Italy, from Aberdeen, Scotland, to
Offering for Union
Stockton Springs in ballast, ran ashore on
Reading the minutes
Slack ledge at 5 a. m. Sept. 12, in a thick
Closing words and benediction
tog. The crew got ashore on the ledge.
The steam smack Herman Bussing took
That alone can be called true refinement
the captain to Stonington.
The price of popularity is a willingness which elevate* the soul of man, purifying
The vessel will be a total lose. She is to be bored.
the manners by improving the intellect.—
full of water, with several holes in her
This is the secret of that fine art which Coleridge.
bottom. The bark has a registered ton- some people possess of always finding
Show me the man yon honor—I know
nage of 385, and was valued at about #30,- good and beauty in others. They have by that sympton better than any other
in
and
themselves.
There
what
kind of a man yon yourself are; for
beauty
000. She carried sand for ballast. She is goodness
are such people, and there is no reason
von show there what
ideal of manbeing stripped under the direction of the why we all should not »°t this ideal for hood is; what kind ofyour
a man you long inour Uvaa.-F. R. Miller.
captain.
expressibly to be.—Carlvle

by Oapt. H. O. F.

toj

oar
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CALVE, THE PEERLESS.

disappointed

for

At a Bar Harbor wedding last week the
bride, a New York girl, wore a costume
very much out of the ordinary. It was a
classic Greek tonic of purple and white.
She wore jeweled sandals beneath bare
feet, while her hair, which reaches to the
floor, eras loosely braided and crowned
with a Greek fillet. The reason tor thia
this respect, and hence tha invention
departure was that the bridegroom was a and
adoption of a yell that thrilled many
Greek. The bride says aha proposes to
a Bayaider last night.
(Abaent mem li ra
adopt the costume for daily use, believing can have a
of the same on application
copy
it the moat comfortable and healthful she
to the president.)
can wear.
Incidentally such a costume is
Following the chow der the whole party
doubtless very graceful and becoming, but |
to the beach where a roaring
it will take courage for an American girl! adjourned
Bra was toon kindled, and the corn roast
to wear it, so doaely tied np is humanity
eras enjoyed.
Following the roast, a short
in the bonds of the conventional.
business meeting was held in the cottage,
and then homeward bound.
A despatch from Orono to the Boston I
Mm. Joyce received a hearty vote of
| Globe says: “The appointment by Gov. j thanks for
her generous hospitality, and
Cobb of Hon. Sumner P. Hills, of Stonin parting, was saluted with the yell. On
ington, as a trustee of the University of
the way home, the modern Gasabiance,
Maine, to fill the vacancy caoaed by the
Miss Pomeroy, stood on the forward deck
death of Hon. Elliott Wood, of Wtnthrop, !
of the craft, and with the help of the
is something of a significant departure. ]
entire party, ate peanuts by the peck. We
Appointments to this much-sought and
were fortunate to have with at as chapeImportant position have in times past1
whose experience
been confined to men of mature years and > rone, Rodney Higgins,
in this line made him a valuable addition
long public career, bat the new appointee
is the youngest ever placed on the board, j to the party.
The only disappointed mortal in the
being thirty-three yean old. Hr. Hills j
was s certain Mr. Hopkins, who
has had a brilliant political career. He is a crowd
selected a particularly comfortable
native of Stonington and attended Kent's had
who climbed out to lighten the
Hill seminary. He read law in the office seat, and
to find a usurper on his
of the law firm of Charles E. and A. 8. load uphill, only
when he climbed in again. Songs
Littlefield in Rockland, receiving much throne
enlivened the return trip, one of the featearly tutelage from the senior member,
an antiphonal chorus, and with
who is now a Maine congressman. He ures being
a wink at the man in the moon the third
finished hie course in Boston university
annual was over.
and began practice in hie native town.
In 1903 he was sent to the State legislature !
HANCOCK BAPTISTS.
from his class towns, and
as

its work.

FsJnoui Opera Singer to be st Ban
gor Oet. 5.
Owing to the tremendous demand for
single tickets Cslve night and in order
that the out-of-town people may not be

Caadac*!

gastronomic needs.
On the way down several people acted aa
grand high hornblower, taking turns, aa
them was only one bora in the party. The
most distinguishing achievement of the
trip was the Invention of a yell. Ever
alnee its organisation the Helpeomehow
a
yell.
society hoe been without
Famous organizations bam their yells,
determined
and tbs Helpeomehowera
in
to be
handicapped no longer
provide

Wrtttes forTna Awsaicss

I have frequently been asked If I ever
•aw a sea serpent, and have replied: "Ye§t
hundreds!" I have seen many on the
roast of India, in the Bay of Bengal, end
in the Chine end Java seas, of one
three or four feet in length, bat not
the gigantic see serpents of the story
books. That kind, in my cruising about
the world, i never sew, and doubt it any
one rise ever did.
Many years ago I imagined that I saw one
in the Straits of Florida, fifty or sixty feet
in length, with head and mane reared above
the water, propelled by wriggling along
apparently at the rate of five or six miles
II* was s distance away from
an hour.
our ship.
My imagination pictured the
real live sea serpent I had longed to see, so
the better to observe him, I went up the
imxsen rigging, where, to my disgust, I
found it was a floating tree. IU roots
gave the appearance of a serpent's heed
and mane, and the aeaa ripling along the
upering trank that of the wriggling motion. I was greatly disappointed, and
since then, by long experience et sea, have
been a non-believer in the great tea ser-

fine weather.
The crowd ailed Clifton Woodward s
hayrack so that we had to have an overBow meeting when the long bill was
The names ol the ehowder
leeched.
committee—Mrs. U. G. Hodgkins. Mrs.
Rodney Higgins and Austin Maddoxguaranteed the excellence of the chowder.
Even the chela of Delmouico could not
have produced a concoction thst was
more palatable to a supperlesa crowd, and
ite patatabilily was equalled only by its
invisibility a tew momenta after we
reached our destination.
The destination, tly the way, or speaking more strictly, the end of the journey,
was the cottage owned
by Mrs. t. A.
Joyce on Pleasant beech, and we received
She
a royal welcome from Mm. Joyce.
enjoyed the spree as ranch as any of us,
and left no dish untamed in her effort to

Ora Froet of Mariaville, while out lookTbit week’s edition of The
ing for abeep which bad strayed from the
American Is 2.000 copies.
Hock, unexpectedly met face to face a big
black bear. Mr. Frost, taken by surprise,
2,304 showed good blood and emptied both
Average for the year of 1906,
barrels of the shot gun which he had with
the bear, but being excited, either
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 18,1907. him at
missed, or the fine shot did not affect him.
Mr. Frost then clubbed the gun and
The discovery by Rev. Mr. Math- fought the bear until he saw an opporew s that the cemetery in the rear of tunity to escape. He got away, hurried
the Congregational chnrch ia the horns for a rifle and returned, but the
bear had decided not to wait fug him.
property of the city—a fact long for-

gotten—baa led to the aldermen making a generous appropriation for the
Work, already started by Mr. Mathewe, of patting this spot, so long neglected, into preeentable shape.

:

The Helpeomehow society’s thirdannual
straw ride, chowder and corn roast, w ith
peanut finale, has pas sad into history. All
ingredients necessary (or a good time were
In evidence. There wee a good moon and

Bar Harbor’s village improvement society, wbicb has interested itself in the
preservation of forests on Mt. Desert island, has received promise of expert assistance by the U. 8. department ot agriculture. A forestry expert will visit the
island this fall, preliminary to a more extensive investigation to be made by the

to

They Kalat, but Sot the Monsters ol
th,e Forecastle Yarn.

Ilfliwomrhow Society Has an Out In*
at Plraaant Beach.

The oldest and best-known ot the
Grand Banka captains sailing out ot Bnckaport has “crossed the bar’’. Capt. John F.
Peterson, the commodore of the Nicholson fleet, died on his vessel at the Grand
Banks last week.

AT

wKDDixn nrxu.

SKA SKRPKSTS.

STRAW R1DK.

COUNT* GOSSIP.

if he <£iisu>civtl) American.

pent.

Of the smaller kind I have seen hundreds, perhaps thousands, in the localities
already named, some of them s hundred
leagues or more from lend. Horsburg, in
bis “East Indie Directory”, describee
them upon the approach to Bombay, as
follows:

ALLKV-KOWS.

One of the eeeeon’e most brilliant hoBM
wedding* occurred Tuesday evening, Sept.
10, at the summer residence of Mr. and
Mrs. W, A. Allen, Lovettts Heights, when
their daughter, Mies Emms A. R. Allen,
and Hurry E. Rowe, of Ellsworth, were
united in marriage.
The home was very prettily decorated
for the occasion, the color scheme in the
parlor bring green sod white, while the
dining room was in yellow, with s profusion of evergreen snd cut flowers. Tht
charming bride was becomingly attired in
a gown of chiffon crepe de chine over
white silk, with trimmings of Irish point
Her traveling gown was gun metal
lsce.
grey with black and white hat. She waa
unattended.
Promptly et 8 o'clock the bridal couple
entered the large living room to the strain
of the wedding inarch from Lohengrin,
played by Howard Clark. The ceremony
Mr. Taylor, of
was performed by Rev.
Lewiston, beneath an arch of evergreen,
In the presence of a Urge number of relatives snd guests. The usher* were Prank
Howe, of Warren, and Leon Howe, of K1Uworth, brothers of th* groom.
Immediately after the ceremony a delight fnl reception was held and Mr. and
lira. Rowe were kept busy rsceiving the
congratulations of the large number of
Mis* Mamie Harmon
guests present.
dipped punch, assisted by Mrs. Isabel Tilton and Mias Lou Matcher. Miss Ethel
Peterson and Mrs. I. Woodside served
Ice-cnam, and sherbart was served by
MUs Alios Solder, assisted by Ifn. Roy
Purington. The peasants wan many.
After a abort wadding trip, Mr. and Mrs.
Rowe will reside In Lewiston. They nave
the beat wishes of n large elide of friends.
Portland Press.
—
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Keith’s Therilre, Boston.
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A feature oat of the ordinary will ba
im
among the leading attractions at Keith’s jaadawuU to drive macbin.rj »t C.,fcE!
next
week-Burr McIntosh, the wellproachedknown actor and photographer, is to tieon
two voyages
That 1 found to be true
XSfccrtjstir.mts.
liver an illustrated lecture on “Secretary
I made to Bombay, in tbs southwest monTaft’s Visit to the Philippines”. Mr. McInsoon, when observations of the sun could tosh waa the official
photographer on this
not be had, and they showed quite clearly
trip, and the camera records he made are
my ship’s position.
therefore authentic.
Bflnronh M beginning .i.-.m
Many years ago I was first officer of the
C. Kelley, "The
Walter
H waking up lo lb*’ la. t. I
Virginia
nr u»3i
ant buying all l.n*i ..h
,* ,. \t\.
clipper ship Wixard, bound from Canton Judge," who is scoring this week one of
Wky not met r« « lot. nr more if -[j5i
to New York, and bad reached the Java the
mode
*
monolosuccesses
aw!
own
h
.uput up your
by
AU(| * t31
greatest
sea where sea snakes were plentiful about
nevereeawwg re at r»vMoattoH
gue in Boston, will bo retained for a sec•round rer> autoKlv, m,: <Ujr i« ourell
our ship.
The captain and I wen walk- ond week.
omw Not on if you ow n ymr >»nhom*-i«1
day doesn t worry you th.-n
ing the poop in the dog watch when oar
A notabl* vaudeville debut will be that
I have »f* h >us? lotioff«*r you. sitmtt'
attention was directed to a flishbawk
at EMwaro’th, on prhtcijmi iu»*. c. on dr«5
of Christine LaBarraqua, • blind vocalist,
ear lino, h'gti lev*-! land, fine I v^tion. m
which swooped down alongside, caught a with a
voioe.
LaMiaa
phenomenal
liver. Cvtt* K'*t ll»«* pr »« jaw r lot-yoo’li bm
snake in ita talons end soared aloft dithe six.
Barraque'a life story reads almost like a
rectly over the ship. The snake squirmed romance. Her musical education was obWould Mm to hear from parrl* -IhtImImJ
and twisted, got e torn round the hawk's tained abroad.
houWea. iarim u> *‘ll or rent
neck, choked it end ceased it to drop
The Danas brothers, in a trapeze act,
P. II. JKUIION, Wate r St. ELLSWOITI
his prey, which fell directly into the ne- and
OriS, a clever down Juggler, ars two
gro cook’s dish-tub as be sat washing his Keith
importations from Europe to make
! supper diehea et the galley door. The old
tbeir Boston debuts.
cook roae io fright, seised a billet of wood
William A. Dillon, a brother of the
end killed the snake.
widely known Dillon brothers, and himThe captain and I, having witnessed the self famous at “The Man with
1,000
firammar School gradoaUi bethe
performance, walked along to
donga”; Almost and Dnmont, in an tween the ages of 15 atitl if* y.m will
examine
to
the
snake,
galley
Instrumental act ;i the Beil brothers, in
which
was
soma
three
feet
in
their dancing act; Miles and Hicharda, And eicellent opportmiti-s to lean
of
a
brownish
color
and
a
length,
dflrty singers and dancers; HUl'a educated Tool Making. Muutdmg. and I’attm
on
the
as
all
are.
Their
yellow
they
belly,
animals; Conlin and Steels, in a bright Milking with the «;*•!:• r it I
tricCa,
bite is ssid to be very poisonous, and nasketch; Louis (Inertin. Jumper, and the
tives bitten by them when in bathing are
Mass. Address: ApproWeal
Lyon,
be
on
bill.
will
all
the
kinetograpb
said usually to die from the effect of the
ticeship I)ept., C.kvki:ai. Klecib
poison.
Double Murder at Limestone.
Co.. West Lynn, Muss.
1 said to the cook: “Doctor, that snake
At Limestone, Aroostook county, yesterfalling into your dish-tub gave you a
day afternoon, Stephen Downing, aged fitfright, didn’t he?”
Cards.
teen. and bis brother Oscar, aged thirteen, Souvenir Postal
“Oh, no aar,” said he, “it take# mor’n
were shot down and instantly killed by
6 views for 10 cents.
one snake to scare dis nigger.
When I
nrM
A -tstie »i
Views from all over the
Augustus Tardy, aged nineteen years, in a
was in de Honqua in des parts, dered be a
scenery views. Very pretty. iv
lit of anger.
dozen snakes like daton deck ebery morn2 post cards free * *ti *■% ry orfctl
The three boys and a younger brother of mill sent absolutely free, tw. ■.» -rttl e«
in’, dat crawled frew de hosapipe* in de
J» amis tor only :-*\ St>wi a m
Tardy were hunting together. The Tardy cards. Think.
n (
night.”
today. I also have a ft-* of ih
had rifles, bat the Downing boys [«eft. No. 2. fold sire, Pii***- \» .•-z. of one «•
The old cook had been nearly frightened boya
writing
peas
toe.
These
arc
8'fxl
very
were
unarmed. Stephen Downing, in only
out of his boots, as we had seen, but was
back by the N. i. mum, PEPT. A.■ euSWORTN. K,
play,
Augustus
pulled
Tardy
brave as a lion when the snake was dead.
coat aa he was climbing a fence. Tardy
! For a “snake liar,” we thought him entiflew into a rage, and shot Downing
tled to the prize.
Mrs. H.C. Hatheway
through the bend at a distance of n few
will receive pupil* in
fret. Oscar Downing started to run away,
CASTIXK NORMAL SCHOOL.
when Tardy took deliberate aim and shot
Music and German
him through the back. Both boys were
Three New Teachers-Prof. Richroom
on end niter Sept. I • »t:
killed
instantly.
ardson Still the Honored Head,
on Pine St-, at Mrs, Krtti It. Mo
Misses Anna C. Witherle, A. B., Mary C.
Far land's.
Prominent Urewrr Mnn Dead.
! Richardson, A. B., and Hattie A. Wiggin
B.
of
for
George
Hook,
Brewer,
fortyI are elected teachers at the Castine State
three years engaged in sail-making at
normal school.
legal Jfotirrsdied
_^
yesterday.
Miss Witherle is a graduate of the Bangor,
NOTICE OF FORECLOsra*.
school, and of Wellesley college, and is a
How*. fhTTr
Msllo ol BlMlffl.
M.
Katie
teacher of experience. She has been suWe oiler line Hundred Dollars Keward for
Ifsncock County, r*t.v<- <•!
any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured ty her mortgucc deed dated the Uperintendent of schools in Gsstine.
n tie
Hall's Catarrh Cure.
F.
J.
CHENEY
ft
Wf
of
CO.,
Aaiust. a d too*, *nd eec. rd. *«
Miss Richardson is also a Castine graduToledo, O.
cook registry of dejd. in vol. I
ate of the class of 1899, and graduated at
We, the undersigned, have known F. J. tetri to George W Butter. of •■JJ'fJ’i,!
rd ■"
"J
for the lav* 15 years, and believe him certain parcel of rea c«t»tWellesley college yi 1905. She taught in Cheney
"
“ JS
*£
perfectly honorable In all business transac- Hlnehilt. a. d deocribed
,r'
tions. and financially able to carry out any Ueginnlng at • point abo."
.a'J
I the Castine normal before entering col«
made
his
firm.
Melte
aald
obligations
by
of
north corner
h";1‘J
lege, and was assistant at Po.ter academy.
-*
of
Wsldisu, Kins an ft Masvix,
nlng parallel with the front
'“““J
After graduation from
Wholesale Druggists. Toledo, O. two feet from It, forty eight U
Wellesley she
Hall's Catarrh Care le taken internally, act- from the highway to oa-d h
taught mathematics one year in Middle- ing directly
ro.! ,u*,‘r‘LJ2
upon the blood and mucous sur- southwesterly on aald
town (Conn.) high school, then in the faces of the system. Testimonials sent free. tbence northweaterly ami par■
,,Ihl
>
I
Geneseo (X. Y.) state normal school. Price, 75c. per bottle. Hold by all Druggists. back end of aald house
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.
tbence northenaterly ami par*
*“■mi
She was re-elected there at an increased
hour at..! tw m
aald
of
«lde
northerly
egiaMB
from It, thirty feet to the p' >
the
salary, but declined and
If
the

T11*4*"1*!}.
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WHKRKA8,

■

accepted

po-

sition in Castine where her father, A. F.
lUVIMtUBUU,

Miss Wiggiu is

graduate of North
Bridgton academy, and of Gorham normal school, and also of the BoslomBloyd
school. She has the newly instituted
manual

a

training department.

It is hoped the new sloyd department
will prove as intereating to the students
as
the department of agriculture has.
The school garden connected with this
has been profitable as well as pleasant.
Face vour deficiencies and acknowledge
them, but do not let them master you.
Let them teach you patience, sweetness
insight. When we do the best we can, we
never know’ what miracle is wrought in
our own life, or in the life of another.—
Helen Keller.
Americans are known as a dyspeptic people.
The extent of this disease may be inferred
from tl»e multitude of so-called “medicines”
offered as a remedy. They are often in tablet
form and have no value except as palliatives
of the immediate effects of dyspepsia. The
man who uses them msy feel better but is
surely getting worse. They do not touch the
real cause of the disease. t>r. Pierce's Golden
Medical Discovery is a medicine specially
prepared to cure diseases of the stomach and
organs of digestion and nutrition. It is not
made to give temporary relief, but to effect
permanent cure. In ninety-eight cases out of
every hundred it cures perfectly and perma-

nently.

/v^vai

irotll

IS

Write to Dr. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y., for free
booklet giving all the ingredients contained
in his medicines, which have been so widely
used for the past forty years, and the opinion
of eminent medical authorities Indorsing
these ingredients. In Dr. Pierce’s Golden
Medical
Discovery
pure,
triple-refined
glycerine is nsed Instead of alcohol to extract
the medicinal virtues from the roots and preserve the same unimpaired in any climate.
It has cost Dr. Pierce $254100 to give away in
the last year the copies of his People’s Common Sense Medical Adviser, which hsve been
applied for. This book of 14X8 pages is sent
free on receipt of 21 one-cent stamps to pay
expense of mailing only. Address Dr. R. V.
Pierce, Buffalo, 9. Y.

of luoncjr in corriOwner e»n have
Amkmica.v office and pay-

dor
MONEY—A
pontoffiee.
o.

by calling at
ing for I hi* advt.

tame

tum

Blnehlll, Maine. Sept.

Another•of
\3U*BATaEr'vaNE
weather vane*—horse—for sale
If
Will be aold

Th*
Call or

at

cheap.

/"'I A Hit I AGES—One 1 borne cutunder;
Vg/

and second-band open wagon*;

TiikDWBLU. Ellsworth. Me.

limited quantity of lumber—
Joist, planed spruce and pine boards.
etCm at reasonable prices.
M. C. Austix,
Cuaiculocu* Park Mills, Egypt. Me.

LUMBER—A

It. 1"

■
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BE aubacrlber Boreny
-m
he baa been duly appoiaic
of the e.tale of
,.--utvgST
.H«ar
JAMES PABKER. late of sJ.
1

tor

yd

in the county of Hancocl.iectiieu. ^
gleen bonds aa the law direct*
sons
having demands against
llM*at
.I0
of laid decenaed arc de*lrc
the name for settlement, and
, |mmake
to
thereto are requested
t™*1
mediately.

JjsM

.l’*-'!j£w.

aubaertber bereoy pee.

IRL for general housework; washing and
V ironing done out. Address Bos 219, Edgar town. Marika's Vineyard. Maas.

G'*

IRL—Opportunity for bright girl to learn
type-setting. Apply at tub Ellswobtii

Ambbicah office.

TTOOP POLES-iOO.OCO ten-foot birch hoop
11 poles wanted at once.
H. B. Phillips,
Ellsworth.

r ADY AGENT (local) in every town to veil
XJ flavoring extracts (all kind*), perfumes,
toilet articles, patent medicine*, etc. To the
right party a liberal offer and permanent
work. Address Winchbstkb Ext. Compaxt.
Box M, Lynn, Maas.
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aubecriber hereby I1'”
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appotu.wi
nnLAJfa
ALBERT H. DUNBAR. late of
decern*
in the oonnly of Hancock,
'1'
direct*
law
the
a,
bonds
given
PJ „,a
«•
having demands against Ike *h*„or fo'
deceased are desired to present
eettlement. and all Indebted thereto
quested to alike payment horn' }d J ,,AE.
Orland. 8ept.

MORE

-Yd
tUBr'ditng
ria<t

~_

he hne been duly
THE
trator of the eetate of

fitly GSUntsU.

K
^■

1

HARBOR.

new

four lop
L. E.

boggle*, *e^ond band. Prices very low.

VX

**“*
"

i»<7page

foreclosure^

Jor £ait.
Amkbican office.
write.

and wberena. .aid George u
.aid mortgage to Manuel Me..
bill, by aaalgnment dated
ISM, and recorded In aald leg"
lit and where*, i'■*
aald mortgage baa been brtk
fore, by reaaon of the breath [
I
thereof 1 claim a

—-jjjj

THE
thj'o8BPH°V. AMES, late of MPCKS^18^
Se^UarS.fi
for
harlot’ demand* aprainnt the

the *aru ^
ceawd are de.tred topreaenttherm
eettlement. and all “tdebted
^
quested to make P»JH. suits-

Bncksport, Sept. 17.
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'iratojj

Competent book-keeper* and stenographers wean»
than «rer. Our graduate are ro tch sought
>LT for .4 goo*
and thoroughly qualified forofilee dut'es l et u\
r-t.
::i.: 8
S'™*
paying poaftlou—aud heip you w get lu imr booklet.
llculars, mailed ou request.
THE DOE BUSINESS COIXEGE.
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MUSIC FESTIVAL.
CALVE THE BRIGHT PARTICULAR STAB THIS YBAB.
NEW YORK ORCHBKTRA AND FAMOUS

ARTI8T8—DIRECTOR

CHAPMAN

PROMISES BEST EVER.
Two weeks from to-morrow—Thursday,
Oct. 3-the eleventh annual music festival will open in Bangor, and continue
through Friday and Saturday—a grand
concert each evening and matinees Friday
Saturday afternoons.
The fact that Madame Calve, the greatest artist the w orld can boast to-day, is to
sing on a Bangor stage ought to draw immense crowds. No artist so important as
Calve has ever before favored a Maine assemblage, snd with knowledge of her
tremendous successes in all lands, there
will certainly be a record-breaking audiwhen she
ence for this qnoen of song
Bangor.
hers, and by her impersonation of that rote she has made famous the
cigarette girl who was the heroine of
Biiet. Of striking personality, with a peculiar beauty and graea which la characteristic of her, she has no equal on the
stage to-day. It will certainly bo a great
treat to hear her la the festival concerts,
and her appearance will mark another
event in tha remarkable years of the
music festivals.
comes to

Carmen ia

SAMSON AMD DELI LAB.

Of specisl interest also will bo tha performance for the first time in Maine of
the opera of “Samson and Delilah”, the
story taken from the bible, the music by
tbe famous French composer, Camille
Saint-Saens, who hopes to be present as a
guest of the festival.
A very strong cast is required, and has
been selected to sing the solo roles in this
opera.
Mr. Chapman will bring his entire New
York orchestra, which waa heard here last
year, and has made inch a success in his
New York concerts the past season. It is
composed of the best players from tha
Manhattan opera house and the New York
philharmonic society orchestras, and tha
orchestral works which they will play are
absolutely new at the festivals. The only
number which has ever been given at one
of these festivals is the Carmen overture,
which could not be omitted from the
Calve programme.
THE CONCERTS.

Thursday evening’s concert will offer s
popular programme, with soprano and
baritone soloists, orchestra and chorus.
Friday evening Saint-Saens’ “Samson
and Delilah” will be sung, and seven soloists, the big orchestra and chorus will
be heard.
Saturday evening will be Calve night,
together with violin and piano solists, orchestra and chorus.
Friday matinee will include an orchestral programme and song recital, and Saturday’s matinee will be Children’s Day, )
when Bangor’s school children will hold
j
forth. There will be no chorus numbers j
during either of the matinee performances
except by the children on Saturday.

NORTH

ELLSWORTH.

ird

will
casual

lots of worry and

save

n

guests drop in unexpectedly,

scurry

almost like a delicious cake in
>r, but crisp and crackly, this crispness
flavor being perfectly preserved by the
ecting package, which excludes all dust
moisture and keeps the contents fresh
clean.
e package is so designed that the Social
Biscuit may be served from the box.
is the most attractive way to serve them
the right way to get their perfect flavor.
I grocers have Social Tea Biscuit. The
package will show you their possibilities,
let.
ey

are

Sbbntteniunte.

Catarrh is Curable.

cessful Experiments lu Abating
and Curing This Disease,

atarrh la an entirely unnecessary
■ase and should not be tolerated for
Ingle .day now that Hyomei Is so

srally known

and

has

made so
iy cures In Ellsworth and other

see

othor pages.

and Martha Johnson have gone
Lewiston to attend school.

Charlie
to

Tickets for this grandest of all festivals
Dorothy Parkhurat spent Sunday at the
yet held in Maine may now be procured, Chapman cottage.
and early selections are advisable. Apply
Capt. Horace F. Lord is building up the
to Harry L. Crabtree, Ellsworth, or write
shore (root of his newly-acquired prodirect to W. I. Brown, ticket agent, Bangor.
Very low rates have been announced by all perty.
Hon. F. L. Parkhurst and son spent
the transportation lines leading to and
from Bangor, aud every feature now* pointi Sunday as guests of his sisters, Mrs. F.
the most delightful and most suc- Benedict and Mrs. A. Noyes.
ful festival of the entire series.
Joe Stewart and wife, J. Lowell of Bangor, and Charles Knowlton of Ellsworth,
were guests ot Lester Adams over Sunday.
Helps For Dinner nnd Luncheon,
is the little delicacies, the dainty surDuring the past week there were several
ra that are the most difficult to plan and
arrivals. Among them J. P. Webster and
and
the
heconstitute
difference
Ide,
yet
(riends, Charles Gorham and party,
rn the commonplace dinner or luncheon
Charles Adams, wife and son, Charles
the unusual.
Harlow and wite.
ere are many tempting biscuit and wafers

ce,

County -V#w»,

_

GREEN LAKE.

by the National Biacult Co., which are
ropriate for every occasion. Among the
t popular of these are Social Tea Biscuit.
iese are small, slightly sweetened biscuit,
can be used so universally that a few
;s on hand, ready to open at a moment's

Par Additional

An

ELLSWORTH CAPTURED
—BY PAUL JONES!

—

The

expected has happened; “Paul Jones” Flour
completely captivated this bread-loving, cakeloving, pastry-loving town of onrs! Only a few
weeks ago I announced the coming of “Paul Jones”,
and the price, $5.25. The demand for this flour was
instant and has been increasing ever since—and the

MARINE LIST.

TICKETS.

e

COUNTY NEWS.

Notice to Mariners.
officer of the coast end geodetic car*
vey reports that on August 16, 1907, h<
discovered, by means of a wire drag,
Abb's Nason, of Portland, is visiting
SARGENT VILLE.
dangerous pinnacle rc^Sr which lies nearly
Mrs. William McOown.
Charles Dorlty returned to Bar Harbor in
mid-channel at the eaatern end of Deei
Herbert Tripp, Artelle McOown, Carl Sunday.
Island Thoroughfare, between Easteri
and Harry Maddocks spent Sunday at Bar
Sam Wardwell ia employed at Sargent’s Mark island and the eastern end of th<
Harbor.
Lsxygut islands. The rock has over it«
livery stable.
depth of eighteen feet at mean low water
Alvin Maddocks end wife were in BlueMrs. Dora Furrier iB the guest of friends and
is located on the bearings: Halibut
bill Wednesday and Thursday of last at Lincolnville.
Rocks, beacon, fJSE.; Long Ledge beacon
E. % N.; Haycock Rock spindle, W. yA 8.
week, to attend the fair.
Mrs. Abbie Hooper is visiting her aon'
distant about four-flttha mile.
Dr. Wilson Y. McOown, of Abington, Harry in Camden.
was
called here by the death of his
Mass.,
AaorO. Dodge visited his brother Curtis
sister, Mrs Coleman Bates.
at Bluehill last week.
Addle Maddocks and a friend from New
Mrs. H. A. Knapp, of Scranton, Pa., ia
Ellsworth Fort.
York are visiting Miss Maddocks* pa- in
town for a few weeks.
Sid Sept 17, ach Commerce, Northeast Har
bcr, wood. Whitcomb, Haynes & Co
rents, H. Fremont Maddocks and wife.
Walter II. Sargent left Sunday for LewSid Sept 18, sch Melissa Trask, Sullivan
load stone, New York
Cyrenna McOown and wife, of Lynn, iston to enter Bates
college.
are
Mass.,
visiting Jenness McGowr and
Miss Edith Eaton has employment at
HORN.
wife. Mrs. McOown is the daughter of
Auhurndale, Mass., for the winter.
Mrs. Wiggin.
BRA1LEY—At Waltham, Sept 11, to Mr ant
Capt. R. B. Sargent and family retuined
Mrs Henry Brailey, a daughter.
to their home in Melrose, Mass., 8ept. 14.
GODDARD—At Brooklin, Sept 10, to Mr ant
OBtTUAHy.
Mrs Morrill Goddard, of New York,
George and Helen Higgins are attendMary W., wife of Coleman Bates, died
daughter.
at her home here Sunday night, after a ing Higgins classical institute at CharlesGRAY—At Brooklin, Aug 29, to Mr and Mri
Manton M Gray, a daughter. [Thresa Jose
lingering illness of consumption. Mrs. ton.
phine.)
Miss Jennie A. Grindle, of Bluehill, was MURPHY—At Trenton, Sept 9, to Mr and Mri
Batrfs, or "Aunt Mary”, as she was familiEugene S Mnrphy, a son.
arly called by all, was universally liked the guest of Miss Jennie E. Qrindal last
WARD WELL—At Penobscot, 8ept 11, to Mi
and respected; ever ready with a cheering week.
and Mrs Frank S Wardwell, a daughter.
word to help those in illness and afflicMisses Nellie Hancock and Ursa Dun- WEN’TWORTH-At Franklin, Aug 29, to Mi
and Mrs Harry Wentworth, a daughter.
tion. She will be much missed, not only bar are
spending a few weeks with Mrs.
in her home, but in the church where she D. G.
Eaton.
MARRIED.
was a devoted and constant attendant unMrs. Charles Bibson is visiting her
til failing health compelled her to remain
BRIDGES—M’DONALD—At Stonington, Sepi
daughter, Mrs. Neal Dow, ;at North
11 by Rev C W Robinson, Miss Carrie Lull
at home.
Brooksville.
Bridges to Stephen A McDonald, both o!
She was a charter member and chaplain
Stonington.
Charles Billings, of the steamer City of CUNNINGHAM-CUNNINGHAM-At
of Nicolin grange.
Surry
Sept 18, by J F Staples, esq, Mrs Cora CunShe leaves besides her husband four Rockland, is spending a few weeks with
ningham to Sylvanus G Cunningham, botfc
his
Mrs.
mother,
Betsey Billings.
Of Surry.
brothers to mourn her loss—Bev. Alfred
Charles Mason and son Carl, who have EMERSON—TERRILL—At Bucksport, Sept
McOown, of Yarmouth, Llewellyn Mc11, by Rev William Forsyth, Miss fisthei
Uown, of Ludlow, Wilmot McOown, of been guests of A. C. Dodge and wife, re:
Marlon Emerson, of Bucksport, to Clarence
A Terrill, of Old Town.
Waterford, and Dr. Wilson Y. McOown, turned to Watertown, Mass., Saturday.
GRAY-INGALLS-At
Penobscot, Sept 16, by
of Abington, Mass. The funeral will be
Biu.
Sept. 16.
Rev C H Bryant, Miss Claribel Gray, ol
held at the church Wednesday afternoon
Penobscot, to Roscoe C Ingalls, of firooksHANCOCK
POINT.
ville.
at 2 o'clock.
Ellsworth, Sept 10, by
Capt. J. G. Martin is at home for a few KIEF-WILBUR-At
Q D Garland, Miss Melinda E Kief, ol
Hancock, to Alonzo^ Wilbur, of Eastbrook.
days.
ELLSWORTH FALLS.
Ellsworth, Sept 12,
Selwyn Penney and wife, of Bangor, are WILLIAMS—WILBUR—At
by Rev P A A Killam, Miss Margerie A WilMrs. M. M. Moore is in Boston and New in town on a week’s vacation.
liams, of North Franklin, to Frank Wilbur,
of Eastbrook.
York (or two weeks on business.
Mrs. Farnsworth and daughter Alice
C. J. Treworgy finished repairs on his are visiting Mrs. W. H. Phillips.
DIED.
mill which have been under way (or two
Mrs. W. H. Phillips has been very ill
BATES—At North Ellsworth, Sept 16, Mary
weeks past.
the past week. She ia slowly improving.
W, wife of Coleman Bates, aged 68 years, 1
months, 8
Robert Johnson, ot Amherst, has been
Charley Chester, of Massachusetts, was BERRY-Atdays.
Bar Harbor, Sept 14, xMiss Kathhere (or several days, the guest ot C. W. at home a few days visiting his parents.
erine Van Renssalaer Berry, of Albany, N Y.
Smith and wile.
BROWN—At
Augusta, Ang 18, Miss Phoaa
The Maxwells are planning to leave
Brown, of Stonington, aged 88 years, 2
Franklin S. Jordan, wite and child, o( next Monday for their home in Saugerties,
months.
Boston, were Sunday and Monday guests N. Y.
BUTTERFIELD—At Amherst, Sept 13, Mrs
Carrie I Butterfield, aged 81 years, 9 months,
ol C. J. Treworgy and tamily.
Ferd Wood, wife and friend, of Dor9 days.
Nahum Flood and wile and Mrs. D. N. chester, Mass., who have been visiting C. FLETCHER—At Amherst, Sept 14, Zelotea
Fletcher, aged 84 years, 6 months, 14 days.
Moore were in Watcrville last week, guests F. Chester and wife, have returned home.
LELAND-At Watsonville, Cal, Sept 11, Mrs
o( A. Thompson and wile and Mrs. Eliza
Mrs. C<raig and children, of Bangor,
Philena Swan Leland, formerly of Waltham,
Frost.
aged 73 years.
who have been visiting Mrs. Emily GalPETERSON-At
the Grand Banks, Sept 12,
a
A. E. Foster and wile lelt Monday (or
lison the past two weeks, have returned
Capt John Peterson, of Bucksport, aged 70
years.
trip to the White mountains and points home.
STANLEY—At Lamoine, Sept 13, Mrs Annie E
in Msssachusetts.
They expect to be
Mrs. Eva Ball Gallison, of Boston, with
Stanley, aged 66 years, 11 months.
away about two weeka.
Mrs. Warford and two children, is vis- STETSON—At Bucksport, Sept 11, Mrs Caroline Stetson.
Misses Isabelle Flood and Hannah iting Mrs. Gallison’s parents, Henry Bali
iTRUNDY—At Brooklin, 8ept 16, Moses C
Black, ot Bangor, were here over Sunday. and wife.
Trundy. aged 76 years, 6 months, 11 days.
Mrs. Mary Jordan returned to Bangor
Mrs. William Crabtree has employment WARDWELL-At Penobscot, Sept 11, infant
daughter of Mr and Mrs Frank S Wardwell.
with them Sunday night.
in Bangor at Waterman’s caring for young
WE DOE—At Cranberry Isles, Sept 10, infanl
children. Mr. Crabtree’s mother is with
daughter of Frank E and Lillian E Wedge.
Mrs. Elmer Blaisdell, ot Orland, who
him in'Mrs. Crabtree’s absence.
£ aged 8 days. [Flossie Edith.]
has been at the Eastern Maine general
E.
Sept. 10.
hospital at Bangor (or a surgical operaSfcbertiBrmmtis.
tion, has so (ar recovered as to be able to
DEDHAM.
come here (or a visit with her parents, L.
MSMiMMMiaasanaraMMwi
Mrs. Caroline White, of Orland, is vis!
W. Bennett and wile.
iting friends here.
Carrie Mitchell it visiting friends st Bar
Harbor.

Miss Bernice McLaughlin has gone to
Bangor for the fall term of high school.
Leslie Burrill and Raymond Pinkham
have gone to Pittsfield to attend the
Maine Central institute.

Dr. Robert Blaisdell, of Sheridan, Mich.,
former resident of this tow n, with his
wife, visited his sister, Mrs. N. E. Burrill,
and other relatives last wreek.
a

the

_

NORTH HANCOCK.
Mrs. Julia Butler, of Eastbrook, is visiting relatives in town.

Mrs. Ida Carter Smith, o( Lynn, Mass.,
visiting her lather, Robert Carter.

F. H. Stratton has moved his family to
Marlboro for two months.

Fullerton reunion was held at
hall Sept. 10, a goodly number
being present. A fine dinner was Berved.
The same officers were chosen as last year.
The oldest of the Fullerton generation
present was Mrs. Eunice Fullerton
Williams, aged seventy-three, and the
youngest was Alvin Leonard Hodgkins,
of Brewer, aged three months.

Mrs. M. E. Wells, who has been seriously ill, is much improved.
West [Hancock, is
Alice Marshall, of
visiting Miss Etta Springer.
School at the anion schoolhouse began
last
Monday, Miss Eunice Coggins

PENOB8COT.

been spending
Flora Stratton,
the summer in Egypt withjher Bister, Mrs.
Bowley, has returned to |her] home in
Hancock.
Non.
Sept. 16.

is

The
Betts’

Miss Sarah

Littlefield

teacher.
J. D. Springer and [son Ellis will leave
nest week for Aroostookj.county for an
indefinite time.
who has

is

attending

George Stevens academy at Bluehill.
H. C. Perkins and wife were guests of
Mrs. Daniel R. Hager 1by in Bucksport two
days last week.

Dtil comparatively recent times caFred Perkins, of Cambridge, Mass., arll was thought to be a blood die- rived Friday to spend his vacation with
t and stomach dosing the only
his brother James.
Iment. Modern science finally
Miss Emma Ward well, of North Castine,
loved this idea of the cause of
and found that it was a germ has been visiting her sister, Mrs. Frank
jrh,and,
after many experiments, Dunbar, the past week.
je
•medy was decided to be Hyomei.
Miss Nina Varnum and Mark Smith
*mei medicates the
air you
have gone to Bucksport to resume their
it
kills
the
catarrhal germs;
•e;
at the seminary.
raw mem- studies
jbofthethesmarting and
Mr. and Mrs. Strout, of Chicopee Falls,
passages in the nose and
J
<1 it oures all catarrhal troubles, Maas., were in town Sunday visiting Mrs.
•ere is life and health in the air Strout’s grandfather, John L. Ward well.
■biounfaln-topa where the pine
Grindle and daughters
Mrs. BeBsie
off tneir fragrant and
{•give
<• balsams, so there is life and Faust ia and Sadie, of Bangor, are at the
bin breathing Hyomei. There home of Ellery Leech and wife for a few
"Bd of suffering from catarrh if dayB.
>
Vie and natural treatment of
A. E. Varnum and wife, Miss Nina VarVis used.
B is this prescription to cure num and Bernard Varnum were in BuckseB worst cases of catarrh, that port Wednesday to attend the wedding of
sells it under an abso- Mias Esther Emerson to Clarence Terrill,
pBcher
“Bntee to refund the money If of Old Town.
it Bt do all that is claimed tor it.
SUBA.
Sept. 18.

best of it is, everyone who has tried the flour
says
it’s “the best yet”.

j

YOU HAD BETTER BUY YOUR BARREL
OF “PAUL JONES” FLOUR RIGHT NOW;

j

j

for flour has advanced quite a bit in price lately, and
on and after October 1 I shall have to
get $5.50
for “Paul Jones”. To-day, I’m selling it at from
25e to 50c BELOW what you’d have to pay elsewhere for anywhere near as good flour. A word to
the wise is: Buy flour now—and here.

The “Cash Down” Store,
34 Main St.

Havnac

JA

HdynCN

•

j

•

THE—

CLARION.
Whether it’s

a

nace—if it is

a

range or a fur-

"Clarion”, it is
sure to meet every requirement
Made by the Wood Bishop Co.,
Bangor. Sold by

ELDRlDGE,

J. P.
Main

S-jSs

Street

350

Ellsworth

Dr. C. C. MORRISON,
of Bar Harbor,

begs to announce that he has installed
the latest and most improved highfrequency electrical machine, combined with the X-Kay apparatus for
treating various diseases and for diagnostic work, especially iu skin diseases and cancer.
It’s an established fact that the XItay treatment is the best cure for

La
Shoe foe Women
The

popular

points to a
style of that best

arrow
new

the La
shoe for women
France—and where to get it
We should like to show this
cancer.
mode! to you, as well as
!.....
other sco3cr.abb La
France styles—all of
VEAL WANTED
The
them in high favor
reason
WHEELER
CO.
HYDE, (Established 1864.)
with particular
w^y *Fe La
women every41
North
31arket
Mass.
St., Boston,
|
France
is prewhere.
There are four verses. Verse 1.
Wi
Can get top market prices and will make
ferred
by those
prompt returns for
Ayer’s Hair Vigor stops falling
|
who
have
worn it is
VEAL- LAMB- POULTRY
hair. Verse 2. Ayer’s Hair
4 Farm Produce.
Butter,
Eggs
because
in
every pair is
Vigor makes the hair grow.
I
Market reports, tags, shipping certifl*
Verse 3. Ayer’s Hair Vigor
furnished
free.
a
Standard of
cates, stencils, etc.,
)
provided
cures dandruff. Verse 4.
Strictly Commission.
quality that is never lowAyer’s Hair Vigor makes the
ered. Not only are women
scalp healthy, and keeps it so.
with their first La
pleased
WIRING.
It is a regular hair-food; this
Full Lines of
France
are gratshoes—they
its
wonis the real secret of
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
ified to find the same essentials
AND FIXTURES.
derful success.
Estimates os Wlrisg ssd Supplies Cheerfully Gives.
best kind of a testimonial—
f !
to foot-comfort, Style and wear in
( The
ANDREW M. MOOR.
“Sold for over sixty years.”
j
Ellsworth.
Laundry Bldg, (west end bridge).
|
every succeeding pair they buy.
A Made by J. C. Ayer Co.. Lowell, Kao.
—

The Song
of the Hair

_

—

Mrs. Henry Dell and sons, after a long
visit to her parents, James Mead and wife,
have returned to Quincy, Mass.

Miss Alice Black is teaching school at
village, Carrie Johnston in No 4, Mildred Seeds, of Surry, at Green Lake;
Isabelle Richmond, of Braggville, in No.
7, and Edith Gray, of North Brooksville,
Nearly all the cottagers have returned to in No. 6.
their winter homes, with the exception ol
W. C. and J. Lee Fogg, of Hull’s Cove,
Mrs. Harry A. Chapman and son, Mrs. A.
Leslie Fogg, of Montague, and Charles
and
Benedict
and
Mrs.
F.
family
Noyes,
Mrs. Thayer. Mrs. Chapman has had Fogg, of Ellsworth, with their wives and
several guests during the past two weeks, other members of their families, were
entertained at the home of their brother,
among them being Gov. William T. Cobb,
C. S. white and wife, and Charles Berry Frank Fogg, Saturday.
B.
Sept. 10.
and wite.
MOUTH OF THE KIVER.

has

ELECTRICAL

Also manufacturers of

JU

/Jk

/

9

_

Ilf £TS

L.

SARSAPARILLA.

RUMILL,
Undertaker.

CHERRY PECTORAL.

Dealer in Caskets, Coffins, Robes, etc.

when at the small cost of to
for years you can have a sharp
and an easy shave by using

We have issued some interesting and practical literature on
the care of teeth; will gladly
send you one of the hooks on request, Do your teeth need attention? We guarantee best of
service always, with charges
moderate.

Sent

Steam

1

Horace Rand,
Bangor,
Mrs. E1U Carr.
of

is

visiting his

RAZOR PASTE.”

Potatoes

in this vicinity

are

rusting.
9.

c.

and Bath Rooms.

to

L.MORAXG,

Department Stores,

ELLSWORTH,

PAT, NO WASHKB.**

BRIDGE,

ELLSWORTH
1

MAINE.

■■"

MB

=

$tofts0umal Cartas.

J. WALSH,
| j^DMOND
ATTORNEY
AND

COUNSELOR AT LAW.
j
!

Cream Italm is placed into the nostrils,spread*
imover the membrane and is absorbed* Iiel.cf is
mediate and a cure follow*. It Is not drying—doei
at
50
cents
DrugLai
re
Size,
not
sneezing.

Offices, First National Bank Building.
Maine.
Ellsworth,

:£)R.

56

Warren Street,New York I

L.

LARRABEE,

DENTIST.

produce

ELY BROTHERS.

L.

Room 8, Bank

Block,
Maine.

Ellsworth,

REMEMBER

XI# XJ JLVX XJ

ill

XJ

XI#

sister,

Sept. 16.

everywhere

be far
more
comfortable tbaa
a turn*"

H. B. ESTEY A CO.v

gists or by mail; Trial Size, 10 cents.

wife.

cents
razor

on

Laundry

WE8T END

BASS HARBOR.

Mrs. Cora Holyoke, of Bangor, accompanied by her brothers Will and Ed Goodwin, were here a few days last week, visiting their parents, C. R. Goodwin and

—

All kinds of laundry work done at short notice.
Goods called tor and delivered.

|

Schools begin to-day. Miss Sarah Killman will teach the grammar grade, and
Miss Harriet Trask the primary.
Edna Benson, Violet Gott, Frances Murphy and Lillian Rich left last woek to resume their studies at Hebron academy.

MARIA VILLE.

the La

When you call, be sure to ask us to
demonstrate the latest addition to La Franco
tho
models
Flexible Welt
—conceded by
its wearers ana
b y shoemec

ELLSWORTH

!

Bangor, Me.

among

Receipt of 10 cents.
EL A. DANIELS,
27 Dane Av$., Somerville, Mass.

••NO

c. t. m i). i

EDGE

“DIAMOND

find

styles the shoe that beSt
your special requirements,

and a call at this store will prove it.

Complain

Why

_

Will Abbott, wife and son Carl, who
have been visiting Mrs. Abbott’s brother,
Joshua Sawyer, have returned to Massachusetts.
X. Y. Z.
Sept. 16.

meets

WEST TKEMONT, MAINE.
Telephone connection.

FREE BOOK
ON TEETH.

57 Mala St.,

x>, can

W.

FRED’K H. MOSES, Bar Harbor.

Moses Flowers>
and Fine
Work for
and
Floral

any

every occasion

Open all

the

year round.

iXi American has subscriber* at 107
Of Vp, 11 7 poet-office* in Hancock county.
AU tee other paper* in the County com-

many. The Ameripaper printed in
Hancock comity, and ha* never claimed to
be, but it i* the only paper that can property be called a County paper; all th?
root are merely local paper*. The circulaThe American, barring th* Bar
tion
Harbor Record'* summer lift, is larger
than that of all the other paper* printed
in Hancock county.
bined do not reach
not the

ca* it

to

only

NEWS.
COUNTY.Vwi,

For Additional

County

set

other pages.

FRANK UN.
Miss Elsie Keniston is at home from
Northeast Harbor.
Mr* Sadie F. Wooster arrived home
from Camden Saturday.

son

Presiding Elder H. B. Haskell
quarterly conference here Oct. 4.

will

THE MUTUAL LIFE
insurance

The drama, “Aunt Jeruaha's Quilting
Party,” is to be given by local talent soon.
Mrs. Elbridge Perkins and Miss Edith
Are at home, after a week's visit at Casfeine.
Miss Addle Stilphen, of Orland, was the
guest of Mrs. Leslie Swan a few days last
*

Harvey Bragdon and daughter,
Miss Marjorie, visited friends at Sullivan
Mrs.

last week.
Allen Smythe, of Calais, who has been
the guesf of Walter Wilson and wife, left

Saturday.
Burleigh Swan,

The

from

Northeast Harbor, returns to Bncksport
seminary Monday.
Mrs. Grace Butler French and little

daughter, who have been visituig friends
at West Sullivan, are at borne.
Mrs. Asa S. Dyer and granddaughter.
Miss Muriel DeBeck, visited friends at
Hancock two days last week.
E. F. Bartlett, wife and little daughter
Mildred, of East brook, spent Sunday
night with Mrs. George Dyer.
Mrs. Abbie Dunn is having a new roof
built on her house, which will change the
outward appearance somewhat.
Mrs. Crosby Wooster, of South Hancock,
was the guest of Mrs. J. H. West and sister, Miss Brackett, Wednesday.

dividend-paying company,
best company for policyholders,

Further information will be
in

Wanted

Agents

FRED

The his-

History of the Hooper family.
tory will be heard at the next meeting, to
He held at George’s pond the last Wednesiay in August, 1908,

Officers chosen were: President, Dr. E.
£ Hooper, of Fsirfleld; Tice-president,
Hinson Hooper, of Minturn; secretary
ind treasurer, Mrs. A. C. Hooper, Frankin; committee on research. Dr. E. C.
Hooper, Fairfield; Dr. J. K. Hooper, Camten; C. T. Hooper, Winter Harbor; Mrs.
Victoria Butler, North Hancock; Mis#
Bessie M. Gordon, Snlliran; George L.
ind Adel bert Hooper, Franklin; Adel bert
Hordon, Sullivan; Fred A. Patten, East
!Sullivan; George Welch, Franklin.
After a very pleasant meeting and good
wishes for all absent kindred and the hope
that they may be present at the next reunion, those assembled took their homeK.

14.
_

FRANKLIN ROAD.

George Laffin has returned from Bar
Harbor, where he was employed this season.

Mrs. Maria Mudget, of Providence, R.
L, is visiting her sister, Mrs. Elizabeth

Tracy.
Reuben Williams has returned from 9eal
where be was employed the past

Harbor,

summer.

Nelson Stewart was in Franklin recently,
His many friends are glad to gee him
about again.
Mrs. Laors Sinclair, with little son, of
Ellsworth, visited her aunt, Mrs. Stella
Shaw, recently.
Charles Graves has returned to Charles-

Walter F rnald is doing much needed
work at the West-Biaisdeli store in the
way of drainage and cementing the cellar.

Miss Florence Tracy, of Ellsworth,
spent Thursday and Friday with her aunt.
Mrs. Stella Shaw.

Lee and tfamily returned from
their outing at Webb’s pond Wednesday.
During Pastor Lee’s absence the church
has been cleaned and the floor oiled.

Horace McFarland, wife and children,
of Brighton, Mass., are visiting his sister,
Mrs. Lena Stewart.

Misses Amelia and Eunice Simpson, of
Newton, Mass., are spending some time at
their old home. Sullivan. A brief call by
Miss Euuice on friends here Saturday was

several

schooner

is

Pastor

a

been at Seal Harbor for the summer, have
returned home.
Columbus Perkins, of Bangor, was the
week of his
guest for several days last
brother, B. F. Perkins.

on

request.

Hancock

Mra. Hattie Conners, of Boston, who
has been the guest of Mra. J. N. Gardner
a few days, haa returned home.

County

TO

Maine.

Mrs. Fannie Freeman, who haa

been

her home

here,

spending

pleasure.

J. W. Blais dell and wife and Mesdames
BteisdeU rode to the head of Molasse* pond
and dined with Mrs. £. F. Bartlett Thursday. The day was ideal, and the drive
from Mscomber's mill through the woods
a delight. This pond and surroundings.
Cave hill and Sugar hill have some superb
views. The fishing at the pond and neighboring brooks is good.
Relatives and friends of Mrs. George

resume

his

studies

at

Higgins

classical institute.

Fred Black and wife, of Dedham, spent
days recently with Mrs. Black's
sister. Mrs. Effie Tracy.
John Williams has returned from Seal
Harbor, where he has been visiting his
Bister. Mrs. Fred McKenzie.
G.
Sept. 13.
WEST EDEN.
School

Merrill

began Monday,

as

with

Miss Carrie

teacher.

Miss Octavia Hatnor spent a few days
week with friends at Bar Harbor.

last

Mrs. Fred Haynes and three children
Friday for their home in Waltham, Mass.
Liston Mayo and George Haynes have

left last

_

_

_

EAST FRANKLIN.

F. Rutter and grandson, W. P. Rutter, of Lawrence, Mass., are visiting Mr.
Butter's brother, G. H. Rutter and wife.
W.

Mrs. Percy W. Donnell, with children,
Helene and Virgil, visited her fosterparents, G. H. Rutter and wife, last week.

BAR HARBOR.

B. Rodick.

Edward

asaer yaff

HULL'S COVE.

Orient Brewer spent
rselc at

a

few

That

•

Emma Higgins, of Boston, it spending
vacation witn friends here,

returned to Massachusetts.

setts.

ter

Vwuie, one nf OKltine'l boya who
living in Dorchester. Maas., it in town
for a ahort time renewing old acquaint*
John

Mrs. Clara Nolan, of Roxbnry, Maas.,
ailed on friends here Saturday.

is

Mrs. Cunningham, of Harrington, is
ances.
risiting George Cunningham and write.
Walter Jordan, wife and daughter DorMrs. Mary Gardiner, of New York, who
otby, who have been apending the sumwa spent the summer with relatives bare,
mer at Orland, have returned here for the
winter.

The engagement is announced of the
ftev. Frederick Crosby Lee, former cunte
acre, and Miss Dean, of Boston.

Dickey, of Belfast, substituted
Fred Weaaeil on the steamer Golden
Rod several days lust week, while Fred attended the fairs.
Orrin

for

Mrs. Jnlia Spurting and Mrs. Edward
Brewer, of Cranberry Isles, spent Sunday

Mr. Douthitt it apending a vacaof several weeks in Boston and viShepard Lrland and wife were called to
cinity. He will attend the meetings of the
Lamoine last week to atteod the funeral
national and international Unitarian so>f Mrs. Leland’s aunt,
Mrs. Linda
cieties.
Rev.

rith M isses Ella and Maria Hamor.

tion

Soogina.

The members of the Baptist Sunday
ichool enjoyed a straw ride to Sand beach
laturday. Picnic lunch was served, and a

pleasant day spent.
J. T. Bowen and wife gave a “barn
lance” for their servants Wednesday
vening. About 300 guests were present.

enjoyable evening was spent.
Hackmatack cottage, owned by Miss
Helen Beach, ot Boston, was burned FriBay afternoon. The Ore caught around
the chimney, and although quickly discovered, it was soon seen that the cottage
was doomed, as there was no adequate
way of lighting the flames. Attention
then centred on the effort to save the furniture and equipments and but little was
lost owing to the energetic work of the
inmates of the cottage and the neighbors.
The cottage was occupied this summer by
Henry F. Rutherford, of New York. The
loss is about f 15.0J0.
K very

Sept.

16.

The

|

Surry.
Harvey Candage

j

School in this precinct baa made a moat
favorable lieginni ig, under the instruction ot Miss Am Sutton, of Orono, a
graduate of the Orouo high school.

**

H.

—__

AMHERST,

lwei!'RlCb*?d*0nl**t

h°m* ,rom
*•“

«““W

W. O. Orcutt is el home from
B.r
bor with a lame side.

Oeorge Orcutt, who
la at

present in

*r"

went

Murdock,

West recently
T'
Minn.

are

wife

Scott

Geyer

has

just

vaca-

Charles C. Wood and wife celebrated
the twentieth anniversary of their tnatriage Saturday evening. A few friends
and relatives were present.
Mrs. Mary Eaton, noble grand of Miriam Rebekab lodge of Rockland, visited
Rockbound lodge, of S.onington, Tuesday

A

degree on

candidates.

reading

club

was

teachers and others at

organized by the
Hotel Stonington

The next meeting will be with
with Miss Selma Simpson.
The reading
w'ill commence with Lady of the Lake.

Sept.

relatives

v» imam meeie ana

13.

Italian barque Emiliat, from Aber-

ia

nny

nave

movea

into the hotue recently purchased of Mrs.

Mary

Conner.

Miss Blanche A. Grey, of Hallowell, was
the gnest of C. M. Leach and wile Satur-

day and Sunday.
George A. Grindle left Thursday for
Houdout, N. Y., in the schooner Fred A.
Emerson, loaded with staves.
Joseph and William Emerson hare returned to Boston, after spending the

across

James Maguire, who has been spending
with friends here, returned to
New' York to-day.

the

summer

at

the old homestead.

Mrs.

j

Miriam Wardwell and daughter
Regina have returned to Bangor after a
visit with Mrs. Georgia Wardwell.
L.
Sept. 16.

Newell Tripp has returned home from
Connecticut.
Miss Eunice Coggins
North Hancock.

is

teaching

at

i

)

Congratulations are extended to Percy
Kief and bride, who hare settle 1 here at
the

Sept.

Y.

LEACH’S POINT.
Charles Soper went to Sullivan Wednes-

i

*

river

are

visitM.

»

4

* Nutter

Hfg. Co.,

F. B. Aiken,

Agentj

Ktlswortti, Maine.

Gelatine

to

Miss Hacel P. Ames is teaching in Protpect.
Misses Adelie and Litxie Ames
ing their sister in East Or land.
Sept. 14.

1

Swampscott
Sparkling

day.
Chariss Ripley has gone up
work.

summer-

Bauj!or, Maine.

last week.

16.

this

Users of this-furnace
admit that it ha- no
equal. Ask the nearest Kineo agent, tor csti-

Noyes

W. S. Archer, w ho is employed in Connecticut, was at home last week to attend
the Archer reunion.

hacking cough continues

that burns wood or coal
equally well is just the
to
one
j»ut in your

mates or write to

Kief home.

William Clough and wife, of Boston,
visited Mrs. Clough's sister, Mrs. A. H.

Coggins,

THE KINEO
OAK FURNACE

house

Mrs. Susan Salisbury w ill go to Lincoln
Tuesday to visit relatives.
Mrs. I. S. Salisbury, jr., and family visited ber parents in Trenton last week.

Mias Mina Brooks, who has spent some
lime with her grandparents, Charles
Brown and wife, returned to Ellsworth
Sunday.

ALL DRUGGISTS: SOc. AND Sl-00

‘

_

fBUttti.

strengthens your entire system.
It contains Cod Liver Oil and Hypophosphites so
prepared that it is easy to take and easy to digest

7

NORTH LAMOINE.

Williard Young apent Sunday at home,
together with a party of young ladies
from Northeast Harbor.

up and

v-

Conn.,

two weeks

work

Mstti.’

James Beebe and wife, of New London,
were guests of Mrs. Isaac Dunbar
last week.

a

old mill dam connecting Stonington
and Deer Isle.

helped

hoolit

to-day.

the

and

».

Linda, wife ot George Googins, of Camlowis Wilson and family, of
Northern
bridge, Maas., died at her home In that
Harbor, am visiting reUtives here
city Sunday, Sept. 8.
Mia*
EtU Harding, of Atlantic.
Mrs. Googins' maiden name was Batter.
Mu»,
In early womanhood she married Ferdi- is lb* guest of Misses Addie and
nand Coolidge, of this town. After n tew Ourney.
Sept. It.
A nov.
yean this happy union was severed by
the death of Mr. Coolidge in 1872. Later
If yoa haven't the time to ner, :«e
rejsof Camshe married George Googins,
larly, Doan's Regnlet* will prevent
bridge, a native of East Lamoine. Sima tlon. They iadace a mild, easy, eoettip*.
healthful
their marriage they have resided in Cam- action of th* boweU without
griping, m
bridge. They have visited in Lamolne yoar druggist for them. tie—Adrl.
summer.
No
children
nearly every
Messed either marriage; but a few years
StSuxtiamnM
'MS
ago Mn. Googins adopted the child of a
and
the
has
occudeceased relative,
girl
FOR DIARRHEA OR CRAMPS.
ot
a
loved
daughter in tie
pied the place
home.
Hatty that la lanaeWaive gad Gina
Mn. Googins was n noble type of
galrk Relief.
womanhood. With a heart overflowing
times when you would
are
There
with love to Ood and her fellow-beings,
hundred dollar* for a 25-cent
the was active in every good work, and give a
bottle of a remedy that you knew
she occupied a large place in the church
would curs you of diarrhea, dysentery,
life of her adopted city, and in the hearts
cramps or colic, such as Neuralgic
In her home Anodyne. When you need this remedy,
of her friends everywhere.
she manifested those graces which characyou need It Immediately, and the best
terize the true woman.
To the mem ben plan Is to buy a bottle now, and hays
of the home circle, the bereaved husband it In tbs bouse, or la your travelling,
and daughter, sincereet sympathy is ex- kit SO u to be protected against sumtended. She is survived by no brothen or mar 111*.
Neuralgic Anodyne la to uniformly
sisters, but nephews, nieces and|otber successful In relieving troubb-s that
relatives mourn her loss. The deceased It la told by dealer* everywhere, with
was a member ot the Central Square Bapth* understanding that the money will
tist church, Cambridge.
b* refunded If It does not do all that
Funenl services were held in Cambridge It claims, A large bottle costs but 25
wwanw^w
Tuesday afternoon, and ia the Baptist eta
Neuralgic Anodyne is *1*0 Invaluachurch in this place Wednesday afternoon.
bl* In almost Instantly relieving neuralgia, headache* or rheumatism. It
Rev. P. A. A. Killam officiated at the sercures ache* and pains wherever they
vice here. The floral oflerings^were Uvi- h
wri. Made by The TwitOhoU-Champlll
Co, Portland, Ma
and beautiful. The service was attended

Miss Emma C. Ward well begins her
second year’s work in the high school

haven.

two

Charles E. Holme* ia attending
Hebron academy.

Porter Moulton, who has been a guest at
K. Dodge’s, has returned to Pittsfield.

Rhoades is chartered
to load stone at Hagan's wharf for Vinal-

evening,

Miss Ids Kelley

A.

Moilie

has been erected

Monday,

Miss Viva Dodge, of Bangor, is spending
with her father, A. K. Dodge.

The schooner Frances Hyde Is dischargcoal at Eaton & Knowltou's wharf.

bridge

MKINLEY.

her vacation

ing

An iron

OUTCAST.

___

Arthur P. Guilford will leave to-day in
resume shore fishing.

Mrs. J. P. Simonton will speak at the
Methodist church Sunday evening.

Schooner

School begins
taacber.

The missionary concert in the church

his motor boat to

visiting

received

Oscar Hodgkins baa joined bis mother
and brother on a visit with his ancle.
Dipt. Fred Hodgkins.

place.

Miss Ada F. Cinner and Miss Grace D.
Ward well are at home from Casti De-

friends at East Biuehill.

Capt.

Sunday evening wae well attended. The
solo by Miee Eunice Coggins and duet, by
Miss Coggins and Anna Young were especially enjoyed.

Carrie, daughter of Elbridge Tresdweii
and wife, died Sept. 13, alter an
nine , 0|
six months, at the age ol thirty -one
yeere.
The funeral service* were held it
th,
church Sunday, Miss Ida Oarland
„fnciatTh*
floral
tribute* were many sud
ing.
beautiful.
1A
8*PL
o

Mias Margaret Conner, of Osstine, is
visiting at Capt. Bennett Dunbar's.
Mias Mary Perkins, otCaatiue, is visiting her cousin, Mrs. Edward West.

visiting

load of grain and hay.
Mias Ida M. Webb is spending her
tion with her parents.

schools

Horace Salisbury and wife spent lost
with Mr. Saliabnry'a brother in this

week

here.

friends in

and

town

Mrs. George Dunbar is ill.
Harrison Leach i»
visiting

STONINGTON.

are

the

NORTH CA8TINE.

j

Mrs. Harry C. Mason Is vbitiug friends
in Ellsworth.
Reuben Cousins and wife

fall term of

opened to-day, with several changes in
The place of
the corps of teachers.
assistant in the high school is filled by
Miss Priest, of East Vassal boro; the position in the grammar school by MissHous;
ton. The school at North Cast me is taught
by Mrs. Inez Grant; that in the Emerson
district by Miss Orac? Douglas, of Orland.
G.
S-pt. 16.

Ann*.

Take Scoffs Emulsion.
It builds

at

Miss Lora Sawyer, who has been spendher vacation with Mias Elsie Stover,
has returned to her school at Good Will.
Mrs. Fannie Kldridge, who haa been
with Mr*. J. N. Gardner for the summer,
has returned to her work in Massachu-

Lagrange.

Because your system is exhausted and
your powers of resistance weakened.

doors, by

summer

dayi last ing

Several from this place attended the
Laslam reunion Saturday.

The

HOOPER REUNION.

Trial Catarrh treatments are being mailed
oat free, on request, by Dr. Shoop, Racine.
Win. These tests are proving **> the people—
without a penny's cost—the great value of this
scientific prescription known to drnggi«t«
everywhere as Dr. Shoop’s Catarrh Remedy.
Sold sy G. A. Pasco aa.

m*

Mrs. E. B. Kodiek has accepted a posi- j
The factory of the Portland Packing
tion in the postofflce at Washington, and
will leave soon to enter the government Co. is completed,and the canning pf clams
This factory
service there. She has been employed for will commence Sept. 16.
a number of years in the local postofflce, \ will empley about twelve men and thirty
women.
Charles S. Webb is to be superand for some little time served as postintendent.
mistress after the death of her husband,

The Hooper family reunion, appointed
for Sept. 4, after three days of rainy
weather, was held at the home of George
H. Butter on Sept. 7. The picnic dinner
was eaten in the house, instead of out of
the twenty-two gathered.
After dinner the meeting was called to
order, and Mr. Rutter choaen chairman.
It was much to be regretted that Dr.
E. C. Hooper, of Fairfield, was unable
to be present as he had quite an extended

Vm,

Mrs. Elsie Stanley it visiting her son,
lohn Stanley.

_

Googins were saddened by her death at
Cambridge, Mass., recently. Her funeral gone to Waltham, Mass., to work in the
watch factory.
at Lamoine Wednesday was attended by
cousins from this locality. Mrs. Googins
MissXleancr Kittredge spent Saturday
and Mrs. Deasy. of Prosnect Harbor, and Stroday at Bar Harbor with her aunt,
whose death occurred a few days previous,
Mrs. Florence Rich.
were women of endearing qualities, and
had many warm friends here.
Miss Mildred Emery, of Salisbury Cove,
The death of Miss Margaret Hunter, of spent a few days last week with her
Cherry field, last week, wss sad news to grandmother. Mrs. Alma Higgins.
relatives here, snd brings to mind her adQuite a party of summer visitors from
dress one Memorial Day s few years ago. Bar Harbor enjoyed a picnic at “Aunt
What a tribute it was to the defenders of Molly" beach Saturday. Mrs. D. G. Hall
the Union, and An eloquent testimonial to had charge of the picnic.
The tender, sympathe local G. A. R.!
M.
Sept. 12.
thetic utterances she voiced fall silently
and beflttingiy over her own closed life.
NORTH SULLIVAN.
Superintendent W. E. Bragdon has been
Mrs. Arno Bowden was in Ellsworth
and
has
secured
h
the
wit
the
schools,
busy
last week.
following teachers; No. 1, Eva Springer,
Mrs. Onias Springer has been quite ill.
Mrs.
Sadie F. Wooster, West
Franklin; 2,
Franklins and Rilla Staples, Atlantic; 3, She is improving.
Sadie BuzzeE, South Livermore, and CasMiss Hannah Frances Malone, of Ellssilena Springer, Franklin: 4, Marion Por- i
worth, was the guest of Mrs T. H. Peters
ter, Bangor, and Lillian Foster. Mac hiss- |
Mrs. Florence Springer, East Friday and Saturday.
port; 5.
Franklin; 6, Katherine Bunker, Franklin;
Zemro Hall, wife and daughter. Miss
9.'Wade L. Grindle, South Penobscot; 10.
have returned to their home in
Harvey L. Carter, South Hancock, and Mary,
Harrington, accompanied by Arthur Hall.
Mrs. Marion Biaisdell, Franklin.
M.
B.
Sept. 16.
Sept. 16.
Archie Gordon, who has been very ill, is
better.
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Miss Louise Smalley, of Belfast, it visiting her aunt, Mrs. Charles NVhitham, at
North Castine.
Miss Rath Brophy, who has been with
Ellen Brophy, several
her sunt, Mias
weeks, has returned to Fairfield.

rill return home this week.

way.

Sept.

ton to

three-masted

supplied

KENT, Ellsworth,

L.

John S.
Beacham
loading blocks for New York
from W. B Biaisdeli A Co.’s quarry.
The

at Wiscaaaet.

Miss Lon Thompson, of Belfast, was the
guest last week of Mrs. J- L. Hooper.

The best company for agents.

ward
who is at home

daughter

by a large number ol relative.,
ma„v
in, from out of town. Interment
East Lamoine cemetery

LAMOINE.

The Lamoine sidewalk society gratefrom
fully acknowledges the redtipt of
J. F. Coolidge, of Waltham, Maas.

has

Mrs. M. J. Springer has improved her
home by having a front porch added.

mthr* papea

Miss Leonora Coombs has gone to MUo
to teach.
Mrs. fra Varnum left last week to visit
her

The best

hold

H. F. Collins left Thursday for
Bangor, Pittsfield and other places.

see

inTested in the most prod tin
any other company in the world—now closely
Harry McKinnon, who is employed
Zelotee Fletcher died
i
here.
Miss Minnie Pcinroy was n week-end
Saturday,
vacation
his
Is
with
consistent
Belfast,
spending
safety
able securities
eighty-lour years, five month., fourteen
ot Mrs. Benjamin Young.
guest
been
has
who
spending
Mrs. Harding,
days. He leave* a widowjtwo
Witli an economy of management equalled by few and excelled by none,
«nU tw
Lester Sells bury and Miss Schofield, of daughter*. Funeral services will
several weeks at Blue hill, has returned to
he held
maintains its place in the front rank held by it for sixty-four years as
South Goulds boro, were recent guests of to-day at bis home. Three
her home here.
death, have
occurred here within two week*.
Misses Louise and Alice Cox, who have W. K. Salisbury and wife.

APPLY

Mra.

CSM>| JTewe

CASTINE.

Company of New York

With the standard policies and the safeguards established by the laws of New
York—the most exacting ever enacted
With the Company's rast resources—greater by many millions than those of

COUNTY NEWS.
«W additional

Miss Olive Coolidge will go to Winter
Harbor to-day to resume work in the
grammar school.

_Ninth.

UNDER A NEW MANAGEMENT

have

Mrs. Leslie Swan will return to NorthMat Harbor soon for a few weeks.

week.

deen,

Springs,

Mrs. A. W. Loriraer and infant son are
At home ;rom Presque Isle.
Miss Casstlena Springer arrived home
from Bar Harbor Saturday.
Mrs. Jennie Dyer and young
returned home from Hampden.

Stockton
Scotland, bound for
mornran on Black ledge Friday
is a total wreck.
ing in the dense fog, and
her
She VII light, having discharged
cargo of sail elsewhere.
Sept. M.

Sbbntiamcnu.

A QRANULATED GELATINE

Makes 2 qts. Jelly

Costs 10 Cents

l

NEWS.
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olkor pojo

ORLAND.
BfCK-KgNNKDY.
The wedding of M.m Gertrude Parker
Buck, of Orland, and Warren Edwin Keno* Buckaport, took place at the

nedy,'

first Congregational church, Orland,
Monday, Sept. 2, at 12.30 noon. The cerewas performed by Rev. Walter Mor-

mony

service being used.
gan, the double ring
The wedding march, played by Misa Carrie Buck, announced the approach of the
bridal party. The bride, accompanied by
her away, and ather fattier, who gave
tended by her sister, Miss Abbie Buck, as
maid ol honor, and Kathryn Buck and
Margie Kennedy, aa flower girls, passed
aiale to the altar, where the
up the centre
attended by his
groom was in waiting,
brother, Cleveland H. Kennedy, aa best
man.

church was beautifully decorated,
the chancel being filled in with evergreen
trees and ferns. A rope of wild clematis
extended the entire width of the church,
from the centre of which a wedding bell
of tcrus and Queen Ann lace was suspended and under whicb the bridal couple
stood. Arches of clematis marked the
seats reserved for guests, and dusters of
the pews. The
sweet peas decorated
chancel rail was a mass of green and pink
and white flowers.
The bride was daintily gowned in white
sw iss and Valenciennes lace, and wore a
sunburst ol pearls and diamonds, a gift of
the groom. The maid of honor wore pink
point-de-sprit over white silk and a crescent of pearls, a gift of the bride. Both
carried bouquets of pink and white sweet
The

d»y«, accompanied by her daughter, Mira
Etta Saunders, of Bangor.
Wilraer Spencer and nephew, of
Orono,
were at Coleman
Gray’s a few dsva last
week.

SfPt-

12.

B.

__

bluehiia.
Algernon Dresser, of Portland, Ore.,
in town with bis daughters IsBt week.

was

I

M. Shaw cloaed his cabin Friday,
with his family left for hie home in
iivllle.

Marid McLaughlin ia ill witb ty1 ♦#veI tt the home of her aunt,
•10ry.
for a
ss Bernice Mason left Tuesday
with friends in Bangor, Portland and
smooth, N. H.
imbera of
the Methodiat Sunday
ol and their friends ere enjoying a
ic to-day at the fish station,
long summer people who have left
pest week are: Irvin Bell and wife,
land, Conn.; P. L. Oilkey, wife and
;bter Frances,Germantown, Pa.; Mrs.
■ge Harper and son Gale, Lawrence
arland, Miss D. Olive Berry, BrookN. Y.; Prank Bnlnard, wife and son
ik, Portland, Conn.; Fred Fellow*
family, and Dr. Fellows and family,
lyde Pork, Maos.
ss

pt. 14.

was

served to abont

100.

repairing
d Thompson is at

work

Pack, who has been visit*
ra. Adelle Harriman, the
ned to his home iD Bucka-

tee

M.

Sept. 9._

MORSE FAMILY REUNION.

ItsrelUugand

the Cannl Zone,
es paid make it a mighty
ur yonng artisans to loin
;illed workmen needed to
Panama Canal. Many are
iver by the lear ol levers
It is the knowing ones—
used Electric Bitters—who
it this lear, well knowing
from malarious influence
itters on hand. Cures blood
iousness, weakness and all
.nd kidney troubles. GuarMoore, drhgyjet. 50c.
a
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CLARION

boston, mass,

^B
Mp
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m

summer,

has

HLA1

Clarions give full returns from the fuel
because they are accurately planned and
exactly fitted, affording perfect control of
the fire at all times,

Rumsey, who lius been
Baptist church the past

in the

■

Made for coal only and for coal or wood,
both with and without hot water combina-

t

tion.

h

returned to his home at

Louisburg, Pa.
Friends hereof James J. Farley, of Bar
are pleased at his escape from
serious injury in a runaway Thursday.
While driving a four-horse backboard,
one of the leaders’ tugs unfastened, which
frightened the horses. Although Mr. Farley made a stubborn tight, the horses
were nearly beyond his control, but with
the aid of Frank Thompson they were
stopped before anyone was injured.
May.
Sept. 18.

Harbor,

—

.

IILijUMP
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JVrite for circulars.

I

WOOD O BISHOP CO.,
LOIABUOnUI

■■

BANGOR.
SOLD BY

J.

P.

P. Lor in g and family are at their cottage here for a few weeks.
Capt. John Dix and Carrie Ralph, of
Southwest Harbor, visited here last week.
Elwell Kimball, wife and little daughter
who have been boarding at Abel
Bartlett’s, have returned to Lynn, Mass.

Helen,

Sept.

10.

L.
_

ATLANTIC.
Mr. and Mrs. Blackwell left last Friday
for Long Island, N. Y., via New Hampshire.
Miss Grace Tamanyo left for her home

la what your money will earn if
invested in shares of the

GOTT’8 ISLAND.
William E. Gott has bought the Tanner
house at Bernard.
Miesea Emily and Nellie Bpering
left for their home in Philadelphia Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Tri boa and Mr. and Mrs.
of Attleboro, who have been gneats
of L. S. Trask, left for their homes to-day.

Chute,

Paul cottage.
Sept. 13.

Chips.

A NEW SERIES
is

now

open.

Shares, SI each; monthly payments, SJ per share,

w.

Koto, President.

SATISFACTORY BANKING IN ill ITS BRASCIES.
patron.

|
|

a

Z

department of our banking service.

Z

per cent. Interest paid on Saving Accounts.
2 1-2 percent. Interest paid on Check Accounts.

j2

EASTERN TRUST & BANKING CO.

]

4

BANGOR,

I

To the Honorable Lucilius A. Emery, Chief sucb stables and premises in a sanitary conJustice (f the Supreme Judical Court for dition. Such stables shall not be considered
to be in a sanitary condition unless tbe folthe State of Maine.
lowing conditions are complied with:
Local Board of Health of the town of
First: That all stables within any locality
Southwest Harbor. County of Hancock, within the town limits where access
can be
State of Maine, respectfully represents that had for
drainage to a
sewer, shall make
said Board of Health has made and adopted, all wash stands waterpublic and shall be contight,
and does make and adopt for said town the nected with a
public sewer.
By Laws and Orders hereto annexed and prays
Second: That all stables within the town
that tbe same may be approved as by Statute limits where access can be had for
drainage
provided.
to a public sewer shall be provided with adeE. L. Higgins.
July 18, 1907.
quate gutters or drains beneath, or in the
G. A. Nral, M. D.
rear of the stalls to catch all urine and other
Wm. R. Keene.
liquid drainage from such stalls. That said
LOCAL BOARD OF HEALTH OF SOUTHWEST HARgutters or drains shall be connected with a
BOR—ADOPTION OF BY LAWS.
sewer in a manner satisfactory to the Local
At a meeting of the Local Hoard of Health Board of Health.
Third: Whenever in the opinion of the Loof the Town of Southwest Harbor, Hancock
County, Maine, held at Southwest Harbor in cal Bojrd of Health it may be necessary, all
said town on 18th day of July, 1907, at which manure heaps, in or connected with' tbe
meeting the entire Board was present and stables shall be enclosed with a roof and walls
acted. It was unanimously voted to make aud capable of preventing raia from reaching
for said town cl Southwest Harbor the them. When the manure from stables is de
adopt
Laws hereinafter set forth In articles posited in a pit, the pit shall be with enclosed
j By
numbered from to 16 inclusive. It wvsalso sides with a water tight wood, cement or con! unanimously resolved by said
Board that crete floor, so arranged that the drainage
I such By-Laws are necessary and proper for from the same can be carried into the public
; the preservation of life ana health, and the sewer and with a ventilating shaft running to
operation of the Health Laws of a height of not less than four feet above the
roof.
All privy vaults, cess pools,
Article Id:
| AftrluLC 1: All buildings within tbe limits
of the town of Southwest Harbor used for the or olher receptacles or conductors for dainage
kind
for
tilth
of
within any locality withcattle,
tallow,
any
of
trying
slaughtei iog
purpose
boiling bones, curryiug leather, storage of in the town limits shall be kept in a clean and
any green pelts or skins, manufacturing or sanitary condition.
Articlk 14:
I mtkingof liquid glue or fertilizer or for carAny accumulation of refuse
| rying ou any business, shal be kept in a clean i matter, such as swill, waste of meat, fish or
and sanitary condition; and any of tbe proces- j shells, bones, decayed vegetables, dead car( sea of mftkfug or manufacturing any of the casses, excrements, or any kind of offal which
I products or by-products of slaughtering cat- j may decompose and generate disease germs,
e
trying tallow, boiling bones, currying j or unhealthy gasses, and thus affect tbe
leather, storage of any green pelts or skins, | purity of the air in the immediate vicinity
of business,
bowse, or
manufacturing or making of liquid glue or oi guy
fertilizer shall be conducted in such a man- shall be considered a nuisance and be removed or disposed of, either by burial, burnuer as not to becon.e detrimental or injurious
to the public health.
ing, or otherwise, and in such manner that it
ARixcrr. 2: No person shall deposit any may not be offensive to the neighborhood
buildings, wbeisvir located.
from
lawns, Ardens,
refuse
Article 15:
All private drains shall be
wharfs, or boat slips, Or any waste offal or
in a clean and sanitary condition so that
garbage of any kind upon any street In the kept matter
any
passing through said drain shall
town of Southwest Harbor, or upon any Shore,
to the
beach or bar, or in the water* of the Harbor not become detrimental or injurious
between Seawall and Ftrhkid's Point so- public health.
Article 16: All By-Laws and parts of Bycalled.
Artici e 3: The proprietors of hotels, own- Laws inconsistent herewith are hereby repealed.
ers
or tenants of markets, shops or stores,
Penalty: Chapter 18, section 80 of thereand all householders shall keep good and sufis as follows: “Whoficient receptacles in which to deposit all gar- vised statutes of Maine
ever
their
wilfully violates any provision of the
matter
upon
bage. waste, and decaying
seventeen preceding sections, or of said reguas
premises in such places and at suchof tiroes
Health. lations and by-laws or neglects or refuses to
may be provided by the Local Board
order or direction of any local board
In case o. small houses tbe Local Board of obey any
authorized by said
Health may grant special permits for removal of health or health officer
provisious, the penalty for which is not
of garbage.
herein specifically provided, or wilfully interferes with
person or thing, to prevent
ing garbage in form of swill, decaying nuats, I the executionany
of the provisions of said secvegetables or other decaying matter must be j tions, or of said regulation
and by-laws, shall
I
water
made
or
and
tight.
lined with zinc
iron,
a fine of not more than fifty
and have covered tops, or the garbage must be ! be punished by
dollars; Judge>> of municipal and police
said
and
barrels
iuto
covered
conveyput
courts and trial Justices shall have Jurisdicances or barrels must be kept clean and in a
Such teams must not tion, original and concurrent with the susanitary condition.
Judicial and superior courts, of all ofstop in the streets for other purposes than the
ences under said sections
collection of garbage, and no longer than is
E. L. Higgins.
necessary to collect the same, and must proQ. A. Neal, M. D.
ceed directly to the place for the proper disWm. R. Kebxb,
the
same.
posal of
Secretary,
Articles: The disposal of garbage, swill,
and refuse of all kinds and all decaying mat- Local Board of Health of the town of Southwest Harbor.
ter shall be under ihe direction and control of
the Local Board of Health.
STATE OF MAINE.
Article 6:
Keepers of hotels, markets,
The by-laws set forth in articles numbered
shops, stores, and all householders shall, when from one
to
sixteen
inclusive, adopted for the
the Local Board of Health deem it neces- town of Southwest Harbor. Hancock
deCounty.
sary, keep two receptacles in which to
Maine, by the Local Board of Health of said
for
ashes
one
and
waste,
posit any garbage
of Southwest Harbor are hereby apami dry refuse as are not decaying, and the town
A.
Lucilius
Emery.
other for vegetables, meat, fish, or other de- proved.
Chief Justice of the Suprema Judicial Court
caying matter. All waste such as ashes, etc.
August 21, 1907.
must be cleaned up at once.
No person shall pile, deposit
Article 7:
subscriber hereby gives notice Unit
or keep manure, offal, or garbage except in
she has been duly appointed adminissuch places as may be designated by the Local Board of Health. This By-Law shall not tratrix of the estate of
EPHRAIM SULLIVAN, late of BUCKSapply however to garbage accumulated by the
PORT,
occupants of a single building temporarily
and
deposited in some covered receptacle await- in the county of Hancock, deceased,
given bonds as the law directs. All persons
ing disposal.
withNo person shall transport,
Article 8:
having demands against the estate of said
out written permission from the Local Board deceased are desired to present the same for
of Health, milk in any conveyance in which settlement, and all indebted thereto are re
is contained swill, garbage, offal, table refuse, quested to make payment immediately.
All
Annicb Sdli.ivan.
manure or decaying matter of any kind.
milk
Buck sport, Sept. 7, 1907.
conveyances in which is transported
shall be kept clean, and in a sanitary condisubscriber hereby gives notice that
tion.
he has been duly appointed adminisWhenever any reasonable comArticle 9:
of any trator of the estate of
plaint is made regarding the keeping
swine in the village as dangerous to health, E. JEANNETTE HATCH, late of CASTINE,
the Local Board of Health shall notify the in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All perowner or keeper of said swine in writing of
said complaint, and after hearing upon the sons having demands against the estate
swine of said deceased are desired to present
same, if the owner or keeper of said
shall fail to show cause why said swine should the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imnot be removed, the Local Board of Health
Jonathan Hatch.
mediately.
shall order said swine to be removed.
Penobscot, Sept. 11, 1907.
Article 10: It shall be the duty of the Local
Board of Health to make frequent inspection
subscriber hereby gives notic° that
of all school buildings and public places of
he has been duly appointed administhe town, and all places wherein meat, fiesh
tish, vegetables, ana fruit are sold from J une 15 trator of the estate of
to September 10, and to make a careful exanL-„ EMELINE S. CLOUGH, late of BLUEHILL
ination of such premises, and to condemn or in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All percause to be removed therefrom immediately
all such articles of stock as may be con3id- sons having demands against the estate of
said deceased are desired to present the same
use.
for
unfit
ered
Article 11: The Local Board of Health for settlement, and all indebted thereto are
shall as ofteu as it deems necessary, examine requested to make payment immediately.
Chau* es C. Clough.
or cause to be examined, by a competent ensystems,
Bluehill, Sept. 11, 1907.
gineer the water supply and sewerage
of Houthwest
public or private in the town
Harbor, and report at each annual town meeting the result of each inspection and examination.
Article 12: All owners, lessees, or occuSubscribe for XUe American
pants of public or private stables shall keep

THE

It

dwelling

place

THE

O. W. Tatlev, Sec y,
First Nat’l Bank Bldg.

A

The Eastern Trust & Banking Company conducts a
general banking business, and will be pleased to welcome you
in each

Moses C. Smiib, late of Ellsworth, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testaIment of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, pre ented by Annie M. Smith,
the executrix the ein named.
Hannah H. Leland, late of Trenton, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by Ralph G. Leland,
the executor therein named.
LavinU H. Leland. late of Eden, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and tea ament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof. presented by Elvin Y. Leland,
the executor therein named.
Horace E. Fuck late of Bnclrsport, in said
connty, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for prolate thereof, presented by RIIU 8. Buck
(formerly RUla 8. Griudle), the executrix
therein named.
Dortthy A. Lyman, late of Eden, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to he the last, will and testament <JC
said deceased, toge.her with petition for probate thereof, presented by Joseph A. Lyman,
the executor therein named.
Isaiah Young, late of Lamoine, in said
county, dece «sed. A certain lust;unient pur! porting to be the last will and 1 esunnentof
said deceased, together with pe itioit for probate thereof, presented by Kufus Hodgkins,
one of the executor* therein named.
James K. GarUnri, late of Eden, in said
A certain instrument purcounty. deroBed
porting to be the last will and ins'rumeut of
siid deceised. together with petition for probate thereof, and or administration with the
wilt aunete l, presented by Maria C*. Garland,
widow of SHii deceased. The executor named
in ■‘aid will havi g declined the trust.
Oliver Calvin Donnell, late of Franklin, in
said county, deceased: Petition that E. Nettie
Scott or some other suitable person be appointed administrator of the estate of said
deceoed, presented by E. Nettie Scott, sister
of said deceased.
Charles L. Pyle, late of Marlaville. in said
county, deceased. Petition that Aellie F.
Davis or some other suitable person be appointed administrator of the estate of said
deceased, presented by Nellie F. Davis, widow
of said deceased.
Mary Binney Banks Sterling, late of Melrose, Middlesex county. Massachusetts, deceased. Petition that Panl Sterling or some
other suitable person he appointed administrator of the estate of sata deceased, presented by Paul Sterling, husband of saidTdeceased.
i
Seba W Health, late of Verona, in said
county, deceased. First account of Theodore
H. Smith, administrator, filed for settlement.
Sarah Stubbs, late of Bucksport, in said
county, deceased. First and last account of
Theodore H. 8mi h, administrator, filed for
sett lament.
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Eldridge, Ellsworth,

_

Mina Robbins has returned to Shaw’s
business college, Bangor.

1039,

™W»^»CE'

BARTLETT’S ISLAND.

Wesley Bartlett returned home Tuesday
from a trip to Virginia.

A /r

A moderate amount of fuel produces an
immense amount of heat in a Clarion because the radiating surface is so exposed
that it is active—every inch of it.

Sept. 9.
W.

fJir'

FURNACES

E. B. Hodgkins took a party of pupils
parents in his gasoline boat to
visit the coaling station and the O ens,

The bride was gow ned in white mous- Dr. Shoop’s Restorative. The prompt and
surprising relief which this remedy imme■elinc de sole, with veil, and carried a diately
brings is entirely due to its Restorawhit® prayer book with shower of bou- tive action upon the controlling nerves of the
etf,'
Stomach;
ijuet marker of white sweet peas. She
a weak
A weali Stdlti&feli, 8iiife(hS
With palpitation pVMH^hiittent pulse,
wore a ere sent of brilliants, the gift of the
means wen* StOttiuch nerves or weak
li'^ays
groom. The bridesmaids wera gowned id
Heart nerves. Srrvftgthen these inside or conwhite muslin, with pink sashes and car- trolling nfcrvefe WtAh Dr. Shoop’s Restorative
and see Ww quickly these ailments disapThe maid of honor
ried pink astere.
pear- fir. Shoop, of Racine, Wig., will mail
Write for them. A test will
wore white mnelin, with pink sash, and yam pies free.
tell. Your health is certainly worth this
carried pink sweet peas.
Sold
trial.
simple
by G. A. Parcher.
Immediately after the ceremony, there
was a reception in the
church parlors.
Ranking.
After a short wedding trip, Mr. and Mrs.
Terrill will return to Bucksport, where
they will reside.

as a

^B

H

much lor «♦ ceat».

L S. Johnson & Co.

and their

ert

Prank, ol
is., who has been visiting
as gone to Surry lor a few

BgJ

The bride was attended by Miss Etta in New York last Tuesday. She has been
[th*8Ut«.
at the Island Rest.
Terrill, of Old Town, sister of the groom,
Mr. and Mrs. Page, who have been spendis maid of honor, Miss Katherine Buck,
>1 Bucksport, flower girl, and Misses ing the summer at the Poinciana, left for
Quid* C. Homer, of Searsport, and Georgia their home in Salem Friday morning.
S.
Sept. 13.
Heath, of Cambridge, Mass., as bridesmaids. The best man was Ralph HeyThe ceremony was
Stomach troubles. Heart aud Kidney ailwood, of Avburn.
ments. can be quickly corrected with a preperform by Rav. William Forsyth.
scription known to druggists everywhere as

tarted for Lagrange Tuesthe woods.

son

The great National Family Doctor. Gets right at the source
of the trouble—reduces all inflammation, eases pain and effects a
speedy cure. Can be relied upon in all emergencies. Keep a bottle
handy in case of accidents, cuts, burns, scalds, bruises, sprains,
lame back, stiff joints, muscular rheumatism, swellings, face ache,
headache, earache, frost bites, chilblains, chaps, or any other external
pain or inflammation. Every drop means relief—just follow directions. Sold everywhere. Guaranteed under Food and Drugs Act,
June 30,1906. Serial number, 513.

Mrs. John Richardson, of Beech hill,
Mt. Desert, has been visiting her mother,
Mrs. Francina Rich.

rated.

>’orse.

nders, with

|j|l

ywj

wife at Somesville.

a

and Harold Billings
tring of pickerel Saturday,
in district No. 7 Monday,
Gertrude Churchill, of Orian Austin, of North Ellsng in No. 11.

Ttfseef/orNearlyf00

_Spray.

t

ho baa been in poor health

LI NIMENT

Schwl began Monday, taught by E. B.
Hodgkins.
E. T. Leland and family spent a few
days last week with L. W. Butler and

Edwin

rp»HB

ANODYNE

TRENTON.

preaching

To all person* interested in either of the estates hereinafter named.
At a probate court hr Id at Bluehill in and
(or the county of Hancock, on the third
day of September, a. d. 1907.
following matter* having been preX sented for tlie action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby ordered that notice thereof be given to nil persons interested,
by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the BUsworth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, In said county, that they may appear at a probate court to be held at Ellsworth, in said county, on the first day of
October, a. d. 1907, at ten of the clock In the
forenoon, and be heard thereon if they see

JOHNSON'S

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
Fr*'d Robbins and wife, of Mount Desert Rock light station, spent last week at
their cottage, returning to the
light Monday, a little earlier than intended, as inand
workmen are to be there two
spectors

Misses Lorena Hodgdon, of Boston,
fair at Alamooaook
WHT PAT RENT
Estella Stewart, Beatrice Stewart and Oils
Orland, Oct. 1. One of
wheu you can borrow on your
of Beachmont,
who
Mass.,
Benjamin,
shares, give a first mortgage aud
ge dinners will be served,
reduce it every mouth? Monthly
have been spending a few days at Old
ound will be there, and
payments aim Interest together
Farm cottage, left Friday.
will amount to but little more
ne pleasing and attractive
than you are uow paying for
and
wife
left
G.
H.
Kirkpatrick
Capt.
rent, and in about ten years you
for Rockland Friday, accompanied by
will
Sped.
Capt. William Holbrook and wife and OWN YOUR OWN HOME.
PTH ORLANO.
and
of
Rockwife,
Capt. Frank Sprague
For particulars Inquire ol
■ so far recovered as to be
land, who have been guests at the St.
>

&cga( ‘Notices.

other page

convention.

Sept. U.

M.
_

County Netet

Monday were returned for another year. The
evening, when, under the management of afflicted
member, Dr. A. M. Fulton, was
the ladies’ circle, of which Mrs. Elia M.
remembered with prayerful sympathy.
Hinckley is president, a reception was The
president. Miss M. A. Carroll, has
given and a sapper served to the summer
been instrumental in securing several
visitors, whose help has always been hundred
good second-hand books free of
freely given to aid the society in its differcost, except transportation, for islands
ent branches of work, and also to resident
«»nd other isolated places on the coast.
members. It was a pleasant occasion to
Mrs. A. C. Norwood was chosen delegate
all present, and particularly so to Hev. E.
and Mrs. Emily Freeman alternate to the
Bean, who gave generous assistance to State
convention at Lewiston Sept. 18-20.
make it a success.
The room was handThe county treasurer, M^b. A. W. Clark,
somely decorated with flowers, and the will also
attend, as she is entitled by virtables were temptingly arrayed.
Supper tue of her office to be a member of the

«

lug.

nA/fitional

weeks.
Trueman Hinckley, of Brockton,
Mass.,
is s('ending his vacation with his
Willard union, W. C. T. U., held its
mother,
annual meeting at the library Friday. It
Mrs. Belle Hinckley.
Irvin Morse and wife, Misses Augusta was an interesting session, though not
and Lizzie Morse and Harold Morse are largely attended. A review’ of department work showed that while good work
visiting at George Morse's.
has been done along some lines, there is
The Congregational vestry was the
room for improvement.
The same officers
scene of a
pleasant gathering

A pleasant gathering was held at the
home of George A. Morse Friday, the
occasion being a reunion of the three sons
and two daughters of the late Soliceand
Catherine Morse. They
had not sat
around the same table since the
golden
wedding of their parents, seventeen years
•SO. The father and mother have gone
peas.
The qsbers were John D. Buck, ol Bos- onward, but the children are still an unton, Thomas Buck, of Chicago, Albert broken band.
Dinner was served at 12 o'clock. Those
Burk, of OrlaDd, and Parker Kennedy, of
present were: Irvin Morse and wife, of
Buckaport.
rUllUB IUK iuc tviciUDUj
Chelsea, Mass.; J. Henry Morse and wife,
irvcfnivu «ns
held at the bride's borne, which was taste- of Bluehill; Mrs. Ads M. Littlefield, of
fully decorated for tbe occasion witb Fail River, Ma«s.; George A. Morse and
potted palms, ferns and sweet [was. wife, of Bluehill, and Miss Augusta A
Morse, of Chelsea, Mass. Of the second
Dainty refreshments were served.
Koine of the out-of-town guests were: generation there were Thomas I. Hinckley
Mrs. Gertrude Atwood, Mrs. Walter and wife, Harold W. Morse, Miss Lizzie
Merrow, Bangor; Mrs. William Chrgil, B. Morse and Mrs. Lenora (Morse) Sweet.
Liberty; Miss Clam Atwood, Wlnterport; The third generation was represented by
Miss Mary Carter, Jacksonville, Fla.; F. Thayer L. Hinckley and Eliot S. Sweet.
1. Co nary end wife, William J. Kennedy The guests of honor were Augustus N.
and family, Boeton; John Kennedy end Osgood and wife, parents of Mrs. George
wife, Bucksport; Mrs. Joseph Peterson, A. Morse.
John Vogell, Cnstine; Miss May Ober,
Sept. 16.
Spec.
bill; Miss Ella Thurston, Sedgwick;
BUCKSPORT.
mr Bock, Schenectady, N. Y.
The echooner Lizzie Qriffln, Capt.
r. end Mrs. Kennedy, amid a shower
ood wishes, rice and confetti, left im- Anderson, arrived Thursday from the
iately after receiving their friends, Grand Banks, with a full fare of about
t are now taking a trip through the
L300 quintals of cod. She is owned by
te mountains, Montreal, Niagara and Valentine A Soper, of Orland.
r places of interest before going to
Mrs. Caroline Stetson, widow of Ephraim
home in Boston.
Sletaon, died Wednesday, Sept. 11, after
ins Buck is the daughter of Hon. A. R.
an illness
of several weeks. She was
e and wife, end n most ambitious and
prominent in church and relief corps cirgetic young woman. She began her cles, and will be greatly missed. She
ness career in Bucksport, where ahe
leaves one son and three daughters.
3 hosts of friends, afterward acceptheld
in
which
she
Boston,
position
EMERSON-TERRILL.
I her marriage, which was the ttrst to
In the Congregational church last Wedilemnized in tbe First Congregational
atternoon
at 4 o'clock, Miss Esther
nesday
h of Orland. Mr. Ksuntdy ia held
Marion Emerson, daughter of Dr. and
bis
in
his
old
esteem
friends
gh
by
Mrs. George H. Emerson, was married to
t in
Bucksport.
Clarence Alvcrdie Terrill, ol Old Town.
u. 13.
Spec.
Society folks from many towns were preset. Tk* church was beautifully decoEAST ORLAND.

and Mrs. Gillespie hare hired a part
alter Leach's house and are house-

3tri>rrti'0fmntt0.
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ucuuure,

county, deceased.

First

oi earn, in NUa
account of Nettie B.

ikie

DeLaittre, administratrix, filed for settlement.
Thomas M. Pierce, late of Lamoine (formerly of Mount Desert), in said county, deceased. Second account of B. E. Clark, guardian, filed for settlement.
Sabin J. Hardison, late of Eranklin, in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by Harry L.
Crabtree, administrator, for license to sell
certain real estate of said deceased, as described in said petition.
Ida

M. Grindle and

Frank

A.

Grindle,

minors, of Tremont (Gott’6 Island), in said
county. Petition filed by Samuel C. Grindle,
guardian, for license to sell certain real estate of said minors, as described in baid petition.

Virgelia A. Clossnn, late of 8edgwick, in
said county, deceased. Petition filed by Fits
Henry Smith, administrator, that an order be
issued to distribute among tbe heirs of said
deceased the amount remaining in the hands
of said administrator, upon the settlement of
bis final account.
Elmer E. Young, late of Rlue'nill, in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by Lena R.
Young, widow, for an allowance out of the
personal estate of said deceased.
George R. Minot, late of Boston, Commonwealth of Massachusetts, deceased. Petition
filed by Charles S. Rackeman, of Milton, and
James J. Minot, of Boston, both in said Commonwealth of Massachusetts, pray.ug that
may be appointed trustees under the last
they
will of said deceased. Tbe trustees named in
said last will being now deceased.
EDWARD E. CHASE, Judge of said Court.
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register.
NOTICE

OF

FORECLOSURE.

R. Murphy, of Tremont,
TIJ'HEREASofNed
Hancock, State of Maine, by
Yv county

his mortgage deed dated the third day of September, a. d. 1S03, and recorded in uc Hancock county registry of deeds, book 307, page
519, conveyed to me. the undersigned, a certain lot or parcel of real estate situate 1 in
Tremont, in the county of Hancock, and
A
bounded &pd described as follows:
with
or
lot
certain
parcel o! land
in Trethe buildings thereon situated
and on the east side of
mont. aforesaid,
Bass Harbor so-called bounded and described
as follows, to wit:
Beginning at the southeast corner of John Thurston's homestead lot
and in tbe north line of land of tbe late
James L. Wilson; thence following said Wilson’s line N 75 degrees 45 minutes E. sixteen
(16) rods and ten (10) links to the center of
the road leading to Bass Harbor Head; thenoe
by said road northerly five (5) roda; thence
8. 77degrees W. seventeen (17) rods and ten
(10) links to the aforesaid Thurston’s east
line; thence by said Thurston’s east line 8. lfi
degrees 45 minutes E. five rods to the place of
beginning, containing one-half (^) an acre
more or less, it being tbe same as conveyed
to me by warranty deed dated April 30, a. d1903, ana recorded in Hsncock county registry
of deeds, book 385, page 405.
And whereas the conditions of said mortgage have been broken and remain so, now
therefore, by reason of the breach of the condition thereof, I claim a foreclosure of said
mortgage and hereby give this notice.
Dated this thirty-first day of August, a. d.
Clara A. Richardson,
1907.
By Seth W. Norwood, her attorney.
MOTIClfi or

lUnEitLUSlKC.

Y1THEREAS Oscar L. Bragg, of Treraont,
in the county of Hancock. State of
YY
Maine, by his mortgage deed dated the first
day of May, a. d. 1903, and recorded in Hancock county registry of deeds, book 3W, page
105, conveyed to me, the undersigned, a certain lot or parcel of land with the buildings
thereon, situated iu Tremont aforesaid, and
on the east side of Bass Harbor so-called, and
bounded and described as follows, to wit:
Beginning at the northwest corner of Amy E.
Clemeuts’ (formerly Holden) lot; thence following said Clements west liue southerly
seven (7) rods and twenty (2t Minks mor»«r
less to said Clements’ southwest corner;
ti.euce north 64L>* west nine (9) rods and thirteen (13) links to a stone near the brook:
thence by the brook and east of and around
the wall northwesterly four (4) rods auu six
(6) links to Clifford Dollivei’s southeast corner; thence by said Dolliver’s east line (the
brook) to where it intersects with Frank McMu lien’s south line; thence by said McMullen’s south line easterly fifteen (15) rods and
seven (7) links moe or less to the place of beginning and containing five eighths (•%>) of an
acre more or less, together with a right of
way one rod wide across the land of Perry W.
Richardson south of and following the aforesaid Amy E. Clements’ south line to the town
or county road.
And whereas the conditions of said mortgage have been bioken and remain so, now
therefore, by reason of the breach of the condition thereof, 1 claim a foreclosure of said
mortgage and hereby give this notice.
Dated this thirty-first day of August, a. d*
Clara A. Richardson,
1907.
By Seth W. Norwood, her attorney.

subscriber, The Union Trust Campany
of the city of Detroit, county of Wayne,
and state of Michigan, hereby gives notice
that it has been duly appointed executor of
the last will and testaments
HUGH McMILLAN, late of the CITY OF
DETROIT.
of Michigan, decounty of Wayne, and state
ceuseu, and given bonds as the law directs,
and has appointed Edward B. Mears, of 26
Mount Desert street, Bar Harbor, Eden,
Hancock county, Maine, its agent in the
said State of Maine. All persons having demands against the estate of the said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested
to make payment immediately.
August 16,1907.
Union Trust Company,
as Executor of the will of Hugh McMillan,
deceased.
By Ellwood Hawes, First Vice-President.
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second operation
this will be

on

All hope

his eyes.

Medicine.

*

KRUOKUN.

Saturday.
Ray Ckrtcr has

ton

Joseph
R. I.,

|
|

Small.

!

friends.

Hirbor

a

band,

is

in

town

calling

New Portland to

wife, of Providence,
T. P. York's.

York and
gneets at

Five went to Bar Harbor Sunday,
be employed as teacher.

here he will

Miss Oertrude Parker has gone to Providence, K. 1., where the will be employed
Frank Wakemaa and family have retheir home in Bridgeport, Conn.

wisely.

H. A.

Grindle, who is employed in Melrose, Mass., it spending his vacation at
home.

on

you

Charles Staples has moved his booshoid
in the upstairs rent at Will Her-

at home.

Roy Wane, wife
visiting Mr.

G. W. F. Hill, who has been spending a
town, returned to his home in He-

are

week in

j
j

Ms«

Toe dwciuug of Juitics C. Webber, wiib
contents, was burned Wednesday. There

child,

Kane’s

Emma Kane.

Tuesday.

of

V. K. Tapley was called to Lawlast week by the illness of

is the most nourishing and digestible food made from flour.
Eat wisely—eat for strength

Mrs. Lillian Green

and Mias Myrtle
to-day for their home in ArlMaas.
ington,
Leslie and Victor Ft lend, of Melrose,
and Robert Friend, of Lowell,
Mass., are
in town fora short time.

El wood J. Robertson aud family, of
in town Saturday with
were
their fine new Pope-Tribune automobile,

Ureen leave

j Sullivan,

j

Gri ndstone Inn closed to the public Sept.
13, after a successful wiscn. Many of the
j cottagers will remain until into October.
Rev. Mr. Bosworth and daughter, who
have been guests of Mrs. lovina Tracy,
t returned to their home in Deer Isle Mon-

digest, gives you strength.

Uneeda Biscuit

New York,
Mrs.

mother,

rence, Mass.,
her grandson.

small insurance.

was a

and

Not what you eat, but what

j

Capt. E. H. Norris, who has been sailing
yacht for* Miss Sinclair, of Sorrento, is goods
rick’s.

bron

The strongest sometimes
the least*, but they eat

eat

turned to

Frost, former leader of the Winter

S. A.

are

Owen
w

in

was

gone to

teach the high school.

Dr. H. W. Small, of
Isle,
j town Friday visiting his brother. Dr. A. E.
Deer

Mirr peg.

...

Schools begin to-day.
Isaac Mayo was in Rockland Saturday.
Miss Adels McFarland returned to Bos-

Hon. C.C. Brooks, Mayor of Sunbury,
also Attorney for Farmers’ Bank
many responded to the general theme
an*l San bury Building and Loan Co.,
I which followed-“Immortality.”
writes:
R.
“I have the utmost confidence in the
Sept. ltf.
virtue of Peruna. It is a great medicine.
WINTER HARBOR.
I have used it and I have known many
Melvin H. Willey went to Philadelphia
of my friends who have obtained beneficial results from its use. / cannot Saturday to join his family.
Miss Ethel Gerrish, who has been very
praise Peruna too highly
ill of typhoid fever, is convalescing slow i.

Ohio,

roonip

tor

The Unitarian society resumed its services on Sunday. The occasion was a very
pleasant one. Mrs. Saunderson read a
sermon “Thirsting lor the Living God”
by Rev. Francis G. Peabody. The sermon
was a fine one and beautifully read, while

MAYOR OF SUNBURY
Says Pe-ru-na Is a Good

aoDtTUfrmtnti.

COUNTY NEWS.

a success.

—Uneeda Biscuit

|

In moisture and
dust proof packages.

Mrs.

Ruby McFarland and Mrs. Blanib
Harmon, of Portland, who have been at
Piye point, have gone home.
John Rlake, wife and child, of Bedford,
day.
who have been visiting at U. M.
Steam yacht Ladoga, from liar Harbor, Mass.,
Pease's, have returned home.
was disabled in the harbor Friday, the result

THERE
which

host of petty ailments
the direct result of the

I

are a
are

The weather slightly deranges the
mucous membranes of the organs and
the result la some functional disease.
Penan baa become a standby In
thousands of homes far minor sjlmeats of Ibis sort.

othrr pmg**

Col. W. H. Thompson, of Washington,
D. C., has closed his summer home at
West .End and returned horns.

16._E.

Miaa Margaret Key, who has spent the
at West End, leaves to-day for
her home at Chattanooga, Tenn.

summer

Charles |Blake, who has been employed
steamer Pemaquid, baa given
up his
position as lire man, and is at horns.
Chpt. Fred Phillips and CUience Stan-

j

of

tbit town.

Sept.

Sunday.

Arthur T. Hill, of East Sullivsn,

their uncle, Alonso Tripp, st Sullivan
ley, of the yacht “Indra”, have put the recently. Mr. Tripp baa been ill a long
time.
yacht in winter quarters and an at home.
Mia* Marjorie Williams, of this plate,
High school begins to-day, with Mias
Harriet Oeveland, of Skow began, teacher; and Francis Wilbur, of East brook, were
married at Ellsworth by Rev. P. A. A.
the lower grades, Miaa Moan
Dollard. Killam last
Thursday. Friends extend
teacher.

A daughter was born to Mr. and Mrs.
j
Harry Brandt at Attleboro, Maas. Mr*. !
Brandt was formerly Miss Winifred Bmcy, !

M. H. Mason and Elmer Johnson, who
Boston for s week, returned

home

:

on

have been in

cottage foundation has been comFrank Gilley in a fine location

Mayo field,

number

into town

Mrs. Emma Haskell, of Bar Harbor, is
vi-iting at Mrs. Cora Stover's.

menced for
in the

Miss Nettie Gott and Mias
Mildred
Smith leave to-day for Washington, D. C.,
w here
they will be employed.

rudder, and is laid up tor

SORRENTO.

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
A

large

come

Sept.

"county"news.
•««

broken

of automobiles that
this year, together
w ith those owned by residents, have educated the horses jtc such an extent that
autos on the generally traveled highways,
and under speed restrictions, are not objectionable either to residents or non-residents. A number of the summer colony
in
come from their homes and return
their touring cars, and are enthusiastic
over the road conditions and scenery of
eastern Maine. It is the general verdict
that the admission of automobiles has
been of material benefit to the business
interests of the town.
The

same.

OtmnSy Netm

a

repairs.
have

weather.
This is more trueof the excessive heat
of summer and the intense cold of winter, but is partly true of all seasons of
the year.
Whether It be a cold or a cough, catarrh of the head or bowel complaint.
Whether the liver be affected or the kidneys, the cause ia vary liable to be the

JW iddilioMi

of

NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY

hss

18.

Cxe Femme,

j

NORTH BROOKLIN.

I been in town surveying land bought by Z.
Henry Tracy’s.
of Somerville, Mass.. Chafee, Frank Trundy and others.

near

T.

_

901' Nil.
Walter Sargent is building a new piaxxa.
N. W. Gott has gone to Bangor on busibis bouse.

A large party is expected at tbe “Old
Home" Tuesday night.
School begins Monday, Sept. 13, taught
by Miss Rnbie F. Higgins.
George Dunlon, of Southwest Harbor,
visited friends here Sunday.
Mr. Kingman and family, of Ellsworth,
recently moved into Murray Higgins'

Mrs. Emma Sherman has gone to Bosthe winter.

ton for

JMiMMtl

OmM| JIim,

m

8017H PENOBSCOT.

a

The church ia (Uli in process of repair.
A native from afar has made a t> ratios
for this purpose, but particulars have set
been given. No doubt tbe pastor, whohu
the matter in hand, would he phased to
receive still other donations from
hirers
of other count lee and states, who hsvt

Fred B.

Miicbell is having extensive
repairs made on his bona*.
School began Sept. », with Mias Ethel
StoTer, ot BluebilL aa teacher.
in

Mias Nan Qrindl* returned to her school
Haverhill, Mas*., last week.
The many friends of Mr. Rbind
to see him on the streets again.

prospered, and remembers
their boyhood's home.
Sept. Id.

are

glad

Carl Grindeil will leave
fornia where he will

spend

for Caliwinter.

soon

the

all the

|

summer

!

|

_

_

Tiiuaids Bits Kidiey

Harvey Treworgy
academy at BluebiU.

—

SULLIVAN.
left last week for their
home in New York.
The

Bra mans

Mrs. and Miss Emery, who have b«en in
a month,
have returned to their
home in Beat Boston.

town

Thomas Simpson, who has lately had a
critical operation performed, is coming on slowly but surely.

■\\

j

they
'll almost the last
CL recogniied by
patient and phyWT

sicians. «rho

are

Virgie Babbidge

is

seriously ill.

J. J. McKee and wife have returned to
Bethlehem, Pa., after a few days here.
Mrs. Amanda
Perkins has returned
home after spending the summer at Otter
Creek.

oo»-

ICHI

iri'fA doctoring tit effect*, while the
inal ditea** undermines the system.

SOUTH SURRY.

HALL QUARRY.

orig-

What To Do.

There is comfort in the knowledge so
Milton Y'oung and Miss Annie Perkina
often expressed, that Dr. Kilmer's
Swamp-Root, the great kidney remedy, ret urned home Friday after a few days at
every wish in
fulfills
Schools commenced Monday, with Mr.
curing rheumatism, BloehilL
in the back, kidneys, liver, bladder
Miaees Katie Harkins, Helen
Whitney, a former teacher, in charge of the pain
and every part of the urinary passage.
Seaveyand
high, and Mias Ida Bennis, of the lower It corrects inability to hold water Stella Cookson are at home from Southwest
Harbor.
or
bad
and scalding pain in'passing it,
grads.
The ice cream sociable at Granite hall
Mrs. Clara Somes, of Somesville, is vis- effects following use of liquor, wine or
and overcomes that unpleasant ne- was a success.
The proceeds, $18, ire for
iting her brother, James Meynell. All beer,
of being compelled to go often
cessity
the pastor’^salary.
her friends are glad to greet her here
during the day, and to get up many
again.
Mias Laura and Master Fred Sweetlaad
times daring the night. The mild and
The Timeyenis and O’Dnald cottages the extraordinary effect of Swamp-Root are in town from Rockland
visiting their
is soon realized. It stands the highest father, James^Sweetland.
are still open, the latter occupied by Mr.
and Mrs. Oak and Miss Richardson, of for its wonderful cures of the most disSept/16.
Pebble.
tressing cases. If you need a medicine
Bangor.
NORTH FRANKLIN.
you should have the best. Sold by drugMany of the summer guests have re- gists in fifty-cent and one-dollar sizes.
Moses Abbott has his well and cellar
turned to their homes, while some are linYou may have a sample bottle and a
dag and nearly stoned.
gering to enjoy the beam ifnl September book that tells all
Preston Williams underwent a successabout it, botb sent freag
and October months.
bv mail. Address Dr. [
ful
operation for appendicitis at the
Mr. Saunderson closed his house and
Kilmer & Co Bingh capital at Portland last week.
went to Cambridge last Saturday to rehamton, N. Y. When
Claude Clark is at home from Bar Harsume charge of his pulpit, which has been
writing mention this paper and don't
closed all summer. Mrs. Saunderson re- make any mistake, but remember the bor, where he has been eroploved this
mained until to-day, and took iter father, name. Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root, and summer as cook on the El Plants.
the address, Binghamton. N. Y.
<*>* Or
«nd Mrs. Lena Collar
Capt. Bennis, home with her to have a
very

1

t

visited]

Our National Danger.

Time to

Cry

a

Halt Before,
tomes.

a

Panic

H.

Clifford Coggins is attending the fall
term at Bluehili academy.

is

attending

tb

Beatrice and Cora Turner are visilbd
their mother, Mrs. Georg-. E. Closson.
Prince Lufkin, of Brooklin, is doing ttaj
carpenter work for M. D. Cham a-istsd
by E. E. Swett.

cbildiesj

Mrs. Charles Stone and two
gone to Aah Point to vis
Stone s parents.

Mrs.-

have

Mrs. E. E. Swett walked lose, her nearneighbor Friday, and alter resting
awhile, walked back-a thing she has not
been able to do for three years.
Nathaniel Bowden and wile, ot North

eat

j

;

BluebiU, with little granddaughter, Vivian
Wardwell, of BrooksviUe, were guests of
Mr. Bowden's sister Friday and aaiurdsy.
c18.

Sept.

sukhy:
Tbe roll-cull and rally ot th-. Baptist
Dinner »»*
church waa held yesterday
nerved in tbe dining haU of the A. 0.1.
»t
W., a Uttle after noon hour, and
the
o’clock the exercises were held in
Rev. P. A. A. EilUm presided,
cbnrch.
and after s devotional service renarks
«»
bearing on tbe hiatory of the church
rou
in order.
FoUowlng this esme the
call. Greetinge from Rev -Mr !
Rev. Kand
church,
of Surry Methodiat
Otda, of BluehUl Baptist cburtb’
much enjoyed. A short business
and proM
brought to a cloae a pleasant
able service.

J-

TniMe lid Never Supnt X

S^Taorder*
V?if
l'Y vail,

with streets*

EAST SURRY.

Miss Edith Gott has gone to resume
Those intereeted in the church are busy
teaching at Hingham, Mass.
preparing lor the county convention to be
The season of 1907 is about at a close
company except
held here Sept. St, 3. 38.
Mrs. Emogene Bickford, of South Blue- !
cottagers have left for their city homes. here. Several cottages closed last week,
hill, is again teaching the school at No. 7. i house.
A few guests are still at the hotels, which i The Last to go will be Chief-Justice FuiMr*. Frank H. Binder and lamily have
Mrs. Llewellyn Cousins snd Mis* Bea- closed their home
Miss Amy Dodge, daughter of M. L
expect to close about Sept. 20. Among ler, who w ill leave for his home in Wash- !
here, and moved to
of B*r Harbor, visited Mr*. P. 8.
trice,
the cottage people Joseph Cooper and ; ington Thursday.
Dodge, has gone to Boston to attend a Higgins over Sunday.
Worcester, Mas*., (or the winter.
business college.
Henry Inman will remain till the end of
Miase* Margaret and Eleanor Snow,
Sidney Higgins and wife, of Bar HarAmong the recent purchasers of real esthe month.
Miss Iaouise Anderson has gone to teach bor, formerly of this place, are receiving Mis* Olive Grindle, Miae Ethel Gray left
tate here are Z. Chafee, of Providence,
on tbe birth of a sou.
J. T. Finney, of South Framingham, R.
at Leyden, Mass. Miss Anderson gradu- congratulations
lor Bloehill last week to attend school.
L; Dr. F. X. Proctor, of Boston; George
H.
Sept. 16.
Mass., for many years a station agent on F. Kane and C. W. Sargent, of Sorrento. ated from Northfield academy last June.
The many friend* in the place ot Capt.
the Boston A Albany railroad, who has It is
John Peterson were grieved *.o bear of his
EAST BLCEH1LL.
Benjamin Hamilton, who has been visreported that Mr. Proctor will build a
spent three months or more at Southwest ! fine cottage before another season.
Linwood Leach is at home from North- sudden death, report of which appear*
iting his brothers, C. 8., F. H. and H E.
Harbor and Ml. Desert for the benefit of
T.
elsewhere.
Hamilton, has returned to his home at east Harbor.
Sept. 16.
his health, was joined by his wife last
Lubec.
A. W. Candage, of Boston, is visiting
o.
Sept. Id.
WALTHAM.
relatives here.
week, both returning to Massachusetts
Prof. Fred B. Anderson and Lena Pearl
DEER ISLE.
Horace
of Somerville, Mast, is
Saturday.
A daughter was born to Henry Braley
Kennedy, of Oberlin, Ohio, were married tbe guest Jackson,
of C. L. Candage and wife.
Schools open to-day.
Miss Jessie Johnson has gone to Swan’s
Mia* Iva Walla and wife recently.
at that place on Aug. 7. They have
Mia*
gone
Jennie
Bradford, of Providence, Island to give music lessons.
continues in the primary grade of this
The dance at the hall Saturday evening to Rogers, Ark., where he is an instructor R. I., is the gueet of A. B. Leach
and famdistrict; Mrs. Maud Trask is in charge of was greatly enjoyed.
in Rogers academy. All wish them
The summer people are test leaving.
ily.
every
the grammar school. Mise Annie Holmes,
Mrs.
Ross Green, who has been in Pros- There have been fewer than in past years.
There were services in the church Sun- happiness.
of Lawrence, Mess., will teach at Northe
few
Ferry
returned
past
months,
E. W. Haskell and wife, who have been
Sept. 16.
pect
Sen.
day, conducted by Rev. C. F. Burleigh.
wood’s Cove, and Miss Esther Dixon at
The Hasiem reunion was held at the
Mrs. George Hussey, of Everett, Mass., on a week’s visit in Bangor, came home
Seawall. Miss McGee is retained far the
WEST BROOKLIN.
came Sunday, called here by the illness of
Sunday.
town
hall Saturday.
It was largely
Msnset grammar school.
her mother, Mrs. M. H. Long.
School commenced Monday, taught
Dr. H. W. Small eras in Winter Harbor
many from out of town being
attended,
by
Fire destroyed the post office building
Mis* Susie Long, of Brewster, Mass.,
for a day this wsek visiting his brother.
preaent. A bountiful dinner was served Mia* Rainsbory.
who has been visiting relatives ben this
The
Thursday morning at 2 o'clock.
after
which
a
in the lower hall,
Herman Olaen, who ha* been
proto
Massachusetts Dr. A. E. Small.
yachting summer, returned
volunteer fire company, by strenuous
gramme of recitations and singing was thi* season, is borne.
Thursday.
The new chapel has received some very
work, soon subdued the fire, but not un- carried ont. All
pronounced it an enjoySept. 18.
R.
Miaa Lettie Chrter baa gone to Brown*
neat seats tn pise* of the old settees, also
til the upper part of the building, where
able day.
ville to teach.
a new chandelier.
the Barnes started around the chimney,
OTTER CREEK.
H.
Sept. 16.
Miaa Alice Stanley, who is employed in
and the staircase were destroyed, with
High school opened Monday, with an
The lobster fishermen are getting ready
some of the stock belonging to H. A. Foes,
Massachusetts, is as home (or a (ew weeks. for the fall
unusually large attendance. Both princiSfturtUKIkfllW.
fishing, although lobsters are
pal and assistant are new here, but they
Mr*. O. P. Garter, who ha* been in Gam- scarce.
photographer, who really lost everything.
What the fire left was destroyed by water.
Veaxie Young, who has been employed have been succeaaful elsewhere, and everyden visiting her daughter, is home.
in
Bangor the past year, is st home on a thing promises a profitable year.
Fortunately the mail matter and poetMias Etta Bridges, who has been em- week's
vacation.
office belongi ngs were uninjured, though
The library association met Monday
ployed at Orr’s Island, is home.
New*
was received here
Saturday of the
two valuable coats belonging to the
death by cancer of Mrs. Henry Stanley, evening. Dr. Collins, president, presiding.
of KMan Dima.
Mr*. H. G. Carter and Miss
Fnnlmcr
Ethel, who formerly of this
assistant were destroyed.
The building
It was voted to have the library tree. The
place.
Most people do not realize the alarm- have been visiting relatives at
was
owned by Thomas Lawton, who
Ston;ngMartin Lewis, the artist who has been seme officer* were te-elected, and the folincrease and remarkable prevalency ton, are at home.
ing
carried an insurance. Mr. Foes also had a
boarding at George Grover's during the lowing committee appointed to collect.
of kidney disease.
has returned to New York.
Fred Fletcher, wi(e and son are
small insurance on his goods. The poetW hile kidney disfond*: Judge E. P. Spofiord, Dr. H. W.
visiting summer,
2
j
Mr*.
Fletcher's mother, Mr*. Mary A.
SgP1AXON.
office business has been removed to the
are the
Small and A- O. Gross.
most common Clusacn.
vacant store in Masonic block.
HL
Sept.
Ru.
diseases that preSept. 16.
Spray.
Skncrtucmrau.
Sept. 16.

Nearly

!

hara baan damaged by tbe wet spell. Tb
apple arop will be light.
Thursday E. A. Lowell commenced moving hi* born, which he purchased urn
lima ago of William Soper
Hehnssboa
a mile to haul it, moot of the
way over lb
public road.

other T~9‘

Wad* Grind I* it teaching in Fimnklin.
Chpt. Ernest Perkins is at home lor
short visit.

ness.

E M. Higgins is baring water put into

Everett Hale is teaching the school at
Granite.

Mrs. Parks and son,
Miss Z. A. Wilbur and niece, Mias Maud
new
Work hss commenced on the
Buffington, of Fall River, Mass., who have wharf. N. P. Foster hss the contract, and
the
spent
past six weeks with Mrs. George Norman Hale is taking charge of the
R. Fuller, returned home Last week.
work.

congrat ulst ions.
bept. 18.

COUNTY NEWa
o-

ORLASD.
Mrs. Charles Gray >e ill.
B»r H“*
Frank Qrindle is at home from
bor, where he baa been employed.
W. Trundj,
R E. Conary and wife and B.
mo
Mass., are visiting their
ol

Lynn,

Mrs. Lurie Trundy.
is at
Bewail Harriman, of Rhode Island, «
mother,
Hi»
home fora few

days.

has been very ill, is

improving.

Miss Olive Bonsey.is at home, accompanied by her cousin, Miss Christine
Nelson.

The business spirit is crushing out
the sweeter element of home life.
Dr. Edward Briggs and family and Dr.
We are in danger of a great commercial decline, because men, as a whole, Charles Briggs and family have returned
to Lexington after spending the summer
think only of getting wealth.
There are thousands, both men and here.
who
do not take time to eat
women,
Ray Gray had a narrow escape from
property. They rush through life,
a few days ago.
He went off to
and as a result we have an age of drowning
his boat at the mooring to bail it out after
indigeetion, nervousness, irritability, a
rainstorm, and when he stepped into it
sleepless nights and morose disposiit rolled over, leaving him in the water
tion.
(
With the discovery of Mi-o-na tab- with rubber boots and an overcoat on. He
lets, there is no longer any excuse for managed to reach the small boat and cling
one to have 111 health from stomach to her until
assistance arrived.
weakness.
Sept. Id.
Thamp.
Mi-o-na strengthens the walla of the
-—--—
stomach, stimulates secretion of the
NORTH PENOBSCOT.
digestive juices, regulates the liver
H. A. Dorr has nearly completed his
and restores muscular contraction to
j
the intestines and oowels, so no laxa- stable.
tive is needed.
George Haynes has built a manure shed !
Sick headaches, palpitation, bad
on his barn.
taste in the mouth, yellow skin, irriRaymond Hutchins has been hauling (
tability, coated tongue and melancholy are a few of the many distress- lumber for an addition to his house.
ing results of indigestion. "Mi o-na
George Leach hss nearly finished haulnever fails to dispel all these troubles.
O. A. Parcher sells Mi-o-na in 50- mg underpinning for a cellar to be dug !
nnder Henry Jones' store.
ccnt box'-s, s-vi
—fury}the money if the remedy does not stive
Potatoes sre beginning to rot. No froet
~

*--•*-

u.

j..1,

Much gx&in and

Hungarian]

JBjbrrttsnnmta.

^

RIUBF FROM

OOMSTIPATIO
STOMACH

TROUBLES
SICK

HEADACH|

